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Holland, Michigan., Thunday, January

Volume Number 58
ern end and as a result a union
meeting of Holland'scivic club wilj
be called at which the county road
commissionerswill be asked to
clarify the situation. AttorneyMcROTARIANS SAY NORTHERN Bride brought the matter to a head
in a talk giving some road history.
PART OP COUNTY
Tentative plans also will be formIS FAVORED
ulated to interest the Grand Rapids
Associationof Commerce in making
The Rotary club la sponsoring:a Holland its logical port, because
movement to obtain equal road Tm* of the much shorter distance to
provement projects for both ends Chicago than Grand Haven.
of Ottawa county. The claim is
The proposed new highway bemade that the northernend has tween Grand Rapids and Chicago,
been favored by the road commis- via Holland, will make the shortsion at the expense of the south- est connectionbetween these cities.

Holland Club

Asks

Locked

Monday, Feb. 4

College Nite

7 Musical

Numbers

In one Act Play
Admission only
[ Carnegie

35c.

Gymnasium

8.00 P. M.

Number 5
GRAND HAVEN FOLKS
ENTERTAIN IN HONOR OF
HOLLAND GIRL

Car

Republicans
Choose Holland

Grsnd ‘Haven Trib.— Mr. and
Mrs. Barney Bymholt, of Fulton
St, Grand Haven, entertainedwith

Use The Horn

Delegation

a delightfuldinner party honoring
the coming marriage of their niece,
WILL MEET IN GRAND HAVEN
Miss Tena Happ of Holland, and
NEXT WEDNESDAY
Richard Woodwyke of East hangaAFTERNOON
uck. The guests were seated at
one table centered with loveiv ptiM
rosea and dainty place cards and
City caucases of the different
appointments. The guests were wards were held in the City Hall
Miaa Hopp, Miss Jeanette Van Zui- Monday evening whin Republicans
den, Miss Jeanette Hopp, Miss Jonominated their delegations to tin
hanna Hopp, Miss ElisabethCuster,
Ottawa County Republican ConvenRichard Woodwyke, Arthur Woodtion to be held in the court house
wyke, Cornelius Woodwyke, Martin
next week Wednesday at two
Reendeers and Charles Mulder. A
o’clock. This convention is called
lovely gift was presented to the
for the purpose of electing delebride elect and games completed
gates to the State Convention to be
the evening.

MRS. RUTH MORLEY, COUNTY
DEMONSTRATION AGENT,
GOES IN DITCH
The slippery and rutty condition
of the roads during the past week
have brought stories of many unusual spills that have nearly been
serious. The treacherousice, which
could not be reached by any road
device, has sent manytcars into the
snow banks and ditches but due
to careful driving not one serious
one has been reported during the
stormy period.
Mrs. Ruth Mottey, county demonstrationagent, had a very peculiar accident, when her car skidded
one mile east of Spring Lake on
US-16, narrowly missing a

AH

1929

Forgot To

For Better Roads
NOW

In

31,

held at Lansing on Wednesday.
February 20.
The delegates

Dr.

tele-

phone pole as it turned over. She
was pinned in the front seat and
unable to open the doors. Assured
there was no danger of Are, she
vainly tried to attract the attention of passing motorists but a
.ditched car was no unusual sight
along Ottawa county highways.
Finally one man saw the handle
of the door move and he concluded
someone must be caught in the car.
He stopped and assisted Mrs. Morley and found she was not hurt.
A wrecker was dispatchedand with
considerable effort the car was
pulled out of the snow bank and
righted. A broken spring was the

Poppen Dies

At Hospital

named Monday

Chairman, Simon
Kline; Secretary,Clarence Lokker;
Delegates:A. Kleis, Margaret Cook,

J. B. Mulder, Kathryn Boaman,
Wm. Arenshorst,Simon L. Henkle,
Anna Roos, Thvde Warner, Anna
HAD PRACTICED IN THIS CITY Van Drezer, Neal Plagerhoef,TennFOR TWENTY-ONE YEARS.
is Prins, Ed. Westing,John Van
WAS CHARTER MEMDer Ploeg, Henry Doesberg, ClarBER OF TRINITY
ence Lokker, Frank Van Ry, Gerard

In Ann Arbor

CHURCH

Cook.

Second Ward: Chairman, Frank
Although not entirely unexpected
the death of Dr. Henry J. Poppen
of Holland, occurred Sunday morning at Ann Arbor at the Univeraity
hospital after an Illness of two

Brieve; Secretary,John Waltman;

Delegates:Frank Brieve, John
Waltman, Al. De Weerd, Miss Dena
Muller, Lou Bouman, Herman Van

Den

Brink.

years.

Third Ward: Chairman, Hubert
Dr. Poppen has practicedin Hol- Pelgrim; Secretary,William
land for 21 years and haMbeen a se; Delegatesi Charles
practicingphysician altogether for P. Stephan, Wm. C. V« ______
the horn to advantage.
37 years. He practiced In Forest Wm. Brusse,Henry Geerlings,
o
Kv.var Grove for 16 years and came to Kammeraad, Art. Van Duren,
Rev. James Putt of Jamestown
Holland in 1908.
Champion, Hubert Pelgrim, I
has declinea a call to succeed Rev.
Dr. Poppen was bom in Drenthe A. Mulder, Ray Knooihulsen.
H. Keegstra as pastor of Sixteenth
COLORED
MAN
LOSES
TONY ZUIDEMA DROPS DEAD
in 1866, and was 62 years old at
Fourth Ward: Craimum,
Street Cnistian Reformed church,
Sheriff
CASE IN CIRCUIT COURT his death. He attended Kalama- Brower; Secretaiw,Oscar
1 Steel Electric Sign
Holland. Mr. Putt is the second IN HOLLAND SERVICE GARAGE
zoo college,State Normal, taught Delegates: Austin Hai
ministerto send a negativereply to
Mrs. Mary Van Nieland of Hoi school for five years and in 1892
1 Slow Case
Starts
ikems, Wm. Lawrence,
the local church within two months.
Tony Zuidema, 55, dropped dead
land Friday was awarded a verdict was graduated from the medical
Pelgrim, C. W. Nlbbelink,
Ho has reived tho Jamestown at the Holland Service Garage Friof
$1,000
by
a
jury
in
circuit
court
Year
department of the University of McLean, Oscar Peterson, Ben
church,his first pastorate, since his day morning. Coroner Gilbert Vanin u damage suit arising out of an
Michiganand spent some time in fans, Henry Winter, Thos. M.
ordinationin 1925.
de Water pronounced the cause of
automobile accident at Holland July
death as heart trouble. Zuidema STEKETEE IS KEPT ON JUMP 4, 1928. M. E. Saunders, a colored jiost-graduatework in New York inson, Geo. Pelgrim, Jacob
City. Not only has Dr. Poppen Wm. J. Olive, Jay H. Den
The second semester opened at had entered the garage on West
PIRST FIFTEEN DAYS OF
26 West 9th
Phone
Holland
man of Chicago was defendant in
been active as practicingphysician
Junior High School Monday with a 17th street where he was found
MONTH-CHANGES AT
Fifth Ward: Chairman.
the case. The jury was out one
but also as a member of the Ottawa S. Bosch: Secretary,.H. Vi
number of new students.
COUNTY JAIL
later on the floor by Vem Vedders,
hou;. ,
County Medical Society in which Warf; Delegates: Henry S.
who immediately called Drs. Thom
Sheriff Steketce has been a busy
he served as president and secre- Ray Visscher, John Aren__ .
as and Vande Velde who stated the
ALLEGAN CREDIT BODY
taiy, the Michigan State Medical
man had died of heart trouble. The man since he stepped into office
ELECTS AT FENNVILLE and American Medical association. Fred T. Miles, Walter G. Groth,
Vander Warf, Charles Dykatra, H.
body was taken to the home, locat- Jan. 1, and since that time has had
unusual amount of arrests to
ed a few doors from the garage.
The Allegan County Credit ex For the past 16 years he acted De Weerd, Al Wickerink, Abel
Mr. Zuidema was 55 years old. He keep him on the jump. No less change has announced a success as presidentof the board of exam- Postma, John Liudens,John Bouwcarpenter
c.Mair.n.H.lFtaLK than 15 arrests have been made by ful year just past. The annual iners for the United Bureau of ma, M. J. Vande Bunte.
was a carpenter by trade, having the sheriff all pleading guilty or meeting was hem in Fennville. Man- Pensions having been appointed by
Sixth Ward: Chairman,
Scholten;Secretary,Gil
come to this country from the Ne- confessing. Six other arrestswere ager J. O. McFarlandreported there Pres. Woodrow Wilson in 1912.
therlands 27 years ago. They set- made by the city or federal officers. arc 115 business and professional Dr. Poppen was a public spirited Water: Delegates: Paul
This averages one arrest a day men of the county as paying mem- Holland citizentaking an interest Wm. Visser, Klaas Buurma,
tled in Holland where they have
for the first of the year, only two ber*. Plans were made for addi- in civic,social and religious affairs. Wierstna, Wm. Duer, Henry
always made their home.
Dr. Poppen was one of the or- gerda, Gil Vande Water, F
He is survived by his wife and of which were for liquor violations. tional equipment and enlargement
one daughter, Mrs. Richard Elhart The sheriff too is busy getting the of the work. Officers are President, ganizers and charter members of Kraker, Elburn Parsons, R. Bowof Holland and two brothers and jail and premises in shape by re- W. P. Wilson, Saugatuck;vice Trinitv Reformed church, serving man, John Bouma.
two sisters in the Netherlands.
arranging some of the departmertts president,Ezekiel Smith, Shelby- as elder, Sunday school teacher,
o
The funeral services for Tony to suit his ideas.
ville; secretary, William Legner, and organizer and director of, the ALLEGAN TREASURER
Zuidema were held Monday after* The sound of children’s voices is Allegan; treasurer, Frank Fland- orchestra.
1928 REPORT
noon at 1:30 o’clock at the home a new one at the county office and ers, Fenhville;manager/ J. 0. McHe ll< survived by the widow and
on West 17th street, and at 2 o'clock with the jail full of prisoners and Farland, Fennville. Directors are six children:Mrs. J. A, Poppen of
Tho Allegan County Tireasurer,
from the Berean church with Rev. the living quarters well filled with Grover Cook. Allegan; Richard Detroit, Dr. C. J. Poppen of Read- Vida Congdon reports 96 mothers
Veltman, the new pastor, officiat- the sheriff's ^ood sized family the Newnham, Saugatuck; Gerald ing, Henry J. Poppeh of Holland, pensions,, amounting to more than
ing. 'Intermentwas in the Holland county office is a busy one.
Nash, Hopkins; Monroe Eaton, Mrs. Paul Ge^Hard of Grand Rap- $30,000, were paid in 1928 ; 860
township cemetery.
The following arrests have been Ganges and Bernard Spoolstra. ids, ClarissaPoppen of Detroit and county bills were paid in 1928 from
o
Donald Poppen of Holland.
the general fund; 2,337 tax assessmade thus far: Alfred Bryant, in- Martin.
ZEELAND PUBLISHER IN
Funeral serviceswere held Wed- ments, amounting to $76,724.47
sanity; Peter Becker, Ray Rider,
nesday afternoon at 1 o'clock at were paid in 1928.
MICHIGAN PRESS POST violation liquor law; John J. Brown, HOLLAND MARKET, HALF
CENTURY OLD, PASSES the home and at 1:30 o’clock In More than 4700 dog licenses were
Dick Slagh, contempt of court;
Trinity ‘Reformed church with Rev- issued in 1928 amountingto $11,068.
New officers electedat the fifty- Charles Neiwander, postal law;
eighth annual convention of the Steve Hoffman; nationalprohibition The old familiar face of “Bill” Clarence P. Dame officiating.In- Certificatesof deed and tax hisMichigan Press Associationare: act; John Ratkiewicz,Harry Drab- Vander Veere will not be seen at terment took place in Drenthe tories were estimated to be $290.70,
the meat market on the East End, cemetery.
and the delinquent tax $67,571.16.
President, Elmer A. Hanna, pub- inski, and' Phillip Kackamowski,
a businessestablishednearly a half
The total mortgage tax was eslisher of the Emmet County Graph- burglary, Marne School; *G. W.
century ago. The old proprietor ROTTERDAM TO SELL
timated to be $5,875.60, and the in"ic at Harbor Springs; vice piresi- Kooyers, insanity; Mrs. Margaret
has leased the market to Henry
LAND FOP FORD PORT heritance tax $2,467.42. Criminal
dent. A. Vankoevering,publi sher Corey, breakinkquarantine;Charles
Scholten and Tony Dozeman who
fine? totaled$3,617.
of the Zeeland Record; secretary- McKnider, narcotic law; Joe
are to open a wholesale meat enThe municipality has decided to
treasurer,H. A. Wood, the Bangor Grimes, liquor law; Edward Klugterprisein the building,at 152 E. »ell the Ford Motor Co. cf NetherPREACHES IN CHURCH
Advanc.’.
as, larceny; George Lawrence, sta- 3th street, beginning February 1.
lands 28,000 square meters (rougho
STARTED BY FATHER
tutory rape; William Kildorf, For a number of years, Mr. Vanly *even acres) of land to J,<* use)
Charles
Dusterwinkle,
breaking
and
FRIENDS FETE MOTHER AND
der Veere conducted a market at
niake Roll/: an the company’s
Rev. Jacob Vander Meulen, proentering; Clarence Schmitzer, run- this stand in a frame building toDAUGHTER WHO GO TO
port of import for the whvle "f
away boy. Two later arrestswere gether with the late George Van vtilern Europe. The company will fessor In Western TheologicalsemDENVER
inary, Sunday morning conducted
Cornelius Serier and John Hopp of Duren jn fact he was the “butcher Like over the- greater pa.*t of Die
the servicesIn Third Reformed
Holland on liquor charge.
boy” in that shop at the ago of 13 und immed.a.cly and w II hold an
church, of which his father was the
Mother and daughter were given
years and Mr. Van Duren a as his - pwon on tho icmaindcr.
first oastor 60 years ago. The senseparate farewellparties during the HOPE CHURCH RE-ELECTS
o
boss. Later he bought cut the
ior vander Meulen served Third
past week. Mrs. W. Alofs is leavITS CHURCH OFFICERS business and erected the brick A BUFFALO CLUB IS THE
Church from 1867 to 1871 when he
ing in a few days to join her husbuilding he now occupies. This meat
LATEST ORGANIZATION went to Grand Rapids. The old
band in Denver, Colo., and Mrs. E.
Despite bad weather Thursday market was establishedm 1F82.
IN HOLLAND church building was destroyed by
Van Tatenhove and Mrs. L. Bowman the congregationalsupper at Hope
the big fire of 1871 and later reconsidered it especiallyfitting to church parlors was well attended NORTH HOLLAND FARMER
Fishermen are liable to do any- placed by the present edifice, dediwish them Godspeedin some way. and the proceedings at the annual
DIES OF APOPLEXY thing and Holland’s fishermen are cated in
;
The first party was given in honor meeting and election of officers
no exception.The lie about the
of the mother when Mrs. Alofs was were approved by the large gatherHerman Bartels,a retired farm- length of a fish, get away with it,
presented with a substantialtravel- ing present. The officers named er, who was found dead by his wife and are not consideredas dishonest.
ing bag. Those present were: were: elders re-elected: C. J. Dreg- was buried Tuesday. Coroner Van- They’ll steal the fish of a friend Officers
Mesdames F. Douma, J. W. Wier- man, J. Riemersma,Jacob Lokker de Water pronounced his death as and then invite him to eat it and
sma, N. Poel, D. Overway, J. Hil- and E . E. Fell. The followingdea- due to apoplexy and said an in- make him like it. They’llrecount
der, J. Baron, Mvs. Van Tiaton cons were re-elected: Dr. G. W. Van quest was not necessary.
hunting and fishing yarns of doubtHove and Mrs. Bowman. The sec- Verst, Chester L. Beach, and Henry
ful vintage or as the Dutch say,
ond party was given at the same Winters. 'Erwin J. Lubbers was HOLLAND FIVE DOWNS
"You can hear them come with
home by the same ladies in honor electedto take the place of Arthur
BENTON HARBOR, 23-15 wooden shoes" and still ordinarily COUNTY OFFICERS IN RAID
of Miss Warnetta Alof who Is to Visscher who requested not to he
these are boys of integrity but
AT HOLLAND SCOOP UP
accompany her mother to Denver. re-elected.Mr. C. M. Mcl^an preThe Hingamen got away to
that’s all in the fish game. A gang
' HOOTCH SAMPLE
At this party, games were played sided over the deliberationsand strong start in the opening periods got togetherat the Boston resand prizes distributed. Miss Alofs welcomed those present. A special of their game with Benton Har- taurant Thursday evening and told
A raid was made at the Road
was the recipient of a beautiful committeeof sixteen was appoint- bor that was sufficient to carry and retold this fish fictionunder House, 101 Ranch, on the north
leather bound memory book, after ed to meet with the consistoryin them through to a 23 to 15 victory the head of "adventures of 1928 ”
side of Black Lake Bay, near the
which a two course luncheon was regard to the enlargementof the in Holland. A lead of 10 to 6 at
In the new club there is an un- old "Dye Works", Holland, by two
In no other way can you get genuine Maytag serserved. Those present were the Sunday School property. The pas- the first quarter had increased to derstanding that all fish stories deputiesof the sheriff’sdepartment
Misses Margaret Van Der Woude, tor, Rev. Thos. W. Davidson, gave a secure 19 to 8 margin at the end must be true stories with evidence
vice and . the Maytag guarantee. The Maytag
and a Holland City police officer
Gertrude Oetman, Christine Velt- a brief review of the Week Day Bi- Df the half. The visitors’ defense unquestioned. Members caught de** 11 Maytag — ths
Thursday afternoon.
guarantee
does
not
apply
to
washers,
new
or
old,
kamp,
Marion
Warner,
Sylvia
Venble
School
and
of
the
congregation.
tightened
in
the
last
two
quarters
U*uun of Washer
viatingfrom the path of truth are
Cornelius Serier and John Hopp,
der Kamp, Evelyn Van Appledom, Mr. Geo. A. Pelgrim, superintend- in each period. Japinga, Tanis and sent down to "Ajinanias Club" and
purchased of anyone but an authorizedMaytag
Valua. If it doarn’t sail itself, don't
Kathryn Fredricks, Emeline Nien- ent of the Sunday School gave a Tysse divided scoring honors, with there to remain until the lesson of the proprietors, were arrested.
Serier for the sale of liquor and
k*tp It Deferred payment you'll
dealer. De Vries & Dornbos is the only authohuis, Alice Bos, Laura Steggerda. statementon the needs of their each accounting for six points. truth and veracity in terms of fish
Hopp for keeping a place. The
never miss.
Johanna Westerhoff,Helene Van work, while the financial report was Capt. Korstantje added the remain- stories
ones is thoroughly
morougniy learned.Any- men, seeing the officerscoming,
rized Maytag dealer in Holland. Only their store
Appledorn, Agnes Zwier, Annetta read by Mr. M. C. Lindeman.Mr. ing five and contributed a stellar wa;av the other night,
I Peter Lievense seized several bottles of liquor and
can give you genuine Maytag service.
Brardsma, Diletta Buter and Ger- E. E. Fell gave a report on the all-around game. Goldsteinwas anid George Bender applied for
broke them on the ice but the ice
trude Dykman.
Men’s Bible class which is led by best for the Harborites.Holland re- membership
embership in the Buffalo Club.
was too thick so the liquor lay in
THE MAYTAG CO.v NEWTON, IA. Funded 1893
Hon. G. J. Diekema.
servicesdefeated the Benton Har- They were given the test and both
puddles which the officers scooped
MRS. DICK BOTER NOW HEADS
were made to tell the story of the
The ladies of the church were in bor seconds.28 to 6.
o
BIBLE CLASS FEDERATION charge of the wonderfulrefresh21-pound buffalo fish scooped up up to keep as evidence.
Serier and Hopp were arraigned
a week ago in the carp fishing nets.
ments always so popular at this SAUGATUCK SCHOOL TO
Despite the bad weather, the church.
SELECT ITS ORATORS The story of this catch tallied exact- before Justice Charles K. Van
Women's Federation of Adult Bily and the "high monkey-monk” of Duren in Holland and demanded
Pupils of Saugatuck high are pre- the Bison* found that the truth was an. examination.
ble Classes found their joint meet- GRAND HAVEN PAPER TELLS
The officers have had their eye
ing at the First Reformed church
paring for the annual local contest in them and they were unanimousOF 8UBPRISF TO MRS.
on the place for some time, they
Sunday evening a success. Mrs. S.
in oratory and declamation.
ly accepted as members.
STEKETEE
Mersen the retiring president was
The seniorswriting orationsare:
Since this was the annual meet- said, and other evidence was sein charge. After a short prayer by
Grand Haven Trib,— -A group of Mina Howard, Irene Reekes, Eve- ing of the Buffalo Club, the elec- sured by purchase.
Mrs. A. Hoffman, Mrs. Joe Vanden Indies from Holland associatedwith lyn Moninue,Eunice Godfrey and tion of officers was in order. Nick
Brink welcomed the ladies present Mrs. CornelisStekctee,wife of the Everett Thomas, students entering Hoffman was named mine-host ZEELAND-GRAND HAVEN TO
DEBATE AT ZEELAND
and after the program invited them sheriff, came to her home at the for declamation being Roxie Mize, which suits him exactly, Jake Lieto participatein a social hour in iail Thursday, many of them visit- Ellen Smith, Lucille Kelly. Joy Tay- vense as secretaryand he might as
the church parlors.Mrs. Mersen ing the institution for the first time. lor, Eleanor Koning, Mardel Tay- well be for he bolds that Job in
Tryouts for the state oratorical
then introduced Rev. H. Bouma, After a tour of the jail proper, a lo.\
nearly everything he joins and contest at Grand Haven have repastor of the FourteenthStreet social evening was enjoyed. The
seems to like it. George Bender is sulted in Ruth Mulder, Alice Peter.
ChristianReformed church, who party came and returned by train, CONNELLY AGAIN WILL
the keeper of the nets, the position son, Alice Dieters, Walter Fisher,
chose for his subject, “The Purpose mt venturing to drive this weather.
PRESIDE FOR ROADMEN that just fits him. He knows how Iris Fowler and Frances Swart beof the Adult Bible Classes.” He had They were Mrs. B. Vande Water,
to net the profits for the Holland ing picked to represent the Grand
his subject well in hand and his Mrs. Clifford Dalman, Mrs. Clark,
William M, Connelly of Ottawa Game Club. Andrew Klomparensis Haven school. The first content
discourse was very interestingall Mrs. H. Schaap, Mrs. J. Schaap, county has been invited to be the custodian of scales, but we don’t will be held February28, the winthe way through. Mrs. J. Vender Mrs. P. Reselman, Mrs. A. Hid- toastmaster at- the annual meeting know whether these come from the ner to be sent to Zeeland March 22.
Poel, secretary and Mrs. H. Ten ding. Mrs. C. Lokker, Mrs. C. Kop- of the Michigan Association of fish or from Fairbanks-Morse. Pete
Brink submitted their respective re- peral, Mrs. P. Van Dongelaar, Mrs. Road Commissioners and Engineers Lievense is chief skinner of fish not GRAND HAVEN PLANS
ports. After singing sacred music J. K. Van Lente'andMrs. J. Post. at Ann Arbor February 26th. Mr. of second hand cars. Dick Boter
and repeating the Lord’s prayer,
Connelly occupied the position last is head gormandizer, rather a big
the gathering retired to the fine
Gertrude De Koster has set. n year and carried off the meeting job for such a little fellow. John
women’s class rooms of this church record for her class in the Bible so well the committeeon arrange- Van Tatenhove is bait keeper.
and were provided with excellent school of Third Reformedchurch of ments again selected him.
Worms or cut bait, no bootleg. Joe
refreshments.At that time Mrs. Holland in not having missed a
Among prominent state speakers Rhea is press agent and he is
Dick-----Boter,----the ------newly -r
named
----- presi- single session in 13- years. She holds will be James Schimmcrhorn,Dey all written for the The city
dent was introduced by Mrs, Mer- as awards 13 books presented by troftloumalist,who has a wide repsen who retires.
tho school.
utation as an atfer dinner speaker.
• damage sustained.
When at home it occurred to Mrs.
Morley that she might have used

only
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HOLLAND

Maurice Luidens of Holland, was

Local News'

Chapel Meetings
Prove Interest
To Students

named president of the Ottawa

county farm bureau at the annual FIFTY YEARS TRYING
meeting held at Grand Haven.
TO GET GOVERNOR’S
Other officers named were Gerrit
IN MICHIGAN
ing
John Van Vuren has accepted a Yntema, Jamestown,vice president;
and
directors Claus Erhorn, Nupoaitionwith the Goodrich Transit
Large bodies move slowly is an
nica;
Charles . Clayton, Marne;
company.
Clarence Goldberg, Hudsonville; old saying, recalled by President Hour Service Each Day of
and Mrs. C. C. Lillie,Coopersville.Coolidge’s recent recommendation
Week was Inspiration
that congress ouaht to provide a
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bakker,
summer White House in the higha son; to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Wilto Hearers
County School Commifssioner lands within striking distance of
WIAMNG TIME
liam Schoon at the Holland hospiGerrit Groenwoude of Hollana,
Washington. The president would During the past week, the stutal, a daughter, Lois Marthine;to
states that the Allendale district
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Korstanje, school known as the White School then be able to find recreationand dents and Faculty of Hope College
rest during the warm months with- readilywelcomed a change in their
308 West 17th street, a daughter,
was burned to the ground during
out having to go many hundreds of regular routine. This change was
Phyllis Mary.
Friday’s storm. The fire was of
appreciated not only because vaunknown origin and the building miles.
It is close to 50 years ago that a riety seems to be the spice of life,
Ninth street between Pine and was without fire protection.There
Maple avenues will be roped off were 30 pupils enrolled in this Michigan governor recommended but because that variety afforded
so that children of Holland may large brick school. Miss Martha De to the legislaturethat it build an us the privilege of hearing the
executivemansion at Lansing. The Reverenc
a Van der
d<
Meulen of the
coast without being in danger. They Wendt of Hudsonville was the
governor was Charles M. Croswell, TheologicalSeminary of Louisville,
teache:.
will have police protection.
and he did so in his second inaugu* Kentucky. He is a graduate of
59MLBS.
ral message, January,1879. This Hope College and a former pastor
Miss Alida Vander Werf left
Marinus De Fouw of the De was what Gov. Croswell said:
Sunday for New York City where Fouw Electric Co., East Eighth “My experienceas chief executive of the Hope Reformed Church of
this city. As a result, he has many
she expects to attend a girls' school. street, has returned from Chicago of the state satisfies me that the
where he attended the lamp show. governor ought to reside in Lan- friends here and the students welcomed him in a very kind manner.
ug vALLfr am tut in amrmnt
Mrs. Alfred Van Duren and Mrs.
sing. Hi? presence upon many ocPrayer Week was ushered in by
b./metory
Martin Dykema returnedSunday The following submitted to ton- casions would facilitatebusiness.
iy by FUhar
sil operations: John Urick, Mrs. With the small salary affixed to the a Vesper Service held in Winants
The brood sow is wnerally at an average of 5.83 pigs of an aver- from a ten-day visit in Detroit.
Clarence Nies, Joe Snider and Mrs. office (then $1,000 a year), the Chapel on Sunday afternoon. This
her best in her fourth year. At
TV’O MATTF.R where you drive a New
age weaning weight of 27.64 A son, John Jr., was born to P. Gales.
meeting was led by Reverend Hathis age the average number of
governor should not be expected to
AU-Amcrirnn you’ll find it triumMr.
and
Mrs.
John
Galien
at
the
ger,
the
college
pastor.
On
Monher weaned pigs is greater and pounds. In contrast to this, the
come here and provide himself with
Holland hospital.
phantly different .... Diliercnt in atyle
. difThe date for the final number of a home. The state should provide a day morning, Reverend Van der
their average weight at weaning four-year old sow averages 6.76
the Longfellow Lyceum course has residencecomporting with the Meulen took charge of the services
ferent in performance . . . faster
. more
time higher than in any other weaned pigs of an average weanMr*. Omrles |H. McBride ha* been set for Thursday, February 7
and, after a vocal solo by Miss
year, before or after, during her
powerful
. more responsive than anything
ing weight of 35.25 pounds. That gone to Olivet to make a short visit in the High School auditorium.The character of the capitol in which Gladys Huizenga, presented an inthe
chief executive should live durelse at its price. . . . And basically, too, the
with
her
daughter,
Miss
Virginia,
spirational
talk
on
the
“Great
Adis, the aged sow not only weans a
number will be a company of ma- ing his term of office.I bespeak
New All-American is different.In such
At least, these are the facts as greater number of pigs, but the who is in college there.
venture of Life,” in which he
gicians.
this not for myself, but for my
borne out by a four-year study of weight of each pig at weaning time
stressed the thrill of becoming a
things a* a big, smooth, silent engine . . .
Fred Beeuwkes, in general About twenty members of the successors.”
farrowing records. The studies averages 7% pounds more than the
Christian.On Tuesday morning, he
dynamically halanbed, counter-weighted
Half
a
century,
lacking
less
than
charge of the ticket sale for the Epworth League of the First Meshow that the yearling sow weans pigs from the yearling now.
discussed
much-talked-of-subcrankshaft . . . G-M-R cylinder head . , .
Merchant*’ banquet, announcedto- thodistchurch went on a bob sled one month, has elapsed, and the ject
the differencebetween a
cross-flow radiator . . . dirt-and-weathcrday that the sale is starting out party Thursday evening, leaving legislaturehas yet to provide an moral man and a Christian. The
briskly. Since there are only 350 the church at 7 o’clock and going executivemansion. If congress specialmusic consisted of a tromproof internal-expanding brakes. . .The New »
Don't Seem Genuine
Napoleon of Average Height tickets available,he advised all to the home of Miss Shirley Fair- moves as slowly as the Michigan bone duet by Herman Laug and Ed
All-American Six stands out as one of the
legislature*
in
matters
of
this
kind
There la something wrong when
Napoleon Bonaparte,commonly who wished to attend the banquet banks on the Old Mission farm there will be no summer White Tallman. During the next chapel,
greatest automotive achfcvementsof all time.
a lawyer advises you to avoid liti- spoken of as an abnormally short to make sure of their tickets early. where appropriate refreshmenU
the students enjoyed a very stirring
House before 1980.
Frtr#* tlltS to US’S. /.o. b. fmrtorv.plu* dtliworyrhorgot.
were served.
gation or a doctor drinks to your man, actually was of about aver
message
“Take up your cross
for-Jov HrilrmuHe Shorlt -orb r§ and spring rotor* IneltuUd
The
H. 0. H. society will meet at
good health.— Exchange.
and
follow
Me.”
Alice
Brunson
in lift prirrs. Uumpars and rrmr frnder guards aatrm. Chock
age height On his deathbed his
the
Literary
Club
building
Friday
Announcement
has
been
made
of
Oakland
delivered prices—the* Include lotreslhandling chargoa.
physician,Antommarchl,found hla
and Edith Dings favored the stuGeneral Motors Tima Toymanl Han avaUabloat minimum raSo.
dent body with a vocal duet “The
measurementto be live feet six and evening, with Alex Van Zanten in preliminary plans for a fair to be
HOW
FARMER
TREATS
Intuition • Big Aeeet
given by the Lincoln Parent-teacher
charge of the program.
time of repentance” was the theme
one-half Inches. In his prime he
CHUCKS
club on the evening of February8.
In taking to the broek, bow does was probably taller. His dwarfed
of Thursday's message. The songThe
contract
for
carrying
the
Each room in the school will have
the fox know that the hounds are appearance was ascribed to hts on
The wise farmers of Michigan, leader for the week, Paul Nettinga,
trailing him by the scent of his usually short leg*.— Mentor Mags- mail between the depot and the an exhibit, the proceeds going torendered a vocal selection. The servHolland post-office has been let to ward buying playground equip- when bothered by woodchucks, refootprintsT— Boston Herald.
G. H. Kooiker, 121 E. 8th( Holland, Mich: Phone 2551
sort to one of three methods in vices of the week were brought to
Leonard Michielson,effective Feb- ment.
fitting
close
on
Friday
morning
thinning them out They insert
ruary 3, he having been the successMrs. Myrtle Sewers is back at either calcium cyanide or carbon di- by a talk on “The Glory of Servful bidder.
her shop in the Colonial Barber sulphide in the chuck’s burrow and ice” and a number by the Frater
Mrs. Guy Pond has been taken to shop after an absence of four seal it over. The fumes in a short Quartet.
The Prayer Week Services were
the Holland hospital again for weeks.
time will penetrate every part of
treatment.
the burrow and Mr. Woodchuck is well attended and were an inspiraBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Dick Van gassed to death. Another method tion to the entire student group.
A new fruit store was opened Loo, 24 West 22nd street, a girl, is that of attaching a hose to the The students were remindedof the
in the Arendshorst buildingon East Marjorie.
exhaust of a tractor engine or au- high ideals which Hope College has
8th street by Roy Brown of South
tomobile and inserting down into always held before its members.
Arthur Ploegsma,an old wheel the burrow, sealing the entrance Many every-day problems which
Haven. He also has a chain of
stores in South Haven and Battle rider rode his bicycleto and from and racing the engine. Carbon are now confronting the students,
work despitethe dangerous ice con- monoxide does the rest. Hunting were discussed. A great interest
Creek.
ditionson the street, not to men- chucks with firearms is a long was shown in the services because
Holland High School will play tion the blizzard that swept Hol- drawn out job and has never been Dr. Van der Meulen outlined the
Share the security
Kalamazoo Central High
gh School
Scl
to- land Friday. For three years Ploegphases of religion which appeal to
satisfactory.
night and Muskegon Heights Sat- sma has never afiled to appear j&edcollegestudents.
o
urday night. It will be a hard aling his bicycle 4 times a day to
our vault with
RUSK
week for the boys because both and from the West Michigan Furteams are strong and both games niture Co.
of
Mrs. G. J. Veurink, age 88, died
are being played away from home.
La Verne Petrie, 36, a heating yesterday at the home of her daughIllini
George Bender obtained a half engineer, formerly of Holland, ter. Mrs. Frank Wierda, in Rusk.
ton of carp from Pine Creek bayou Mich., but at present residing at She is survived by two daughters
for the Holland Fish and Game 111 Parker Road, Elizabeth,N. J. and two sons: Mrs. Frank Wierda
Club the first part of the week.
and Irene M. Bauer, 26, a teacher of Rusk, Mrs. Wm. Rooks, Walter
of Elizabeth,were married in the and William of East Holland also
Students and faculty of the Col- Little Church Around the Corner by 33 grandchildren.One daughter,
At a mass meeting held on their
lege High school went on a sleigh here today soon after thev ob- Mrs. Eli Ver Hoeve, died some campus recentlythe students of the
time ago. The funeral was held University of Illinoisadopted a
for important papers
ride to Zeeland Monday evening.
tained their license to wed. Rev.
Randolph Ray officiated.The bride Monday at 11:30 at the home of code of ethics which, we think,
The funeral servicesof Theodore was born in Elizabeth,the daughter Mrs. Frank Wierda at Rusk and should be interestingto Hope readother valuables
Lockhart is to be held Saturday af- of Edward and Irene Way Bauer, at one o’clock at the Niekerk Chris- ers. The code follows:
ternoon at the Nibbelink-Notier Mr. Petrie is the son of the late tian Reformed church. Interment
1. Consider all athletic oppoFuneral Home. Rev. James M. Charles and L. McKay Petrie. He was in the Holland cemetery.
nents as guests and treat them as
Martin, pastor of Third Reformed was born in Holland.— Holland Sensuch.
PORT SHELDON
church, will officiate. Interment tinel
2. Accept all decisions of offiwill follow in Pilgrim Home Cemecials without protest.
Klass
Lappinga
an
old
resident
of
Prof. John R. Mulder of West3. Never hiss or boo a player
AKme Flue consumes the grease and
ern Theological seminary conducted Port Sheldon community, died at or official.
3:20
o’clock
yesterday
afternoon
at
John Vander Ploeg will have the services at Garfield Park Re4. Never utter abusive or irrivapors that are forced into the air by
charge of the next meeting of the formed church, Grand Rapids, Sun- the home of his son, Mr. and Mrs. tating remarks from the sidelines.
Home of the Thrifty
Tobia Lappinga,in Walker townAmerican Legion to be held Feb- day.
the oven draft. This moisture and
5. Applaud opponents for good
ship, route 7, Grand Rapids. He
ruary 6th. They will be entertained
play and good sportsmanship.
was
85
years
old,
at
the
time
of
by some musicians of Hope Col- Charles Van Lent© and John Van
grease are in minute particles, and
6. Never rattle an opposing
Den Broek had charge of the regu- his death, which came following a
lege.
player.
slight drafts of air cause them to settle
lar Lions Chib luncheon at the lingering illness. He lived on the
7. Seek to win by fair means
lake shore for half a century and
Mrs. Henry Brusse entertained Warm Friend Tavern Monday.
on everything in the kitchen.
the Ladies’ Aid Society of Third
Holland Junior, Senior and Chris- he is well known in this commun- only.
8.
Love
sport
for
the
game’s
ity.
He
came
to
this
country
from
Reformed Church with a birthday tian High Schools started the new
party last Wednesday afternoon. semesterMonday evening for the the Netherlands in 1866 and was sake and not for what a victory
An enrollment of 325 students it) last half of the school year, ending engaged in farming until he re- may bring,
9. Apply
tired because of old age.' He is
tppli the Golden Rule.
the home economics departmentof in June.
10. Win without boasting, and
survived by the following children.'
Hollad Junior and Senior High
John of Holland, Tobias of Grand lose without excuses.
School was reported at the openHazards are caused by putting someRapids, Mrs. Abl Verhake of Gr.
Some of these are not needed at
ing of the new semester.
thing in or over the oven vent by preRapids, Mrs. William Hocklander Hope, and some are. Numbers 3
of Holland, and Fred Haan of Gan- and 6 are some times broken by a
A surprise farewell shower was
in
venting the free circulationof air and
ges, Mich. In addition he is sur- few Hope students. Number 5 is
;iven by Mtytle Greene in honor of
vived
by
12
grandchildren.
The
lary Ellen Byron Thursday evenseldom
used
to
its proper advangases in the oven which causes imIs
body was brought to the Dykstra tage in home games. And we ask
ing at her home, 129 Central Ave.
Well, it’s true! The 1929 Mile- Funeral Home. Funeral services those who are complaining to read
Mary Ellen Byron, a graduateof
proper combustion.
were held Monday afternoon at 1 carefullyNumber 8. However,they
Holland High is planning on entering the school of commercialart, stone for which we are so anxious- o’clockfrom the home of Mr. and have a right to complain if victory
Chicago. She has been an indus- ly waiting is to be the best one in Mrs. John Lappinga, 133 West 15th goes to inferidl* opponents. And
trious art student all through her the history of Hope College. That street. Rev. L. Veltkamp of the last, we might point some of our
high school career and now con- is, the latest reports certainly bear Central Avenue ChristianReformed players to the last part of Number
templates developing that talent in out that impression. According to church, officiating.Interment was 10. Hope is a good winner. •
broader field. Miss Byron left the reports the work on the Mile- in the Park Township cemetery.
o
for Chicago today. Anyway the stone has progressed very rapidly
“We spend ur lives as a story,"
>arty was a great successthere be- in the last month. During the last
ZEELAND
was the theme of Rev. John Vaning a program of dancing, music two weeks all of the group pictures
and party games and of course a have been taken, and some of the
The annual report of Fire Chief der Meulen at a public meeting in
delightful repast was a feature. members of the staff have been J. N. Clark shows this this city Carnegie Gynasium Tuesday eveThose who gave Mary a proper send putting in sleepless night mounting suffered less than $100 in fire loss- ning, January 22. The speaker,
off in her new field were Julia Seif, the group, society, and class pic- es in the paat year. In all the sea- who was introduced by A1 Bentall,
Esther Meengs, Thelma Vanden tures. Likewise,due to the efforts son the department made just 12 calldd attentionto the various types
Brink, Margaret Repic. Adelaide and abilities of the art experts the runs or an average of one a month. of tales written in the story of
Vanden Berg, Viola Dyke, Maxine art work is coming along nicely. Eleven calls were made in the city life. He urged everyone to “write’Watson, Anna Van Brughen, Joan
Interest to Its
Depositors
As a result of the co-operation and one was to Beaverdam where his “story” for two worlds.
Nvhof. Irene Plakke. Hester Har- of the business men of the city in the local firemen aided in exting- Some people,he continued,spend
bin, Edna Helmbolt, Myrtle Greene.vbuying advertisements,the business uishing the fire that destroyed the their lives as spendthrifts,
showing
staff has been making many fine fi- parsonage of Beaverdam church. no preparation for the future.OthKlass Van Klaveren. 76 years nancial strides forward in their The local department is composed ers live as misers of money and
In the steady march of years since
of age, died Friday afternoon at work. The subscriptionmanager of volunteers.
time. The right way to do is to
his home, 43 East 28th street, HolEarl Tanis, son of Mr. and Mrs. act as wise stewards of the grace
and his assistantsare busy seeking
this Bank opened, 4 decades ago,
land, after a lingering illness. He
those of us who have not bought F. Tanis of Zutphen, died sudden- of God.
is survived by his wife and five
thousands of depositors have learned
Three types of stories are desir- of your next issues of the Anchor
our Milestone yet. A final “round- ly Thursday. He was 12 years old.
Too Much Lipstick
children, Mrs. H. De Vogel of The
to place this short article
up” will be held soon, so all of us The funeral will be held Monday at able in every life — the story of
Not long ago mother took little
how rapidly interest on their savings
Netherlands, Mrs. A. Bruggeman
The
article
follows:
who have not bought our Milestone twelve o'clockat the home and at love, the story of adventure, and
to a movie. There wai a love
of Grand Rapids, Mrs. G. Lucac,
WE CAN SURELY BELIEVE Hath
better buy one in order to escape one o’clock at the Zutphen church. the story of the gospel, which is
mounts— when
interest is paid,
scene and It seems the hero had
Mrs. M. Poelman, and Mrs. P. Van
Jacob Arena, principal of the Zee- the most important. The doctor
“Under the above title Dr. How- n "die away” expressionon hts face
the lariats of those “soliciting exKlaveren, all of Holland. The fuland Christian School, resigned his should stand for the mercy of God; ard Agnew Johnston of Milwaukee
and compounded semi-annually.If
perts.”
nfter kissing his sweetheart Ruth
neral was held Tuesday afternoon
position Friday to continue his the teacher, for His wisdom; the has published a small book which
But we know we can’t expect an
at
two
o’clock
at
the
home.
Rev.
you have any funds which are idle or
work for a higher degree. The lawyer for His justice; and the he submits as a Christian answer called out In sn excited voice:
interesting Milestone unless we
Wm. Wolvius (officiating. Inter- contribute
board of control has signed Harry business man, for His power. The to current -atheism. This book "What’s the matter with him, mothto it in some way, and
earning less than 4%, open an acment was in Pilgrim Home cemeVork, graduate of Calvin College speaker described the great factor should find a place next to Dr. Pie- er, did he get loo much lipstick
a good way to help is to hunt up
Exchnncc. v.
tery.
to succeed Arens. Vork has taught for good that men in each of these
count now at this bank. It is absoters’ splendid book on “Facts and
those laughable snapshots we took
in the Fremont and Holland paroch- professionsmight become and
Mysteries of the Christian Faith
last summer and give them to i*! schools.
lutely safe and is available at any '
urged that they often drop their on the shelf of every student at
“Billy” Walvoord.
Funeral servicesfor Arnold Ver own daily tasks to find time to talk
o
Hope. One book supplementathe
hour you might need it. Remember
Hulst were hejd in Zeeland at 2 about the King’s business.
Word Coined by Sdentiet o’clock Saturday afternoonfrom The importance of helping those other. Dr. Pieters has gone to
your funds are not tied up, but are
work synthetically, building up hit
The word "protyle” wai aug the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. Vre- “on the lower rungs of the ladder" argument as he goes along. Dr.
ready on demand.
gested by Sir William Crookes In develt on West Central avenue. In was especiallyemphasized in Dr. Johnstonha* gone to work more
1886. In an address to the repre terment was in Zeeland cemetery. Vander Meulen’s descriptionof the in the manner of a debate, has
Miss Martha Ossewaarde has resentatlves of the British assocla
mission of a physician— “I was ‘sick marshalled his witnesses,and has
tlon he says: “Let os picture the turned to her work in Louisville, and ye visitedme.” He told of a
these witnesses support his belief
Ky.,
where
she
is a nurse in Presvery beginning of time, before even
doctor in Grand Rapids, a non-be- in the truth of the Christian faith,
the sun himself hsd consolidated byterian hospital. She was called liever, who fallowed this teaching
with most emphasis upon the fact
from the original proty«e. We to Zeeland because of the serious and on Jiis deathbed was saved.
and personality of God, which, of
illnessof her father, Wm. Osserequire a word analogous to proPreceding the talk solos were course, is to be understood, since
waarde who is considerably imtoplasm to express the Idea of origrendered by Adrian Kuyper and his purpose is not to combat the
proved.
inal primal matter existing before
The
following officers were elect- Howard Shade, accompanied by modernist,but the atheist He also
the evolution of the chemical ele
ed by the stockholders of the Co- Bemadine Siebers. Paul Nettinga makes very good use of personal
menta.”
lonial ManufacturingCo. of Zee- led the singing,
experience as a pastor.
-o
land: President,Mr. C. J. Den HerWe suffer for lack of balanced
der; vice president, Mr. Herman
reading. For anyone who is on the
Utility of Ditcueeion
Miller;secretary. Mr. Corey Poest
look-out for a statement showing
ia a Joy
The mors discussionthe better If and treasurer, Mr. Harmon Den
the reasonableness of Christianity,
passion
and
personality
be
esis still
to
Herder.
and the intrinsic folly of unbeli *
only to the
chewed; and discussion,even
f-ii Witvliet,
tti
Mrs. Van
Maple Ave.,
these books hold out a promise
stormy, often
Zeelwid planned a surprisein honor
satisfaction of
some houls of good reading,
error— a good never
Kraus, a sister.
some hours of after-thoughts
In an unlnqulrlng age.— Chsnnlng
Among those who were present at We have a letter from a much we are sure will be helpful.
being able to
this birthday festivitywere: Mr.
respected alumnus, who asks that Johnston’sbook has just
and Mrs. Wm. Fox and children.
the line Inniitare
we do not mention his name, in placed on the market a few m
And More Returns
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. De Jonge and
which he recommends a book. The ago, and can be secured at
“What Is the difference,”asks children,Mr. and Mrs. Peter Vanbook-store, or at the Refo
an economist, "between a savings der Ploeg, Mrs. J. Kraus and Mr. letter reads, in part, as follows:
“I am enclosing a short note on Church House.'
account and a checking account
and Mrs. Harvey Kraus and chil
to
a book which was recently published, and which I feel should be FOR SALE— Small 2-tube R.
Radio, with tubes. /. 514
better known among our Hope stuaccounttral Ave.
dents. Will you find place in
^0^ — mm
children.
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Flue

The only Safe and Efficient
appliance to use on oven

and

vents of ranges.

Peoples State Bank
HOLUND, MICH.
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Consumes Grease:

Prevents Hazards:

For
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Forty Years
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Film Record

Made

of

TEN YEARS AGO THAT
MICHIGAN VOTED FIFTY
MILLION ROAD BONDS

Dutch

Vanishing

NETHERLANDS TO KEEP MEMORIE8 OF ZUIDER ZEE
PEOPLE

fcMtU'ftE.-StVlEVJtVS
HWttOCrVVt -(UE'fOUWr

WtlKT

Netherlands is going to gain and
lose with the reclamation of the
Zuider Zee, now in progress. The
picturesque fishing villages and
You are located on one of the main Islands, such as Marken and Volendam, will be memories after the
routes of the Greyhound Lines, largest
motor bus system in America. Learn how undertaking has been completed.
For centuries the simple folks
cheaply you can travel by Greyhound.
Frequent schedulesand comfortable have made a living from the fishhot water heated buses to all points.Get ing industry on and around the
full informationand fares at depot Zuider Zee. This occupation has
in the course of time created cosGREYHOUND DEPOT
tumes, traditions, legends and
WARM FRIEND TAVERN
stories now seriously to be disPHONE 2052
turbed if not to be uprooted entirely by converting the expanse of
water into agriculturaland horti(k>
saW.t

[OUND

'Of

state, at the general election in November, voted three to one for a

U#

You

can’t easily

make a

good

How

cabbage grower from a man who
has salt water in his veins and

Colonial Theatre

the Useful Plants

Came

o

Mankind
STEWARD

to

By T. E.

whose sole concerns have been herWNU Srrvlce
rings and anchovies and a myriad
varieties of shell fish.
. The Bcnana
To show posteritywhat the Zuider Zee was and meant to its peo- D OTAN1STS know positively that
ple of today, films are now being
the bunnnn Is n native of southmade of the costumesand tradi- easternAsia, ar.d that it grows wild
tions of the present inhabitants. in the Malay stales, Ceylon, and CoThe first part of these films, about chin Chlifa, hut an unsettledargusix reels, recently has been show- ment still goes on as to whether or
ing in Holland. The negatives will not It Is also a native of the New
be stored in Jhe government's ar- world. In the cultivation of the bachives.
nana and In giving It commercial

Matineas daily at 2|30
Evening at 7 and 9
FrL, Sat, Feb. 1-2

lilt.

Western Newspaper Union.)

j

-

Scholarships,

Fellowships
Are Offered

'

Automobile
Burglary

j

$100,000,000highway improvement
bond issue. Iowa is not, like Michigan, noted for the extent and attractivenessof its natural summer
resorts. At least the Hnwkeye State
is not so advertisedin these parts.
Yet the three to one vote for the
$100,000,000 bond issue indicates
that it is equally us strong for
paved roads as Michigan.

GREYHOUND

cultural plains.

(&

the money to come from motor
vehiclesand gasoline taxes. It insures the construction of a little
more than 400 miles of trunk line
paving annually.
Iowa, a distinctlyagricultural

Public Liability
Surety Bonds

D.

P. B. Fitiwater,D.

Lesion for February 3

Fire

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES

ARENDSHORST
Cor. Ith

Tim. HH-IT;

A Collsgt

GOLDEN TEXT— Open thou min#
•yes, that I may behold wondrou*
things out of thy Isw.
PHlMXllY TOPIC— Our Blbl#.
JUNIOR TOPIC— Our Rib)#.

“For Sale” and “For

INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR
rOPIC— Why Read the

BlbteT

YOUNG PEOPLE AND ADULT

cards are sold at the News

TOPIC— What th# Ulble la For.
I. The Scripture#Ar# Divinely
Inspired. (II. Tim. 3:10).
The first thing to he settled con
corning the Canonical Scripture#ti>
Ihelr Inspiration and authority.In
the ScripturesGod Is at “sundry

times and In diver# manner#"
speaking to man (Heb. 1:1). Puui
lu this passage declares them to
he "God

breathed,’’

meaning

bees

default has been made in the payment of moneis semade in the payment of moneys cured by a mortgage dated the
secured by a mortgage dated the 12th dev of August A. D- 1927,
18th dsy of‘ November,
tmber, A.
> D. 1925, executed and given by John Knott, unmarried,
of Grand Rapids,
executed end given by John Jollng nerus,
un
and Jennie Joling as husband and Kent County, Michigan, and KIom
wife, of the Township of Zeeland. J. Mulder and Ethel Mulder, each
County of Ottawa and State of in his and her own right and as
Michigan, as mortgagors, to John husband and wife, of Park TownA. Van Kley and Mrs. Nellie Poest, ship, Ottawa County, Michigan,
executors of the Estate of Adrian mortgagors,to the Holland City
Van Kley, deceased, of Zeeland,Ot- State Bank of Holland, Michigan,
tawa County, Michigan, as mort- a corporation organised and existgagees, which said mortgage on ing under and by virtue of the law*
the 24th day of September, A. D„ of the State of Michigan, as mort1926, was assigned to Nellie Poest gagee, which mortgage waa recordof Zeeland, Ottawa County, Michi- ed in the office of the Register of
gan, which mortgagewas recorded Deeds for Ottawa County, Michiin the office of the Register of gan, on the 20th day of August A.
Deeds for Ottawa County, Michi D., 1927 in Liber 147 of Mortgage*
gan, on the 17th day of November, on page 478, on which mortgage
Rent" A. D. 1925, in Liber 140 of mort- there is claimed to be due >t this
gages on page 314, and which as- time the sum of Eight hundred
office, signment was recorded in said Reg- nineteen ($819.00) Dollars, prinister of Deeds Office on the 30th dsy cipal and interest, and an attorney

“

Compensation

Dean, Moody Bibh Inititutaof CkitOgO

WHEREAS, default has
WHEREAS,

Life
Accident

LESSON
By Rev.

I

INSURANCE

UNDAY SCH00I

Michigan, in April 1910, by a
vote of about two and a half to one
and a majority of 333,333, voted
$50,000,000state highway improvement bonds. The proceeds of this
issue have been expended and the
State's program now is to issue no
more bonds but to continue road
building on a pay-as-you-go basis,

Race

MORTGAGE SALE

MORTGAGE SALE

IMPROVED UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

that

DR. E.

J.

HANES
%

Osteopath

of September, A. D., 1928, in Liber fee of Thirty-five($36.00) Dollars,
141 of mortgageson page 172, on being the legal attorney fee in said
which mortgage there is claimed mortgage provided,and no suit or
to be due at thia time the aum of proceedings having been instituted

Two Thousand, Eight Hundred

at law to recover the debt or any
Twenty-sevenand 84-100 Dollars part thereof, secured by said mort. principaland interest, gage, whereby the power of aalo
II. M PM M. ($2827.84),
and by appointment
and an attorney fee of Thirty-fivecontained in said mortgage has beDollars (35.00), being the legal at- come operative.
torney fee in said mortgage proNOW THEREFORE, notice Is
vided, and no suit or proceedings hereby given, that by vhrioe of the
11905-Exp. Frb.18
having been institutedat law to said power of tale and in pursuance
STATE OP MICHIGAN - TV Probate recover the debt or any part there- of the statute in such ease made
Court for the County of Ottawa.
of. secured by said mortgage,
provided, the said mortgage
At a net ton of aal4 Court, beM at the
be foreclosedby sole of the
ProbeteOf tee in the City of Grand Keren, whereby the power of sale conin laid County, on the 26th day of Jan. tained in said mortgage boa be- premisea therein described,at pubcome operative.
A. D., 1929
lic auction, to the highest bidder,

Office at 84 Wert ttb
Office Hours: 8-12 A.

ft

the utterancesof Holy Wrll were
God’s breath In men’s mouths. The
The Ohio State University at Holy Scripturesdo not merely con
Columbus and the University of lain the Word of God, hut are In
IN
Missouri at Columbia have informed verity the message of God to men
the presidentthat Scholarshipsand
The main cause of the moral
Fellowships are available to Hope’s breakdown of societyIs that men
THEREFORE, notice is at the north front door of the courtv OF
.
Preeent,Hon. Jemee S. Danhof, Judse
seniors.Applicationmust be made have been robbed of their faith In
hereby given that by virtue of aaid house in the City of Grand Haven,
of Probate.
by
March
first
The
dean
of
the
the Bible as the authoritative mes
importance,American countries
In the Matter of the Eetate of
power of sale and in pursuance of Ottawa County, Michigan, that beMon., Tuee^ Wed., Thins.,
Bakery for Fennville
have long surpassed all other d'8’ graduate school at Ohio State, Wil- sage from God.
the statute in such case mode and ing the place where the Circuit
HERMAN
HULST,
Deceeied
liam
McPherson,
has
announced
II.
The
Value
of
th#
Scripture#
Feb. 4-5-6’7
trlcts. But a summary of the eviprovided, the said mortgage will Court for the County of Ottawa is
It appearingto the court that the
FennviUe Herald.— Fennvillewill dence seems to Indicate that It Is that students having a bacca- (II Tim. 3:14-17).
be foreclosedby sale of Ute prem held, on Monday the 4th Day of
laureate
degree
from
an
approved
1.
Able
to
make
wise
unto
snlva
time
lor
presentation
of
claim#
aealn#t
shortly have a bakery, if plans now
Old world plant, coming origisos therein describedat public auc- February,A. D., 1929, at two
“Abie’sIrishRose” under way are carried out. A for- an
said ektsle ihould be limited,and that
inally from the Malay peninsula, institution are eligible to scholar- lion (v. 15).
tion, to the highest bidder, at the o'clock in the afternoonof that
mer Saugatuck baker was in Fenn- whence It was carried to India, ships which have a value of $300,
Salvation Is In Christ alone. It # time end place be appointed to re- north front door of the courthouse
Starring
date, which premises are described
ville Wednesday seeking a location thence to Vfrica and, lina.ly, to and which make their holder exempt Is secured through faith In Ills fin- ceive,examine and adjust all rlaitne
in the City of Grand Haven, Ot in said mortgage os follows, toNancy Cassall
and it is stated that he expects to America by the early Portuguese from all fees except matriculation ished work on the cross. True wls and demand# againit tkid deceasedby tswa, Michigan, that being the
wit: The following described land
Charles Rogers
start onerations soon in the place and Spanish explorersand settlers. and diploma. Candidatesare se- dom leads to Christ crucified since and before said court:
place where the Circuit Court for and premises situated in the Townformerly
occupied
by
the
Herrick
Jean Hereholt
It it Ordered,That creditor*of laid •he County of Ottawa is held on
This famous /fruit,then. Is a lected en a basis of merit irrespec- there Is none other name under
ahip of Park, County of Ottawn
bakery near the Chevrolet garage heritage of mankind from prehis- tive of the departments which they heaven given among men whereby deceeied are requiredto preienl their
Monday the 11th day of March, A. and State of Michigan, vis.: the
on Main street.
intend
to
enter.
They
must
devote
we
must
he
saved
(Acts
4:12),
and
claim*
to
said
court
at
toid
Probete
toric days. Greek, Latin an . Arab
D., 1929, at two o’clockin th# af- northeast quarter
r (HE
(Nik) of the
literatures refer to It os n remark- all their time to graduate work in- without tho shedding, of blood there Office on or before the
ternoon of that date, which prem- northeast quarter (NEtt)
of Boo(NE1
Holland Theatre
cluding
research.
The
Fellowships
Is
no
remission
(Heb.
9:22).
able plant of India.
28lh Day •( May, A. D.l«29
iaea are describedin aaid mortgage tion numbered Twenty-elIght
PRUNING TIME
2. Disciplines the life (vv. 10, 17)
Nowhere In the accounts of New on the contrary are available only to
North, Range
Town Five
„ S'.
Matinee Sat 2.00
at ten o'clock in the forenoon,said as follows, to-wit:
In this “doctrine"Is set forth the
world travels and conquests by Co- those who have a master’sdegree or
The followingdescribedland and teen (16) West, being forty (40)
Evening 7 and 9
The question,“Wheh is the best lumbus, Pinzon,Vespucci or Cortex its equivalent,and are confined to necessarystandard of conduct.The time and place being hereby sppolnted for the examination and adjust- premisea situated in the City of acre# of land more or lese accordtime to prune?” was answered by
Frt, Sat^ Feb. 1-2
Is the banana mentioned.Later those interested in stated fields. "In only place to find the teaching ot ment of all claims and demands against Zeeland, County of Ottawa, and ing to government survey, together
early horticulturists.
"Prune when
writers, however, begin to Include addition to these Scholarshipsand God Is In His Holy Word. II not *aid deceased.
State of Michigan, via.;
with aU tenements, hereditaments
THE CIRCUS KID
your knife is sharp,” but today the
The east §ixty-two (62) feet of and appurtenancesthereuntobeIt among the native products of Fellowships,a number of graduate only sets forth a standard of life
It I* Further Ordered,That publle notice
recommendations
are
more
speciadded
assistantships have been established but It reproves—confuteserror
thereofbe liven by publication of a copy the west one hundred eighty-eightlonging: excepting however, Lots
America.
fic. The best time to prune fruit
Humboldt, one of the greatest of in different departments. These as- The way to deal with error Is not ot this order for three succreiivc weeks and one-half (188*i) feet of Lot numbered Seventy-three (78) and
trees, generally speaking, is durprevious to »aid day of hearing, in the
Ten (10), and the east sixty (60) Seventy-four(74) of Lakewood
naturalistsand a famous student sistantships demand of the student by denunciationbut with a positive
ing the dormant season,preferably
Holland City Newa.a newspaperprint- feet of the west one hundred and
Mon., Feb. 4
of Lntin-Amerlcnn plants and ani- a limitedamount of time for labor- presentationof truth. The Word
Park Sub division, a recorded plat
in the late winter or early spring,
ed and circulatedin said county.
“ighty-sixand one-half (188H now comprising part of said mortmals, Is the chief among those who atory and other similar assistance— corrects (sets straightthe dlsloca
SINNERS
horticulturists of the U. S. departas far as possible along the line of Hon of personal and social con
feet of the north aixty-one (61 gaged premises.
added
JAMES J. DANHOF.
ment of agriculture say. When have held to the belief that the his major subject. The remainder of duct), InstructsIn righteousness,
feet and six (6) inches more or leas
banana
is a native of the western
Dated thia 12th day of Novempruning peach trees in sections
A true
Judge of Probate.
it Lot nine (9), all in Allng’a Ad- ber, A. D., 1928.
continents. Proof Is Incontestable his time is given to graduate work. and equips for service.
where "bleeding” is likely to occur,
Core
Vend#
Water,
III. The Nature and Effects of
Graduate ssistants receive $500,
dition to the Village (now City)
however, it may be better to prune that It Is native of the Old world,
Registerof Probete.
Holland City State Bank,
Tues^ Wed„ Thins.,
of Zeeland, together with all teneHumboldt's argumentbeing that It payable in nine monthly install- God's Law (I’sa. 19:7-14).
Mortgagee.
early in the winter.
1.
Perfect.
ments
during
the
three
quarters
in
Feb. 5-6-7
ments,
hereditament#
and
appurIs also native to the New. At
It
Is
without
flaw;
converts
and
Chas.
H.
McBride,
tenancea thereunto belonging.
one place In his writings lie-said: which the assistantsare on duty,
THE SCARLET
FOR SALE — Exceptionally fine
Dated this 12th day of December, Attorney for Mortgagee,
"On the banks of the Orinoco,of and in addition all fixed fees arc re- restoresthe sou!; turns man back
11908-Exp. Keb. 9
to
holiness
and
to
God.
Business Address:
wooded lot in the Kinsey Bays the Cassiqualre or of the Beni mitted, except a matriculationfee
A.
D., 1928.
STATE OF MICHIGAN— T%e Probet*
Holland, Mich.
2. Sure.
addition,
on
the
Holland-Zeeland
($10.00)
for
all
students
who
enter
rivers,
between
the
mountains
of
Court for the County of Ottawa.
Strand TheatreIt is absolutelydependable
At
»*Mlon of said Court, held at tin
NELLIE POEST, Expires February 12, 1929.
road. 60-ft frontage,next to fine Esmeralda and the banks of the the University for the first time,
Mat Sat. ZOO
Assignee of Mortgagee.
Colonialhome. Bargain. Inquire River Carony, in the midst of the and a diploma fee ($10.00) for those God cannot He. Man’s reasoning ProbateOffice in the City of Grand Haver
changes, hut God's Word endures in said County, on the 22nd day of Jan. Diekema, Kollen A Ten Cate,
at Holland City New* office,
students
who
receive
degrees.
At
thickest
forests,
almost
everywhere
Evening 7 and 9
A. D. 1929.
Attorney# for
that Indian tribes are found who present there are such assistant- forever. It makes wise the simple
MORTGAGE SALE
Preeent,Hon. James J. Danhof, Jodie
Fri., Sat., Feb. 1-2
have had no relation with European ships in Agricultural Chemistry Not only docs ll make wise unto
of Probate.
settlements,we meet with planta- Animal Husbandry,Botany, Chem- salvation,hut wise regarding the
Assigneeof Mortgagee,
la the Matter of tho htate of
Ted Wells in
istry, Dairying, Economics,Eng- legitimatethings of this world.
tions of manioc and bananas.”
Business Address:
WHEREAS, default hot been
HENDRIKA
VAN
KOOY, Decomd
GRIT
3.
Bight.
Those who oppose him i»otnt to lish, Mathematics,Principles and
Holland. Mich.
made in the payment ot money*
added
the scarcity of Indian names free Practiceof Education, Physics, The precepts and Judgmentsot
Isaac Know having filrd his peti- Expires March 9th.
secured by • mortgage dated the
from Spanish influence used tc de- Psychology, School Administration the Lord are expressionsof abso- tion, prayingthat an instrumentfiled
Sereal the Diamond Master
9th dey of November A. D.
lute
righteousness.
They
fill the beSociology,
Zoology
and
Entomology
in said Court be admitted to Probate
scribe the fruit and to the fact that
Nal
executedand given by Klaaa J.
as the last will and testament of asM
In neither of the ancient languages and a few others in technicaland liever with rejoicing.
Mulder end Ethel Mulder, jointly
11876 -Exp. Feb. 2
4.
Pure.
We are equipped to
deceased and that adminiitration
of
of Peru or Mexico was there a word professionalcolleges.Students deMon , Tues., Feb. 4-5
There Is In It no mixture ot *aid estate be granted to himself or STATE OF MICHIGAN—The Prebate and severallyas husband and wife,
handle any kind of Job
that could be translatedbanana.
siring to apply for these positions
of the Township of Park. County of
COHENS © KELLYS ~
Printing, and when it
Court for tho Couety of Ottawa.
One writer who strongly doubts may obtain applicationblanks by error. It makes no compromise »nmr other suitable peraon.
Ottawa and State of Michigan, •»
with
that
which
Is untrue. Because
comes
to
Service, we
that tho banana is American has addressing the Dean of the GradAt a session of aaid Court held at mortgagors,to the Holland City
IN PARIS
It ii Ordered, That the
of
this
It
enlightens
the
eyes.
can orjy refer you to
gone so far as lo say that if It is uate School, The Ohio State Unithe Probate Office in the city of Grand State Bank, of Holland, Mlchigrt),
Hth diy of March A. D. 1929
our customers or ask
5. (’lean.
finally proved to have been In the versity.Applications should be
Haven in said County, on tho Ittb a corporation organised and existWed, Thurs., Feb. 6*7
that you give us a trial
The Word aflecis the life. Its at ten A. M., at said Probate Officeis day of January A. D. 1929.
western hemisphere l>efnrethe com- filed with the head of the departing under and by virtue of the law#
SINNERS IN
ing of the Spaniards he would be- ment in which the assistantshipis cleansingis from within and from hereby appointed for hearing said peti- Preeent i Hon. Jensee J. Danhof, Jw4m
without
tion;
ot
Prehrte.
lieve It to haVw been brought across desired not later than March 1,
G. True and righteous.
It is Further Ordered, That Public
In the Mattor of the letote of!
the Pacific from Siam or’ so le 1929.”
The decisions of God’s Word arc notice thereof be given by publication
other spot in southeastern Asia,
University of Missouri
EGBERT HABBERTON GOLD, Deceased Deedi for Ottawa Count/, Michipartly because so strong an Asiatic
Dean ‘Walter Miller of Missouri true, without exception. The Judg- of a copy hereof for three successive
It appoaringto the court that th* gan, on the 10th day of November,
Influence Is evidentIn the architec- informs the collegethat "the Uni- ments of God's Word are unlm weeks previous to said day of hearing
time for presoetation of claimi against A. D., 1925 In Liber 186 of Mortpeachnhle.
Because
of
these
quail
in
the
Holland
City
News,
a
newspaper,
ture and customs, and even In the versity of Missouri offers annually
aaid estate should bo limited,and that gage# on page 620, on which mortphysical appearance of the native a number of Fellowships,bearing a ties God’s Word Is more to he de printed and circulated in aaid county.
a time and place be appointed to re- gage there is claimed to be due at
sired
than
the
choicest
gold.
ObediJAMES
J.
DANHOF,
Cor. 19th St. and Washington Ave.
peoples of South and Central stipend of $600 each, to students
thia time the aum of One Tbouiand
Jud&e of Probata. ceive, examine and adjust all claimi
ence thereto brings great reward
America.
that have successfully
completed at
sixty seven and six one-hunand
dtmaada
against
aaid
deceased
by
A
true
eopy—
IV. ’.‘he Prayer of ths Believer
•<©. 1928. WcbtcrnNewspaperUnion.)
least one year of graduate study.
dretha $1067.06) Dollars, principal
Cora Vanda Water,
and before laid court:
(Psa. 19:12-14).
Retiiterof Probete.
“To promising graduates of The life brought face to face with
It la Ordered, That creditors of sold and interest end on attorney fee of
standard universities and colleges a
deceased ere required to present their Thirty-five($35.00) Dollar#,being
God's Word Is seen as sinful. The
larger number of scholarships,
.
claims to sold court at aaid Probate the legal attorney fee tn sold
11866— Expire# Feb. 9
mortgage provided,and no suit or
Office oe or before the
STATE OP MICHIGAN
proceedings having been inatituted
Lr? e,^Ubfe!Peml”f S30° annUa"y'
,2,.
All kinds of ELECTRIC PUMPS and SEPTIC
The perfect laws reveal the Im ‘Ifee Probete Coat for the
’Utkdayof May, L I. 1929
at law to recover the debt or any
"These fellowships and scholarinstalled. Guaranteed. These are especially adaptable in
County of Ottawa.
part thereof, secured by said mortAt a eeeMoe of eatd Coot, keU el the at ten o'clockin tho forenoon,aaid
of God reveals sins of wlilch the In
outlying and rural districta.
Questions — 39
best qualified, irrespectiveof deProbate Office ta the Ctty ef Grand Harm timoand place being hereby appointed gage, whereby the power of sale
dividual may he ignorant(Isa. 6:5).
What Is meant by the terra partments of specialization, in Bio- 2. To be kept from presumptuous in raid County, on the 22nd day of for the examination and adjustmentof contained in said mortgage has be•II claims and demands against said come operative.
logical
and
Physical
Sciences,
Jan. A. D. 1929.
“Water Babies"
Sin (v. 13).
deceaaed.
THEREFORE, notice U
Preeeat: Hon. JanteeJ. Danhof,
What was the real name of Mathematics and Engineering,Phil- Presumptuous, arrogant sins are
' Judge Of Probata. It is Farther Ordered, That Public hereby given, that by virtue of the
Lewis Carroll, author of "Alice In osophy, Journalism, and the Social peculiarlydangerous. In the Mo
Sciences, Languagesand Literature
In the Matter ef the Mate of
•otico thereof be given by publication aaid power of sale and in pursuance
Wonderland"?
sale economy no sacrifice waa pro
of a copy of this order for three aucceo- of the statute in such case made
What Is the largestriver In and Art, Agriculture and Medical vlded for such sins.
JAN BERKS, Deceued
Science, Home Economics.
aiva weeks previous to uid day of hear* •nd provided, the said mortgage
New England?
3. Freedom from the dominion
It appearingto the court that the
"Applications,in order to receive
ingin the Holland City News, a news- will De foreclosedby aele of the
What audacious American
of such sins (v. 13).
time for pieaentation of claims against paper printed ind circulated in aaid premisea therein described at pubFrom smallest monuments
genius who was painter,etcher, considerationfor the academic year
How awful Is the slavery of those aaid estate should be limited,and that
lic auction, to the highest bidder,
County.
to impressivemausoleums
pastelistand lithographer; who 1929-80, must be in the hands of the who are In bondage to presumptu
a time and place he appointed to reat the north front door of the courtJAMS* J. DANHOF.
Guardian Memorials are
had much In common with the Im- Dean of the Graduate Faculty not ona sins.
ceive, examine and adjust all claims Atrueeoer—
Judse of Probete. house in the City of Grand Haven,
pressionists, hut was of no school later than March 1, 1929.”
shaped by master craftsmen
4. That the words ot the mouth and demands against said deceased by Cora Vande Water,
Ottawa County, Michigan, that beAnd Michigan, Too
hut his own, was also famous for
to a maiesticsimplicity.
and meditationsof the heart be kept and before aaid court:
Register of Probete.
ing the place where the Circuit
The
Michigan
scholarship won
his
wit
In
conversation
and
the
acceptable In God's slghL From
Among them is one most
It i« Ordared, That creditorsof said
Court for the County of Ottawa is
last lear by William Oosterhof,'28, how many dangers the believer
brilliancy of his writings?
deceased are required to present their
fittingto your need.
held, on Monday the 4th day of
Who was the first woman to is again open to applicants.
would
he
freed
If
the
words
and
claims
to
aaid
court
at
said
Probata
OfSuch a memorial withFebruary,A. D., 1929, at two
Diekema-Kollen
swim. the English channel?
meditationsof the heart were kepi fice on or before the
o’clock in the afternoon of teat
stands completely the asWhat was the date of the BosIn line with Holy Scripture.
28tb day •( May. A. D. 1929
date, which premisea are described
sault of the elements throughton massacre?
Ten Cate
in aaid mortgage as followi, to-wit:
at ten o'clock in the fornoon, eaid time
out the years. Hewn of Barre
When did Daniel Boone first
The following described land and
and place being hereby appointed for
Notice to String Bean Growers
tome to Kentucky?
Granite, it is beautifuland
premises, situated in the Township
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW
Who discoveredX-rays?
of Fennville, I will be at your purpose of electing delegates to the examinationand adjustmentof all
everlasting. Here is all you
What Is the annual salary of place soon to give out contracts the Republican State Convention to claimi and demands against said de. MSoe Over (bo FI ml Htata Bank of Park County of Ottawa and
desire a memorial to express
State of Michigan, via.: the northbe held in the City of Lansing, ceased.
the President of the United States?
—majesticstrength,beauty
east quarter (NE^4) of the northWednesday, February 20th, 1929 It Is Further Ordered, That public
“{Mark Every (jrave”
Does the name ‘‘Catholic’’ again for the next season.
Cornelius De Keyser
and peace.
east quarter (NE%) of Section
BERT MEULENBELT, and for the transaction of suen notice thereof be given by publication
apply only to the church?
A Jones Brothers GuaranTwenty-eight(28) Township Five
other
business
as
may
be
properly
of a copy of this order, for three
R.
Hamilton,Mich.
tee Bond protects the purbrought up before the invention. successive weeks previous to said day Notary Public and Justice of Peace (5) north, Range Sixteen (16)
Tel.
East
Saugatuck
182
Answers — 39
west, together with all tenement#,
The Republican Township and of hearing, in the Holland City News
chaser of a Guardian MeWard caucuses will be Held in their a newspaper printed and circulated in Fire Insurance in U. S. Companies hereditamentaand appurtenance#
It Includes all young animal*
morial forever.
respected Townshipsand Wards or. said county.
that are horn In the water.
Let us show you our disFarm, City and Resort Properties thereunto belonging: excepting
lical'
however, Lota numbered SeventySaturday,January 26th, 1929 at
JAMES J. DANHOF,
2—0. L. Dodgson.
For Sale, Rent or Exchange
select
threo (73) and Seventy-four (74)
8:00 P. M. for the purpose of electJudrt of Probete.
The Connecticut.
Office, 57 W. Tenth Street
of Lakewood Park Sub-division,a
ing delegates to the Republican A true copy—
James McNeil Whistler.
One-half
Block
West
of
Postoffice
complete factory
recorded plat now comprising part
CORA VANDEWATER
Gertrude Ederle in 1926
The various townships and
Register of Probete
of said mortgagedpremises.
In 1770.
wards
will
be
entitled
to
represenlines at the
Dated thia 12th day of NovemIn 1709.
tation as follows:
qf Everlasting Beauty
ber, A. D„ 1928.
Prof. W. C. Roentgen.
Allendale ........................................
6
fyler
7165— Exp. Feb 2
Holland City State Bank,
0— Seventy-live thousand dollars.
Blendon
......................
- ..... . ........ 6
Mortgagee.
Dealer la
10— No. Members of the church
Chester .......
....... ......................
6 STATE OF MICHIGAN - The Probate
Windmills,Gasoline ngtnee
Court for the County of Ottawa.
are “Roman Catholics." The word
Crockery .............
6
Chas. H. McBride,
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
Pnmpe and Plumbing Suppttas Attorney for Mortgagee,
At a session of eaid Court, bold at
“catholic" means universal.
Georgetown ...............
9
«• W. Ith fft
18 W. 7th
Holland,
Phone 5270
Grand Haven township ..................3 the Probate Officein the City of Grand Phone
Business Address:
Holland township..........................
10 Haven in said County,on the 16th day
Holland, Mich.
AuPionzed Distributors
Jamestown ......................................
9 of Jan. A. D. 1929.
Expires February 12. 1929.
^ •ectal offer thia week on wedOlive ...... ....................................... Preeent: Hon. James J. Danhof,
,s ,ii vita lions. Come in and see
Park, 1st Precinct .......................... Judge of Probate.
•...land City News, 32
Park, 2nd Precinct.... ......................
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probate office, be end is hereby ap-
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i
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pointedfor examining end ellowinA
•oid acconntend heerinfeuid petition;

It is Further Ordered,That public
notice thereof bo given by publication
of a copy of this order, for three successive weeks previous to uid dey of
hearing, in the Holland City Nows, a
Total ....................
. ................
223 newspaper printedand circulated in
order
the Republican said county.

_
I

/

•

Ordered,That tho

18th

t

..

Thc Ottawa County Republican By
of
Convention will be held in
__
County Committee. William Haucourt house in the City of Grand j ton, Chairman;Wiiliam WUds, Sec.
Rt.
Zeeland, Mich.
A
Haven on Wednesday, February
WILLIAM WILDS,
Telephone 7237 -F22
6th, 1929 at 2;QQ P. M. for thy County Convention.
Will jIso trade.

2

..

Visitors

welcome

BOU WS & DE JONGH,

.........

Polkton .....................................
.....13
Port Sheldon ..................................
2
Robinson ...............
3

Grietje Ver Meolen having filed in
Spring Lake ...................................
10 said court her final administration acTailmadgo ........................
4 count end her petition preying for the
.....................
6 allowancethereof end for the euignZeeland ............................................
9 ment end distribution of the residue of
Grand Haven, 1st Ward ................6 •aid estate.

Good building lot on

street,

Received a carload of best farm

SCHOLTEN BROS., Operators

.

Wright

horses on the farm of John C.
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Horses For Sale!

Office Cor. Pine & 8th

'

.

..

jnst like
the dealers do!

32 W. 8th St.

FOR SALE—

.......

A

“For Sale” and “For Rent”
cards are sold at the News office,
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•
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TMI HOLLAND OTT NEWS
ALLEGAN COUNTY STUDENT
SCHOLARSHIP AT JOHN
HOPKINS

Fractured Skull

Proves Fatal

To

How

I

Came

Mankind
fir T. E. STEWARD

Dee Tourtellotteof Glenn, Alle->
county, has been awarded a
R.
Contractor Frank Dyke and Prof. scholarship at John Hopkins uniAlbert E. Dampen of Hope College versity where he is doing special
were repreaentincthe Holland research work in the field of vita- Frosh Student Succumbs to
branch at the state convention of mins. Lee is a graduate of SauAccident at Home
the Michigan Exchange clubs, gatuck High School of 1921; and
in East
which opened Monday in Hotel Stat- Kalamazoo college, where he reler, Detroit Mr. Dampen was ceived his A. B. and Master of
After lingering for twenty-five
booked for an address at a luncheon Science degrees. He then took addays in a state of coma as a result
of Exchange secretariesand treas- vanced work at the University of
of an automobileaccident New
urers. Both men have returned, Michigan two years.
Year’s eve, Russell Schermerhom,
reporting a real Exchange Club
Hope College Freshman, passed intime.
HOPE FRESHMAN DIES
to the Great Unknown in Ellis

Schermerhom

gan

the Useful Plants
to

WNU

Service

the chapel on Thursday afternoon.
The main road is being kept open
by the county plows but the east
and west roads are still In poor
condition.

J.C.PENNEYC0.

Mrs. Siersema spent a few
days last week at the home of her

mother, Mrs. Henry Kuiper

in

Tobacco

Zeeland, the latter being ill.
A LTHOUGH ninny of us are ac- Raymond Bultema, who was op** customedto associatetobacco erated on a few weeks ago for ap60—64 East Eighth St
nml smoking with Turkey or Egypt, pendicitis returned home last week.
Raymond
says he is feelingfine.
due, perhaps, to the large tobacco
o
manufacturing industriesof those
CENTRAL
PARK
countries,“nlcoteana tnbacum" is
n native of America and was never
When Mrs. Francis St. John of
known or smoked until it was carried imek to Europe, nnd thence Central Park went out to feed the
OF ACCIDENT INJURIES Hospital, Schenectady, last Friday ihroughout the rest of the world wild birds one morning, as she had
Rev. John Hoffman of Holland,
been accustomed to do in the winby early explorers.
evening about ten o’clock.
will celberate the fifty-fifth anniRussel Schermerhom, freshman
Of the prevalenceof the tobacco ter months she discovered an Enversary of his ordinationas a min- student at Hope college, who sufOn the afternoon of December habit in America, the botanistDe glish starling and his lady bird
ister. He is one of the oldest fered a double fracture of his skull 31, Schermerhom, driving alone Candolle has written : "At the time waiting for his portion. Now they
graduates of Hope college and in an accidentin the Christmas hol- was hit by a car driven by Henry of the discovery of America, the can be found every morning parkWee tern seminary, having com- idays, died Friday night at Schen- Hale of Albany. Schermerhom’s custom of smoking,snuff-taking, ing at the tack door for their handpleted his theological course in ectady, N. Y. He had been uncon- car was completely demolished, and and chewing tobacco was diffused out. Mrs. St. John says she did
u
1874. He has served Reformed scious since the accident.
he was cut with flying glass. over the greater part of this vast not know the name of the strange
churches in New York, Ohio, Iowa
o
Among the other injuries of a continent. The inhabitants of bird until she saw the picture in the
Wisconsinand Kansas. Since his
Harold Brower of this citv was minor nature, a compound frac- South America did not smoke, but paper and read where its kind had
retirement a few years ago he has strickenwith appendicitiswhile visture of the skull was sustained. chewed tobacco or took snuff, ex- invaded the capitol building in
Holland, celebratedtheir fifty-fifth iting at South Haven. He was takLater an abcess formed on the cept in the Argentine district,Uru- Washington.
o
lived in Holland.
en to the hospital there immediate- brain, and death resulted on Friday guay and Paraguay, where no form
ZEELAND
ly and was operatedupon. His as a result of these several in- of tobacco wag used. In North
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Riksen of condition was reported as quite juries. At a few rare intervals America, from Panama as far as
The Ladies’Mission Circle of the
what are now Canada and Cali- First Reformed Church met Tuesanniversary of their marriage Wed- satisfactory.
consciousness was regained suffiSheets and Sheeting
o
fornia, the cuslom of smoking was day evening at the home of Miss
nesday. Mrs. Riksen was one of
ciently to recognize relatives, but
Mayo Hadden of Boston, Mass., no statement as to how the acci- universal, and circumstances show Hattie Rokus on Cherry street.
the first pioneer children of the old
that it was also very ancient. Pipes
Holland settlement, her parents is here to attend the Holland Furn- dent happened.
The North of Zeeland group in
having crossed the Atlantic with ace meeting and to visit with his
Housewives, the country over, are dependSchermerhom was a member of In great numbers and of wonderful Home Demonstration held their
workmanshiphave been discovered January meting at the home of
the Van Raalte colony. Riksen came parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hadthe Freshman class of Hope ColIn the tombs of the Aztecs in Mex- Mrs. Henry Poest. The value of
to America from The Netherlands den of West 11th street. Mayo Hading oii the splendid quality, the soft, pure
lege, and had shown up very well
in 1868 when he was 16 and settled den is a former resident of this
ico and In the mounds of the vitamins in the diet and of proin Freshman football, and basketfinish of “Honor” muslin to answer many
in this vicinity.They were married city.
United States. Some of these rep- teins and carbohydratesas food
ball. He was a member of the
..... o
in 1874 by Rev. Henry Utterwick
resent animals foreign to North was studied. The officers for this
needs and with pleasing economy, yard
Cosmopolitansociety. The young America."
SOCIETY
then pastor of Third Reformed
group are Mrs. Henry Pyle, presiman was 19 years of age, and had
Of many varietiesof nlcoteana dent; Mrs. George Pyle, secretary;
church. Riksen has served the city
Miss Mable De Vries was sur- intended entering the ministry.
known, all but two are native to and leaders,Mrs. Eli Elzinga and
as alderman and was engaged in
It is with the deepest regret, that
36 Inches
prised
at the home of Miss Donna
39 Inches
South America. These two are Mrs. Kemp Ver Hoeven. The Zeebuilding gravel roads some years
the students heard of the passing
ago. They are parents of four chil- Hyink when a party in the nature
both minor exceptions,one found land group No. 3 in Nutrition Club
Bleached
of a handkerchief shower was held of their already much beloved in the Dutch West Indies, but never met at the home of Mrs. G. De
Unbleached
dren.
Monday evening by a number of “Skimmy.” Although knowing him used by man, and the other Is the WHte for the January meeting.
but a too-briefthree months, he Isle of Pines, off the coast of Java.
Traffic violations reported by the friends. The evening was spent in
food selectionswere studhad made himself many true Despite the addictionof Asiatics Proper
police department for the week end- playing games after which refreshied and also exercises beneficial
Vn economical quality
mets
were
served. All reported hav- friends on Hope’s campus. To to tobacco, none of them had It
ing Saturday, January 26th are:
in developing more muscle.
that
/will serve you well.
these
friends,
and
to
the
sorrowing
before the discovery of America.
Henry G. Bovenldrk, no parking ing a good time.
The servicesin Second Reformed
family, the Anchor joins with the
Tobacco was Introduced into sach church Sunday evening were in
lights, $3; Bruce M. Raymond,
9/4/ bleached sheeting,
Baker furnituremanufacturedin whole Student body in tendering far eastern countriesas Java and keeping with Christian Endeavor
same, $3; Bernard Keefer, same, 83;
/ard
33c
Sheets
High Quality tyudin
Japan by the Portuguese explorers week observedthroughoutChrisMelvin Schupe, same, $3; Carl Hoff- Allegan, will soon be seen in the our sincere, heartfeltsympathy.
The funeral services were held and traders of the Sixteenth and tendom from January 27th to Febman, same, $3; Albert Cook; one movies. An order has been re72x90 sheets, each 79c
81x90 sheets (or a double bed
36-in. bleached, soft nafaaool
headlight, $3; Albert Gebben. same, ceived here for a quantity of Early yesterday afternoon; interment in Seventeenth centuries. It Is im- ruary, when Rev. R. Vanden Berg
Sire before hemmed. Each
finish. 39-in. unbleached
81x90 sheets, each 89c
portant that the Chinese have no addresseda large audience on
53; Martin Veldheer, same, $3; Jas. American bedroom furniture for Schenectady.
the
Paramount,
Famous
Players,
ancient
character
for
"tobacco"
In
Sizes
Before
Hemmed
Westenbroek, no parking lights, |3.
“Christ’sChallenge to Youth." The
Lasky Studios at Hollywood.BedMrs. R. M. Bosworth has return- their writings and that It Is rep- C. E. societies attended in a body
42x36 pillow cases,
The family was shocked when the room furnitureplays an important ed from Chicago where she visited resented In their paintings only and occupied the center tier of
body of Bartels was found on the role in so many Hollywood pic- her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. E. from the year 1700.
•
..... IDc
seats. Thursdayevening a banquet
floor by Mrs. Bartels. Bartels was tures that this furnitureis sure to Tomkins, on Sunday, Jan. 27, when
For many years no wild speci- will be served to the societies of
85 years old and was a devout be seen in a great many of the they celebratedtheir 63rd wedding mens of real tobacco were known, the Second Reformed church in the
"Nation-Wide”
Muslin
member of the North Holland "Will-Hays-passed” pictures.
anniversary.
but It was finally discoveredgrow- church parlors*. This also is in
Pillow case* of good traalKl
church.
ing in some abundance on the celebrationof C. E. week. Corey
36 inch bleached and 39
Site before hemmedT Each
The body was taken to the Nibslopes of a mountain in Ecuador, Poest spoke to the Senior and Ininch unbleached. Yard
belink and Notier chapel and later
the republic on the west coast of termediate societiesof C. E. at
27c
Sheets — Sheeting
was removed to the home at North 71
of
South America which lies exactly their regular meeting Sunday evenHolland, where short funeral serFine, smooth-finish — firm
on the equator nnd derives Its
vices were held Tuesday followed
name from that position. It also
The first annual meeting of the
quality— for your most parby a public service in the North
Cities grows on the moist mountain sides Ottawa Egg and Poultry Associaticular needs.
Holland Church with Rev. Arthur
of Peru and is thought at one time tion called for Saturday at Zeeland,
Thriftilypriced,
Sheeting
Maatman, the pastor,officiated.InBusiness interestslocated in the persons who answered it, 71 cate- to have ranged from Mexico to was postponed until February 2nd
terment was in the North Holland urban centers of the country lost gorically declared that they pre- Chile nnd possibly as far east as on account of the conditionof the
too.
Plain White
A splendid
cemetery.
brand of
their chance at a large potential ferred to avoid urban areas wher Venezuela. ^
country highways. Only a small
and
Patterns
ihecting.
source of revenue because of the ever possible.
Tobacco Is the third of a trium- number of stockholders could get
This evening the Holland Poul- tendency of a majority of motorThe reasons adduced for this de- virate Including the potato and through the roads Saturday. Speak9/4
An excellentvalue— and a
try Association are holding their
ists to avoid cities while en tour, cided preferenceon the part of mo- maize which Is native to America ers at the meeting Will include M.
useful material. Plain whhe,
Bleached
annual meeting at the City Hall. according to a bulletin issued by torists were as follows:
and which spread from the New L. Noon, Jackson, president of the
or 10/4
stripes and checks In 27-lnch
The officers now are William Wil- the American AutomobileAssociaReluctance to run the gauntlet world to the Old.
Michigan State Farm bureau; ^rof.
son, president, Henry S. Bosch, vice
width. Our low price is a
Un(&
mi.
Weiterfl
Ntttapftper
Union.)
tion today from Washington D. C. of city congestion.
Gifford Patch, marketingspecialist
president,Dewey Jaarsma, secreworthwhilesaving. Yard,
bleached
at Michigan State college;Prof, j,
The question is, “Do you prefer
Inadequate
sign-posting of
tary and James De Koster, treasA. Hannah, poultry specialist and
through streets.
25 CITIEB IN MiChurer. These have been excellent to avoid cities while touring?’’was
secretary of the Michigan Poultry
addressed to thousandsof motorLoss of valuable time.
12£c
officers and no doubt at least some
1GAN
Improvement associationand C. P.
ists in every state of the Union by
Confusion regarding traffic reguwill be returned.
Milham, Ottawa County agriculturthe National Touring Board of the lations and consequent traffic hazal agent. Chief interest will center
8/4 bleached or 9/4 unE. V. Hartman of the high school A.A.A. Out of every one hundred ards.
in the report of A1 Otteman, generhas concluded a poster contest in
bleached, yard
Holland is among the fifty-one al manager on the first year's busiconnection with the inatructionhe
of 97 cities of 10,000 or more popu- ness. He plans to make a number
gives the boys in the seventh and
Sizes Be foie Hemmed
lation in Michigan that have ordi- of recommendations
for increasing
eighth grades on nutrition. The
nances providingfor the tuber- the association’s operationsin id‘29.
Tubing,
42 inch, yard )'»e
posters depicted a . well balanced
The most particularhomemakers have found lh?s fiy«
culin test for cattle or pasteurizing
James C. De Free left Zeeland
meal and were judged by the home
8 !x9fi sheets,
{0 9
of milk, according to the state de- for Miami, Fla., last Thursday. He
sheeting a satisfactoryanswer to mam prohlniK I" economics teachers.Adrian Vander
31x99 sheet*, cawh
partmentof agriculture.Forty-six was called home on account of the
Ven of the seventh grade was given
9/4 bleached width is a popular ia'.oii;c./. >plcn.
cities of this size are without such death of his father Wm. J. De Free.
the first prise, which was an autoMr.
and
Mrs.
John
Veneklasen
ordinances.
value for, yard
matic pencil. The poster contest
Only 25 cities are enforcing ex- and daughter, Mrs. John Venekl&sis held each year and always proves
isting ordinances in regard to milk en, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Bert Veneto be a popular feature.
49c.
supplies. Seventy-twocities, how- klasen and two children,Mr. Ivan
ever, are protected through federal Hartgerink of Zeeland and Mr. and
All Linen Crash
Mrs. A. A. Nienhuis has accepted
and state supervision of cattle. Mrs. Robert Leenhouts of Holland
the position of chairman of pro13 inch bleached or un«
Holland not only has a good ordi- are on a trip to Florida.They will
duction with the home department
t leached crash. Yard,
make
the trip with three automonance
but
a
thorough
inspector
in
of the South Ottawa Red Cross
Henry Bosch, who takes pride in biles and will make Miami their
chapter.
17c— 21c
headqua^ers.They plan to remain
his work.
about two months.
About 82 new students enrolled
The Second Reformed church of
at Holland High School during the
Zeeland received a special gift of
first part of the week over the num36-Inch Percale
Outing Flannel
$2000 the past week to be divided
ber last semester. Of this approxA
splendid
quality— and ntU
equally between foreign and domAn excellent weight and 27
White — 36 Inch
imately 75 were advanced from the
spring patterns. Yard
estic missions. This evening a conInch
width.
Yard,
9-2 grade of Junior High school
500 cert is being given at the First
Good quality— useful in man)
7 returned to school after staying
15c
OjS
Yard.
15c
Christian Reformed church to be
out the past
^
BUILDING IN ALLEGAN NOW given by the orchestra of the AlGIVEN OVER TO AUTOS pine avenue Christian Reformed
The local aerie of the Fraternal
church of Grand Rapids. This orAND TELEPHONE
Order of Eagles completedplans
chestra is directedby the organist
OFFICES
for a membershipcampaignat their
at Calvary Reformedchurch,Grand
regular meeting held Tuesday
.mortgage as follows:
"No horses allowed," reads a Rapids, Mr. Foma, who is assisted ing aye.
Expires April 27.
evening. They are determined to
All theose certain pieces or parlarge sign upon a building which by Mr. John W. Sharpe, director of
The committee .on Teacher*’ recwin 200 new members before June
MORTGAGE FORECLOSURE cels of land situatedin the City of
just a few years affo was the larg- music for the West Side Christian ommended the engagement of Alice
1st
Holland, County of Ottawa and
est horse bam in southwestern schools of Grand Rapids.
Bui man at a salary of $120.00 per
State of Michigan, as follows, toThe
Herman
Miller
Furniture
Co.
Michigan
and
which
could
accomomonth
Mrs. Charles Horn at Muskegon
Default having been made in the wit:
date at one time more than 500 at their annual meeting elected the
Moved by Trustee Brouwer sup- payment of the moneys secured by
makes claim that she was held up
Parcel No. 1— All of Block “A”
flillownig
officers:
president,
Mr,
horses. Such is the trend of
ported by Trustee Miles that the
near the Lincoln Ave. school Saturdated the 15th day of in the West Addition to the City
Herman Miller, vice president,Mr. recommendationbe adopted. Car- mortgage
events.
day night. She states that she
April, 1927, executed by Max Wex- of Holland.
This barn was built in 1885 by Dick J. De Free; secretary, Mr. ried.
noticed a man following her and
elman and Harry Levey of Chicago,
Pqrcel No. 2— Part 0 fthe unaurCorey
Poest;
treasurer,
Mr.
C.
J.
Moved by Trustee Wichers sup- Illinois, to J. K. Mosser Leather veyed ground of the northwest fracAugustineW. Lutts and operated
he suddenly darte^at her, clapped
Den
Herder.
ported by Trustee Arendshomt that Corporation, a corporation organ- tional quarter (N. W. frl. %) of
by him for a number of years. At
his hand over hejrlnouthto prevent
The Second Reformed church of the school bus be used only, for
her from screaming. She did sucthat time it was the only instituized under the laws of the State Section twenty-nine (29), Townceed in caltthg for help and her
tion of its kind in this part of the Zeeland has shown a remarkable transporting the crippled children of Delaware with its office at Chi- ship Five (5), north of range fifgrowth
with
an
average
attendance
to
and
from
.school.
Carried.
cries wert heard by John Mulder
state. In the days of he horsecago, Illinois,which said mortgage teen (15) west in the oity « HolThe matter of bus insurance was was recorded in thg office of the land, which is bounded as follows:
and Martin Vander Meulen, 12 and
drawn vehicle it was no unusual of 326. The offerings reached the
large
sum
of
$3,400,
principally
for
referred to the committee on Register of Deed* of the County On the south by the north Hne of
15 years old respectively.They
event to find a couple of hundred
missions. Fourteen per cent of the schools for further investigation. of Ottawa- and State of Michigan on
were in that neighborhood and ran
horses being taken care of in this
EKIra Houston (left) and Marjartt Hou»Eighth St.: on the west by the east
to her aid. They could give only toa, two of the tix deaf Rochelle (ID.) echool
the 27th day of April A. D., 1927, line of Mill SI; on the north by the
bam and on days of special events membership is composed of mem- Carried.
children
who**
hearinf
wae
restored,
fto
bers
not
affiliated
with
the
church.
Moved by Trustee Brower sup- at 4:30 P. M. in Liber 122 of mort- south line of Seventh St.; on the
a meagre descriptionof the man,
more than 500 horses have been
thanks (or their recovery by sinfinc a
An increase of 44 in enrollment was ported by Trustee Arendshorst that gage* on page, 188, and
that he was 25 years old possibly kvau. Inset: Rev. Paul Rader, prrMdrnt
housed there.
cast by the line running parallel
made during the year.
the driver of the school bus be depand wore a light cap and dark
World Wide ChristianCouriersunder
Today all this is changed. “No
WHEREAS,
the amount claimed with the west line and two hundred
Lota in the new addition to the utized as specialpolice. Carried.
overcoat. Mrs. Horn said the fhan whoee auspices tests were made to estabUsh
horses allowed” now.
to be due on said mortgage at the fiftden (215) feet west from
authenticity of the cures.
local cemetery, known as Restlawn,
The committee on claims and ac- time of this mortage is Forty-three east Lee of Pine St., said east
threatened to kill her. She lost
Instead, two sections of this
will
be
placed
on
sale
by
the
cemecounts
reported
favorabl”
on
the
no valuables and officers O’Connor
Thousand and Sixty and 22-100 being five (6) feet east from the
building are now used for auto
and Van Hoff are detailed on the
CHICAGO— [Special]— At an restored,and who participatedin storage and another section for tery commissionthe first of Feb- following bills: *
Dollars ($43,060.22)principal and center line of Tannery Creek.
job.
open hearing, attended here by the tests, all live in Rochelle, a service station and farm imple- ruary. About 1000 lots have been Office Supplies ..................
28.58 interest,and the iqrther sum of
Dated, Holland, Michigan, Janlaid out in the new addition. A new Telephone ..........................
newspaper reporters, clergymen, town of some 4,000 population,80 ments.
31.50 Four Thousand, Five Hundred For- uary 29, 1929.
entrance will be laid out directly Supt. expenses .................. 13.82
scientific and other disinterestedmiles northwest of Chicago.They
ty and 90-100 Dollars ($4540.90),J. K. MOSSER LEATHER CORP.
One large section in the rear has
spectators,six formerly deaf and are: Gayther Bellows, 11; Mar* been sold to the Defender Mfg. from South Church street. The Teachers’ Salaries .......... 14,777.77 taxes paid by the mortgagee, which
Mortgagee.
dumb school children,comprising garet Houston, 14; Edward Hous- company, which is remodeling and new addition of the cemtery is part Text books ........................73.57 taxes were assessed against said Diekema,Kollen A Ten Cate,
the entirft student enrollment of ton, 16; Russell Houston, 21; adding to the original buildingand of the original land the first preach- Manual Training .............. 198.81 premises and were not paid by the Attorneysfor Mortgagee,
the deaf and dumb school main- Elvira Houston, 23, and Miles will use it in connection with its er of the Zeeland colony owned. Domestic Science ............ 85.89 mortgagor, and the further sum of Business Address:
Rev. J. Vander Meulen having paid School Supplies ................244.49
tained by the Board of Education Peckman, 16. When announceThirty-fiveDollars ($35.00) as an Holland, Mich.
factory for the manufacture of for the land by working and clearPrinting ............................
146.36 attorney fee provided for in said
at Rochelle, 111., publicly demon- ment of the cures first was made automobile bumpers.
ing K when he was not doing his Library ............................
170.34
atrated to the complete and enthusi- it caused quite a stir in public
Another section has been leased pastoral, land officerand other com- Other instructionexp.,... 24.64 mortgage, and
astic satisfactionof all observers opinion both in Rochelle and Chi- 11916-Exp. Feb. 16
WHEREAS, said whole amount
to the Tri-County Telephone com- muritv duties. Zeeland’s first gasJanitors’ supplies, light,
present, that Divine Healing had cago, too.
is now due and payable by reason STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
nany and extensive alterations are tor lies buried a short distancefrom
power and gas .............. 552.14
restored their hearing to sufficient
Miss Gertrude Virgin, public In progress on this part, which
Court for tbs County of Ottawi.
of default 0 fsaid mortagor in the
thn new addition.
Fuel ...................
22.75
degree, so that now they are able, school teacher of the Rochelle deaf
payment of an installment of Ten
At a session of said Court, brid at
when
completed will allow its large
The
commission
that
made
posOther operating exp ....... 22.23
for the first time in their lives, to and dumb school, who has had the
trucks to travel into the building sible the additionincludes:C. Ros- Repairs and upkeep ........ 482.84 Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00)due the ProbateOfficein the City of Graad
hear music and the sound of the six children under her care and
and payable on or before April 15, Haven in said County,on the 29th day
human voice. Likewise they are supervision during the past two for loading and unloading and pro- enraad. J. N. Clark, D. F. Boonstra. Interest ............................1,275.00 1928, and the default in not paying of January A. D. 1929.
vide
ample
storage
for their stock. Peter Hoekstra and C. VandeBosch.
starting to talk, uttering half- years, was presentduring the tests
Moved by Trustee Wichers sup- interest on the principal sum of Present: Hen. James J. Dsnbof,
Thus another landmark makes
formed syllablesmuch after the and was interrogatedas to her reported by Trustee Arendshorst that Forty Thousand Dollars ($40,000.- Judge of Probste.
REPORT OF BOARD OF
fashion of a little child when it lationship to them during that way for the onward march of progthe report be adopted and orders 00) secured by said mortgage, and
EDUCATION
,
In the Matter of the Estate of
first is learning to speak.
time. She offered clinical data in
drawn for the several amounts. the further default of not paying
The testa were conducted under support of her testimony,and said
ANNA TEERMAN, Deceased
tuxes assessed upon said premises
H 'Hand, Michigan.,Jan. 15, 1928 Carried.
LAKETOWN
medical observation and auspices that though she frequently had
The committee on Buildings & far the years 1927 and 1928, and Dick Miles having filod in said
The
Board
of
Education
met
its
of The World Wide Christian heard of cures of this kind, that
said default having continued for court her petition prayiogtbaf the
Mr. Hiram Van Spykeriof Lake- regular session and was called to Grounds recommended that the conCouriers, an. interdenominational this was the first authentic caso
tract for the building of the Gar- more than ten (10) days, the whole administration of said eotato be grittorder
by
the
president.
town
Township,
Michigan,
and
Mrs.
missionary movement in the head- that ever had come under her perMembers all present except age he awarded to Bolhuis Lumber principalsum of the mortgage to- ed to himself or to somo other suitable
quarters of The Chicago Goepel sonal observation,affordingunlim- Mary Knapp, of Saugatuck, Michgether with all arrearage of inter- person.
Co. at a cost of $957.00.
Trustees Mooi and Beeuwkes.
igan
were
united
in
marriage
Mon.Tabernacle,Rev. Paul Rader, ited opportunity to substantiateto
est thereon and all taxes paid is
It is Ordered, That the
Moved
by
Trustee
Wichers
supSuperintendent Fell opened with
prominent Fundamentalistleader her entire satisfaction,that the day afternoon January 28th, 1929
ported by Trustee Brouwer that the hereby declared to be due and pay5th lay el March A. D., 1921
at
the
home
of
Justic
De
Keyzer,
57
praver.
who convenedthe inquiry for the cures were authenticand bona fide
able,
The minutes of the previous report be adopted. Carried.
at 10 o’clock in tho foreiooa, at said
purpose of establishingauthentic- beyond question of a doubt. “I Wes: 19th street.
THEREFORE, notice is probate office,be and is hereby appointThe Superintendent recommended
meeting were read and approved
ity of the cures, explained that have been teaching these children
The Secretary presented a com- that the spring vacation be from hereby given that by virtue of the ed for hearing said petition;
NORTH HOLLAND
Divine Healing is finding ready ac- for more than two years," she tessaid power of sale and in pursuance
munication from the Superintendent March 22nd until April 1.
ceptance in many Protestantsects, tified. “From their histories, and
Moved by Trustee Geerlings sup- of the statute in such case made It is Further Ordered, That public
The
condition of Mr. Harm E. of Public Instructionrelative to the
notice thereof be given by publication
and is founded solely upon faith my intimate daily contact with
National Education Association ported by Trustee Brouwer that the and provided, said mortgage will of a copy of this order, once each
and belief, on the part of the af- them over this time, I know that Nienhuis is improved, although he
be foreclosedby sale of the premreport be adopted. Carried.
is still confined to Blodgett Hos- Convention.
week for three succeuive
flicted person, in the many prom- they now are able to hear, as
Moved by Trustee Geerlings sup- ises described in the mortgage to previous to said day of beariog ia in?
Moved by Trustee Geerlings suppital,Grand Rapids.
Reliable
ises of physical, as well as spirit- they never were able to hear bethe
highest
bidder
at
the
north
The primary room entertained ported by Trustee Miles that the ported by Trustee Miles that a
Holland City Newt, newspaper printual regeneration contained in the fore in their lives. Whatever
the intermediateroom with a Superintendent and Trustee Arend- committee of three be appointed front door of the courthouse in the ed and circulated in said county.
Store
Bible. No personal power of any cause is responsible for this sudto investigatethe feasibility of a City of Grand Haven in the County
thrift program on Wednesday.
shorst represent the Board.
JAMES J. DANHOF.
kind is claimed, and the teacher den, unexpected and overnight
of Ottawa and State of Michigan on
The funeral of Hcrmanus Bartels
Carried, all members voting aye. health clinic.
of Divine Healing is no more than improvementin their conditionsis
Judge of Probate
Monday,
the
29th
day
of
April,
A.
Trustees
Leenhouts,
Wichers
and
which was to have been held SaturMoved by Trustee Miles supportinstrumentaiid exponent of so phenomenal,that for want of day was postponed because of the
D., 1929, at two o'clockin the af- Atruecopyed Hv Trustey Brouwer that Prin- Brouwer were appointed.
ider said, ai|y^bettername I must call it a
CORA VANDEWATER,
ternoon of that day, which said
Board adjourned.
condition of the roads. *1
cipal Riemersma attended the conwhose hearing was
Register of Probate.
premises are described in said
Henry Geerlings, Sec.
The Ladies’ Aid Society met atfeVenc?. Carried all members vot-
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FRANK BOTTJE. OTTAWA
REGISTER HAS BANNER YEAR

Hakken Gives
Praise To Slain

Frank Bottje, register of deeds

Local Business
Get Verdict

and his deputy and assistants.have
had a banner year in 1928. Bottje
and Fifteen Years
stated that the amount of papers
the first at home with St. Mary’s
presorted for register in 1928
ACONT HAS ATTRACTED tonight and the second with GenerSayi Tribe Who Shot Bilkert Are would exceed 1927 by more than
THE ATTENTION OF THE al Motors Tech at Flint on Friday GRAND HAVEN LAWYER
Highly Intolerant. . Relievos - 1000 pieces. The number of papers HOLLAND MERCHANTS WIN
BUSINESS MENU ASS'N
FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY
flower. The color scheme being
evening of this week. Hope's next
DIED WAS HOLUND CITY
I1.5M; HOLE IN TBOUSIBi
Their Religion Only On«
received for record in the regliter’s
I white and red. The bride elect was
home game will be with Kalamasoo
ATTORNEY DURING
It appaars that Fennville, our
office
totaled
6,112.
18 IGNORED
“There is noth ng new iinder the well showered with articlesrangcollege on Feb. 15. Hope meanRev. B. D. Hakken, Hope grad— <£neighbor to the south* is without
FIRE OF *71
sun.” We in Holland thought that ! |nf from Unware to China and cut
while is scheduled to play Kalamauate and missionary on furlough
Damage amounting to $1,600
a dentiat and the fruit (rowers
Ashing through the ioe was rather glaM. Note: The lady in queaUon
from Arabia, In a public letter
Yen to Harry Holst and
have been suffering severely be- soo college at Kalamasoo on Feb.
a
new
winter
sport
but
see
what
anortly
i»ec
shortly after became
the bride of giees a glimpse of the carevr and
6 and Michigan State college at Word came to Holland Thursday
hrotenboer of Holland,
cause of this lack. In fact their
morning that George W. McBride, files of Feb. 1, 1879 has to lay; NichoUu Whelan.
East Lansing on Feb. 8.
life of Rev. Henry A. Bilkert, who
in the suit of Hoist agt
atony, it would seem, has become
Rites
“Cutting
in the
ice and
...... . holes
-.JMBN
_____
nd flan
The
Holland
Carpenters’
Union
a
well
known
attorney
with
a
repuCoach Bud Hinga’s Holland High
recently was shot and killed by a
thony Klingerberw and 1
intenseuntil the FennviUe Business
l
mg in deepwrater is quite fashion- was very considerateof their Troup of Wahabi Araoc while travschool tosaers will take the court tation extendingover the entire
Bos of Holland following a
organisation has taken a hand.
able
now
days.
Thurwiay
at
least
state, had died at Grand Haven at
bosses twenty-five years ago and ulinjr by automobile fiom B*"rah
a day and a half and four
Does Fennville need her molars against KalamasooCentral this the ago of 74 years.
20 men and boys might be aeen at the boost in wages was very modest to Koweif.
Friday evening at Kalamasoo. Holdeliberationof Li
the toy.
'
tended f Look here what the FennAs a young man, Georg W. Mc- Point Superior fishing in five fath- indeed judging from the following Mr. Hakken, who has been con- CAPT. HARkY VANDEN BERG
Fall!
land suffered one of its two defeats
ling to keep their el
ville Herald has to say about It:
oms
of
water.
Speckled base is ^tem from the file Jan. 29, 1904, nected with the same minion and
Bride
hung
out
a
shingle
in
Holland
OF BEAVER ISLAND, UNCK)(i
order and the store
“One of Fennville’s greatest in a game with Kalamasoo earlier even before the fire of 1\. He was the variety caught and that in here it reads: “Local Carpenters <ss intimatelyacquainted with the
ABLE TO GOME
in the season and hopes to get an
condition,the defendant*
needs is a residentdentist, and the
closelyassociated with Manley D. large numbers and besides they
nion sends decree to contractors ilain missionary says:
the new owners were to blame
movement that has been started by even break.
are fat and fine at this season of
A sad funeral service was held the loss of business. The
ying — “In order not to disturb
“Mr. Bilkert was an ideal mLHolland has won six of its eight Howard, a pioneer of the north
the Business Men’s Association to
side,
a
private
banker
and
the
the
year.
In
time
this ice Ashing
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harpeace of our boss contractors nonary. The Arab anu his need fur
nored this ides whkk )
have a member of this profession games so far and still has seven founder of Grace Episcopal church. may become a popular past Ume is we were obliged to do last Christ always was oefore him wd ry VandenBerg on Harbor avenue
around a hole in a pair of
to play. These include return games
locate here meets with unqualified
For many years, Mr. McBride here when not too cold." Note: .year,
hereby noUfy the he waa tirelessin ins efforts Li Grand Haven, and at the First Re- era.
with Muskegon Heights on the latapproval Letters have been sent
was Holland City Attorney, but It appears that ice shanties and ' carpenter contractors of Holland bring the Arab into contact wiih formed Church late Thursday afterJudge O. 8. Cross ordered
tefa court on Saturdaynight and
to various persons in Detroit,inshortly after the fire he moved to stoves were not thought of 50 years that the wage scale adopted by the Christ He was an onthusfast,fuli • noonf »r their daughter, Miaa Ruth cree in the chancery ca*e of
with Grand Rapids South on Feb.
cluding dental colleges to enlist
Grand Haven where he was a strong
8. Holland defeated both teams in political figure until 15 years ago ago, and look here “Hamburg" local union for 1904 beginning May >t energy and fire, and yet with VandsnBerf,who paaMd away in Donia and others against
their services in inducing a dentist
Taylor has added radio communica- 1 will be at the rate of 25 cents 1 aP wa* combined n practicality the bloom of her youth, leaving a Nordland of Zeelsind,
the first clashes. .
when he becanie totally blind.
to come here, and an advertiseUons with every shack rented ae- per hour and that 10 hours shall and good humor which mado him host of young friends and relatives. $700.26 to the plaintiff and
Mr. McBride was prosecuting At- cording to late broadcastingsfrom
ment escribingthe village and its
Her father,Capl Harry Vanden est and on that amount to
constitutea day’s work. Hoping t well balanced man. de was deeptorney of Ottawa County for 15 Ottawa Beach.
attractionsand inviting a dentist
we may have the good will of our ly consecrated to h{i work, very Berg, marooned on Bqpver Island from Augsi 1, 1929.
years, was appointed collectorof
to establish himself iS Fennville
The bam belonging to C. Blora. local contractors and dUsens we spiritual and ready for any sacri- with terrific enow and weather The case grew out of a
customs by PresidentBeniamin Zeeland hotel keeper, was crashed
was inserted in the Detroit News
remain your obedient servants.Lo- fice in behalf of the work and hla conditions, was unabh to come and venture of Donia and
Harrison. He was the Republican to the ground because of the heavy
God
last Sunday.
it was concluded to carry out the whl-i. the defendano* could not
cal Union No. 1412. Note: What
nominee for Congress some forty pack of snow that had fallen dur“Lack of a dentist has been
“Since he returned from furlough plans made before it waa certain -« satisfactoryaccountingof
of
a change In 25 years “Your obediyears ago and was defeated by Atacutely felt at times bv nearly
funds after the first three moi
ing the night The accident start- ent servant is out of date, ten hours along with the duties of the Ara- he could not get here.
torney Melvin H. Ford of Grand
every resident of Fennville. who
Many beautifulflowers were sent of businees. One item of
ed all Zeelanders to shovel thdr a day has become an 8 hour day bian mission,he was engaged in diin
Rapids, the candidate who promrealise that when dental services
roofs dear of snow. Note: The and 25c per hour has grown to rect evangelistic work, being in to the bereaved family which at- waa an order given by the l
ised to dig a canal from Holland
'barge of the mission’s work for tested to the popularity of the tional SpecialtySales Co. The
are required for an aching tooth,
hotel in quesUon was conducted by 41.00 per hour.
KNOWS
WHERE
MARSHES
ARE
to the FurnitureCl y which was onmen in Basrah. He especialy had young lady. Rev. Henry Schipper fendant claimed it wa* an
it is wanted quickly a»d imperathe grandfather and father of the
FILLED WITH WILD DUCK
ly campaign thunder to beat the
from the receivers and they c
tively. The ^rt)
prolongation of the
Blom family of Holland in fact our FIFTEEN YEARS AGO TODAY been trying to build up a Sunday read the funefal service. The
AND GEESE
Grand Haven man.
tarvice for Moslem men, a very dif- bearerswere Walter Draeger,
ed it was an order from the
pain until one can take a trip to
own
fire chief first saw the light of
Mr. McBride was one of the first
Holland for treatmentonly adds
erett DeKiep, William Sleutel, Nel- pany. The proof showed It t*
Con De Free was named head of ficul; task.
' The following article by Attor- to join the White Ribbon club or day in Zeeland.
“He also had been doing a cer- aon Fisher,A. J. Boyink and Peter an order from the company.
to the torture. Therefore the efR.
Koning
of
Overisel
sold
the
Holland
Boy
Scouts
and
it apney Clare Hoffman of Allegan ap- was it Red Ribbon, an antidiquor
The jury waa excused from
tain amount of touring throughout Nletering.
forts of the business men to fill
jearS'in the Sunday Grand Rapids organisationstartedin Holland.He ?nc white oak trees for f2,000 the pears that the first scout camp or- the country around Basrah aa time
Lher duty and a few
this lack in the village’s professionMany
relatives and friendsfrom
buyer
to
do
the
cutting.
Overisel
ganised
in
this
city
was
the
year
was one of the chief actors in the
will wind up the
and funds allowed. Quite often he
al ranks, meets with the most fer“Your article in the Sunday Her- play “Ten Nighta in the Bar Room" might wish they still had those before under the leadershipof Prin- made trips to Zubelr, not far from Holland attendedand James De particularlyquiet one.
vent endorsement of every man woKiep
of
Pittsburgh,
fiance
of
the
cipal
R.
H.
Gilbert.
The
boys
had
beautiful
oaka.
They
surely
would
ald was read with a great deal of staged by local talent in Kenyons
which place he lost his life.
man or child who ever had a toothdeceased,was also at Grand Haven.
a “fi’
We spot" each. hard sledding on their own reinterest and you are certainlyright Hall, Holland’s first opera house, bring more than a
"The Ichwan, or Brothers, for
OTTAWA COUNTY FAB1
ache or had to have a tooth filled
sourcesbut this year they are being
o
in advocating the establishment of locatedon the site of what is -now
that is the meaning of the name,
GET SMALL AWARDS
or extracted."
WOULD HELP HOLLAND
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO backed by the businessmen. Other •re Wahabis, or followers of the
a game farm. There is plenty of the McBride Block on River Ave.
ALONG M40.
TODAY
officers named are vice president,
and
Eighth
Street.
This
playhouse
held by the state on tax titles
sect of Mohammed Ibn Abd Al
HOLLAND DOCTOR OPERATES land
Grand
Rapids
Press.—
All
MichE.
E.
Fell;
secretary
attorney,
Tom
An order dated
Wahabi, a man who lived in the inthat is ideal for that pqrpose. In was burned 45 years ago.
Idering
ON BENTHEIM MAN
Robinson; tress., Henry Geerlings; terior of Arabia in the middle of igan cities with more that HLOOO 1928. signed bv Orien
As a political orator, Mr. Mcfact, there is a strip six miles wide
population will have branch offices cult judge of Ottawa county,
Bride Tiad few equals in his day. Sunday to fall on an icy walk on other men on the local council are
c
William Branderhorstwho was and seven miles long right here in He was a wonderful appearing man, Central ave., fracturing an arm. PrincipalGilbert, Prof. Charles E. the eighteenth century. They are of the secretary of state from _____
ition of Frank F. H
the strictest sect of Moslems and
Allegan
county,
with
one
of
the
taken ill with pneumoniafour
which automobile licencescan be highway commissioner^
well built, tall and looked like a Gerrit Hesselingfell on the icy Drew, C. M. McLean, Attorney M.
weeks ago, submitted to a serious best trout streams in the state run- Kentucky colonel. He poesc— d a walk on East Eighth street,the A. Sooy, Rev. R. Braske. of Hope try to Live as close!
three commissioners
In
accordance
operation. An sheets had formed ning through it, a large part of deep bass voiced and he was a very result was a broken arm just above
church. Dr. J. J. Mersen, George down and the
end report their flndii
which
has
been
sold
time
and
again
on one of his lungs and It was
convincing talker. Because of his the elbow.
Van Laudegend,Wm. W its, Her- so-calledprophet, Mohammed, and ron of Hudaonville is passed.
with the smounWof
for
taxes,
and
which
is
absolutely
r«cesary to insert a tube to drain
ability as a spellbinder,he was
The Rev. James F. Zwemer has man Van Tangeren, W. J. Olive and protesting against innovations of Eachron said the bill is favored by each case to tl
it In order to place the tube it worthless for farming purposes. If sent out by the National u>mmittee undoubtedly done the cause of cat- John Schouten.
John jS. Haggerty, secretary of Ottawa countjvkt an early
any kind. They are highly intolerwas necessary to take a piece off you are ever down this way I shall to “stump" in doubtful states. He echetical instructiona treat service
igned to beneJudge Crtfa appointed
The Gerber Drug Co. was sold ant and considerthemselves the on- state. The bill is designed
be
more
than
glad
to
drive
you
one of his ribs, which operationwas
was also in great demand in Mich- by a faithful translation from to Vaupell and Aldworth. Note: ly true Mohammedans, even going fit such cities as Holland, McEach- Yntema from Jameetown, Ji
very painfulfor it had to be done over it
ren said, where branch offices do Chittickof Holland and John
igan, often appearing in joint de“The present conservation ad- bate on the same platformwith Clutch into English in an element- The firm is now the Vaupell Drag so far as to believe that they anu no*, exis4. now.
without an anesthetic*Dr. RigAnrooy of Grand Haven as the <
ary
catechism composed for little Co., owned by John Vaupell.
they
only
will
enter
heaven.
terink of Hamilton and Dr. Winter ministration has been doing some hie opponents.
mlttee.This committeei|
childrenby the Rev. Jacob Bontiua
Deputy Sheriff Beekman was giv“It is a practice of the Lehman,
good
work
but,
in
this
county,
they
of Holland performed the operaCHRISTIAN HIGH TO FACE
The old Holland City News files of the Netherlands.
time in going over the
en severalfeathersin his cap when in fact of all Redouins. to raid their
tion. The man is recovering.
have failed to support the local gives some interesting details
GRAND RAPIDS IN
question parcelsof land
J. and H. De Jonge who have he arrested three young hold up enemies and get all the spoils they
warden. In fact, he has been re- where "Mac” was mixed up in a.
DERATE
for the widening of M50
FENNVILLE EXCHANGE TO
moved merely because,when he got debate in Zeeland that brought a conducted a grocery and dry goods men whose names are now with- can. It was no dnuht in just suen
Holland Christian High School U Allendale to US81. It waa
on
East Tenth street for 25 years held. Justice Thomas N. Robinson a raid that Mr. Bilkert inadvertSTAGE A DANCE
after the commercial fishermen at Tfrae for all" and in West Olive
nreparing for their debate with the
given praise for securing ently was caught"— Grand Rapids Grand Rapids Christian ffla •ary to make several trips
Saugatuck and Douglas and when where he was in debate with the will build a beautiful new brick
to have the several property
signed confessions from the three Presr.
Direetess of the Fennville Fruit the district warden, Condon, over
School which is to bo held here •re appear before the
the comm
who admitted a score of local robExchange Ihave voted to give the at Benton Harbor refused to assist character Vin
Wednesday evening, February I. i»t<l Wednesday, the group si
membership a dancing party in- him he appealed direct to Lansing
beries ami holdups. Even “Eggs" HOPE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
:Thr subject which ia to be det its completedfindings with
eartie:
.
hi?LJn
TO PUT ON BIG PROGRAM
stead of the usual annual banquet. for help.
bad his picture in the paper with
bated on ta
It -Resolved,
“Resolved, tnai
that the
thi county
,
Tommy Dander and his barn dance
the
arrested
grou
Next Monday will be a gala night jury system should be abolished
commission awarBed di
“When spring comes, I shall be War* VeU^arf * *ndM was*0 m us Ured Harrington, a son— Carl
fiddlers have been hired from ChiThe death of James Westveer, at Hope College in Carnegie Gym. the United States."Holland Oirkh Hgen jn the amounts aa follows*
jdad to have you come down and I out with the rank of capUin. Hs* Mr8- Peter SIoot*r’Weit Elev
cago. “Pie Plant Pete” will dn- will take you out and show you a re peatedl y bUn n a m ed com m« n d e r
wriusly injured father of the present postmaster, The program ia given under the tian High is taking the affirmative sepb Kavorik,
tertain between dances and many
auspices of the Hope College Ath- tide of tho question.
marsh filled with wild geese and of*the G/A. 1? Post it
$_65; Alex Rrisberg, $7$
f Th*Si(tot ^irid
19°4,
The
other entertaining stunts will be
news devotes aJanUft^y,
half colmun
to his letic Association.There will be
Those who represent the local Gersi
wild ducks. We feed them there
put on. This party will be held In
seven, numbers and a one-act com- school are Miss Marian Warner,
Up to 20 years ago, Mr. McBride at 3:00 A. M. when because of a life and publisheshis picture.
It Is
each spring and you would hardly
the exchangestorage building FriHenry Boeve of Fillmore,sold a edy from Shakeapeare’s “Midaum- Miss Margaret Vender Woud and will uke an appeal from
belive that there are that many practiced law in Grand Haven and severe headache she looked for a
day night, Feb. 15th.
powder
in
what
she
thought
in
the
mer
Night’s
Dream"
given
by
boys
bull to Fred Hieftje for $147.60.
Gerald Klaasen.
inga from the committee
birds in this part of the country. for many years conducted the Higho
The question is of great interest jnderatood the road will
Park Hotel at that Grand Hav- dark was a closet; instead the The animal alive, weighed 2,600 of tho senior class.
GRONBWOUD BAYS TEACHERS* “All of which is mighty interest- land
The program if arranged as fol- to many citizens. It is being de- pleted now with a full
Resort as a sort of paU time. stepped through the door leading pounds and the price is said to be
Trotitutk NEXT WEBtfF ing. We’re going to make a special enFor
bated in many of the collegesand pavement on a 100-foot
a record breaker. In order that lows:
a number of years, he spent to the basement.
effort
to
take
Lawyer
Hoffman
up
SCHOOLS* CLOSED
1. Male Chorus, Paul Nettings, high schools this year.
Mrs. Agnes Mohr, East 8th the buyer may come out better than
his winters In Floridawith his wife
way. It is anticipatedthis
on
that
invitation
to
show
us
a
Gerrit G. Groenewoud, the
who survives. The late P. H. Mc- street, entertained with a miscel- whole there will have to be at Howard Schaede, Nicholas Lanning,
will be completed in the
county Icommissidiwr of schools, few million wild geese and ducks
HOLLAND BRAKEMAN
bride of this city was a brother, laneous shower honoring Mrs. least 1,400 lbs. of dressed meat Stanley De Pree.
next
spring.
As
for
the
other
subannounces the county institute
2. Violin Duet, GertrudeBudd,
INJURED
and City Attorney Charles McBride Jeanne Blom. The home was pleas- The meat will be delivered to
ZEELAND MAN
which will be held in Grand Haven. jects covered by our correspondent,
Bernardine Siebera.
ingly
decorated
with
h£art
and
Holland
butcher.
is a nephew.
OLD HARPERS WEEK]
February fth for the teachers of they are respectfullyreferred to
Floyd
My
rick
of
Holland,
brake3. Humorous Readings, Oscar
Mr. MoBride was an Episcopalian
FOR HISTORIC
(ogarth *with
North Ottawa county and in Hol- Director George He
Holkeboer. “28.*'
man for the Pere Marquette Ralland for many years was trusteeof
power
to
act’
”
land February 7th for the teachers
way Co., isuffereda crushed thumb
Ackley Girls’ College of Grand 27 HOLLAND JUNIOR
The archives of the Illinois
TRUCK CARRIES MODEL DAIRY 4. Girls' Quartette.
of South Ottawa county.
5. Piano Solos, Alumna Sarah and part of the right hand waa toricaiSociety were enriched
Haven, an EpijKopalian institution.
PLANT.
COMING
TO
OTTAWA
HIGH BOYS IN CLASS
Aa usual, the institutewill be SNOWMOBILE AIDE
Lacey.
mangled while coupling cars in the week by a contributionof two
The funeral will take place from
COUNTY ON APRIL 24TH
HOLLAND CARRIER.
held in the Holland high school auOF HOME SCIENCE
6. Vocal solos, Mayo Taase, yard at Allegan Monday.
that church Sunday morning and
ies of Harpers Weekly dating
ditorium, beginning at 9:30 o’clock
IN COVERING ROUTE
Hope College’sguest from the Orithe body will be sent to Angola,;
the years 1850 and 1860 reipec
A
truck
which
will
show
model
Miss Lavina Cappon. home econfor the morning session and at 1:16
ent, Songs of her native land.
ALL MILITARY SCHOOLS TO ly. The copies were the
Determined to cover his entire Ird., to be buried in the family lot omics teacher in Holland Junior dairy barn plans, stanchion arfor the afternoon session.
7. Accordion Solos, Donald
TAKE PART IN HOOVER
o!
Mrs.
McBride.
tlons of John H. Beech, Z
rangements,
milk
cooling
devices,
High School, has started a class
The speakers selected for the ad- route, a distanceof about 84 miles
Hicks.
INAUGURAL
Mr. McBride was bora in Ohio. for boys in home science. Twenty- labor saving equipment,ventilatwho sent these copies to the
dresses are Dr. E. B. Byran, who is Rural Letter Carrier,John Brink
8. Pyramus and Thisbe, a com1
for their historical value, and he I
ing
systems
and
plans
for
the
buildman,
of
Holland,
accompanied
bv
i
president of Ohio University at
seven boys in the ninth grade have
edy from Shakespeare’sMidsumMilitary schools throughout the carrying with him the gratittMle
Athens, Ohio, and Dr. E. C. War- substitute carrier, got out his SUFFERS FIRE LOSS STILL
enrolled in the course, which will ing of milk sterilizers has been fit- mer Night's Dream, Senior Clast country some 200 in number, have
those who have longingly search
CHURCH HAS A GOOD YEAR include planning of foods, pruning ted up by the dairy and agriculturalBoys, Pyramus, Leon Bosch : Thisbe
riner, president of Central State snowmobile Wednesday morning
been invited to lend some 60 to for copies of these precious
Teachers’ Coiege, Mt. Pleasant, and tackled the job. When they reof bills and all fundamental princi- engineering departments at Michi- Everett Becken; Moon, Clsrence
100 cadet* to take part in the pre.si
tions.
After sufferinga heavy fire loss ples connected with proper and gan State College for a trip thru
Mich.
turned six hours later every piece
Diephousc; Lion, Herman Laug; dential inaugural parade on March
What makes these copies I
15
Michigan
counties.
during
1928
the
Beaverdam
Chrisof
mail
had
been
delivered.
All of the schools of the county
economic housekeeping.
Wall, Nels Tanis; Prologue, Dean 4.. Four service bands, two from uable is that the one of 1861
Previous dairy husbandryextenThe same route had been largely tian Reformed church, of which
will be doeed for one of the two
Martin; Duke of Athens, H. P. the navy, one from the army and tains a completestory of
sion meetings have emphasized the
days to allow the teachers to at- covered on previous days by two Rev. H. J. Heynen is the pastor, ZEELAND RESERVE TEAM
Wackerbarth;Philostrate, Ray- ope from the marines, will take Brawn's raid at Harpers
importance of efficient production,
addition members of substitute carriers, each taking a comes back in fine shape with an
LOSES GAME WITH HOLLAND and Michigan farmers have rapidly mond De Young.
part in the parade, as well as 800 which served as a brand in 1
school boards and all other inter part of the route and sometimes insignificantchurch dent of only
AT HOLLAND ARMORY built up the yearly milk records of The program starts promptly at marines, 800 sailors and a total of the trouble between the North'
working
together
with
horses
and
$2,350.00
remaining
unpaid
on
the
ested In ednaatkoalwork are intheir herds. The equipment on the 8 o'clock and the admission is 35 79 officers and 1,622 enlisted army the South that flamed into •
new parsonagewhich was built at
vited to attend. The inetituteis automobile*.
cents.
war.
men.
The roads in many of the section^ a cost of approximately $7,300.
conducted under the auspices of
Zeeland Record.— After battling truck will stress the importance of
The issue of 1860 contains a
The total contributions besides a heavy snowstorm the local re- good qualityindairy products and
the department of public instruc- around Holland are badly drifted
TWO ALLEGED WET LAW
Word was received in Holland tailed account of the visit of
Mail boxes along some roads are the building fund were $4,437.73, of serve basketballfive engaged in s the models which it carriea will
VIOLATORS BOUND OVER that Richard Brown, a brother-in- Prince of Wales in America in
almost hidden from view. Some which sum $869.22 were special real contest with the Holland High assist in obtaining higher grade
law of Edward Sawitzky, died in year. The Prince of Wak*
carriers used their automobiles contributionsand $338.50 for char- Reserves on tho Armory floor. milk.
BUSINESS CHANGES ARE
Cornelius Serier and John Hop Mt. Clemens. Mr. Brown has left later crowned King Edward of
The
Michigan
Milk
Producers’
ANNOUNCED IN ALLEGAN others used horses, and in some in itabl'i purposes.
Coach Chapman’s men knowing the
gland upon the death of his moi
Associationwill co-operatewith the were bound over to circuit court by to attend the funeral.
stances short distanceswere cover
site of the floor were able to locate
JusticeCharles K. Van Duren Tuesthe beloved Queen Victoria. It
FRIS
BOOK
STORE
STARTS
^.ptmany
t
The Model Shoe
Com
of
Al- ed afoot.
when the reservo team of Zeeland collegefor the meetings to be held day on charges of liquor law violao
CIRCULATING LIBRARY
A benefit brdge party was held at contained the account of the eleclegan b moving into the building
waa unablo to lind tho hoop es- in three counties in the Thumb tions. Serier is charged with
District;Tuscola, Sanilac and Huthe Masonic temple Wednesday af- tion of AbrSham Lincoln to the
formerly occupied by Bush-Musk WOOD WORKING PLANT
pecially during the first quarter.
keeping a place in which intoxicat- ternoon by the Holland Chapter No. presidency of the United SUU*.
company. Chaffee Bros. Furniture
OPENS G. H. FACTORY Readers of the latest books will Playing without the servicesof ron.
These issues were treasured by
surely be interestedin a new ino- M. De Jonge, Jacob Wildschut or
Local arrangementsfor the plac- ing liquor was disposed of and al- 429. A dainty luncheon was served.
Company will occupy the store the
es
of meetine each each county are so sellingliquor. Hop is charged Prises were won in bridge by Mrs. the late Harmon Bosch, father of
vation
launched
by
Jake
Fris
of
The Grand Haven Cabinet Co.,
Model company is vacating. ExG. Boeiens, the midget local team
being made by the county agricul with keeping a place. The men were Otto P. Kramer and Mrs. Charles John H. Bosch, since the day of
tensive alterationsare being made recently organised with Orville the Fris Book Store. It is to be a
released upon furnishing tho re- Emerson and prize* In five hun- their issue until the time of his
tural agents.
Mann as president, is located in circulat
in the Grange store.
The schedule for the truck is
Serier and Hop dred were won by Mrs. Barnum and death when they became the poathe building occupied at one time
session of the latter. Their placecola. Feb. 11, 12, 13, and 14; Liv- were arrested last week when Dep- Mrs. G. Moomey.
locmU
by the Cedar Craft Co. and former- Throujh the medium of thi,
WIRTH AND MY8ZKA
ment wUh the historicalsociety^
ingston, 18, 19: Sanilac,25, 26 and uty SheriffsCramer, Dornboe and
WIN AT HOLLAND ly used as the Columbus Street
Bontekoe raided tho place, comA student from Canada enrolled makes them of inestimablevalue to
school. The new firm will special- can secure all tho latest books, Holland secured six points and Zee- 27; Huron, Feo. 28, and March 1;
at junior
Junior High School
School this
this week,
week. the present and future generations.
Earl Wirth of Grand Rapids won ise in wood novelties and wood fiction or non-fiction, at a very rea- land registered one vir. the foul Calhoun, 4, 5; Barry, 6, 7; Ingham, monly knoum as the 101 Ranch, on . *t
19, 20, 21 and 22; Jackson, 26, 27, he north side. The necks of bot-;He is Kline F. Teeter of St Thomthe referee’s decisionin a fast and turning of all kinds. A recent or- sonablt rate.
method.
HOLLAND FOLKS
Readers of books are intensely The last half showed that they 28 and 29; Branch, April 9 and 10; ties which Sener, officers allege, !*<, Ontario.
furious bout with A1 Wolgast, Cad- der for 20,000 table legs of which
broken on the ice on Black lake, in
ANNIVERSARY IN CHICJ
illac, in a boxing show put on by 5000 must be delivered in two interested and enthusiastic over also could play a fine defensive Cass, 12 and 13, Monroe 16 and 17;
an attempt to destroy the liquor,
Gerald Vande Vusee of Zeeland
the national guard, Holland, Wed- weeks to a manufacturingfirm in this privilege. It puts them in ame on a large floor. For during Oakland, 19 and 20; Allegan, 22
some
of
which
was
scooped
up,
will sing Sunday evening at the
Mr. and Mrs. George E.
nesday. Tony Mysxka also of Gr. Grand Rapids is their first big or- touch with the very last contribu- o next two periods,both teams and 23; Ottawa, 24 and 25; (Hinton,
were introducedas evidenceagainst Van Raalte Avenue Refornmd kins, former residentsof
Rapids, stowed away hii opponent de;.
tions of the best writers at a very played on an even scoring par. Iho April 30 and May 1 and 2.
the men at the examinations. Pros- church.' He is only eight year old, Sunday celebratedin Chicago
0
Chuck Dorian, by a technical knocknominal rate.
locals found the hoop for one bucecuting Attorney Clarence A. Lok- but he has sung in public many sixty-third anniversaryof
out In the fourth round of the semi- FOUR-MAN RACE FOR CIRCUIT
A minimum charge of 10c per ket anu a foul shot and Holland THIRD REF. CHURCH
ker also produced a witness who times.
marriage. Mr. Tompkins ia 81
PLANS
TO
FETE
final
book is made for fiction.
__
JUDGE FROM OTTAWAregisieied one basket and a foul
claimed to have bought a pint of
Mrs. Tomkins is 83. They were
MISSIONARIES
This
minumum
charge
is
for
the
ALLEGAN
shot
liquor in the place which culminatThe Gleaners’ Class of the Third married in Illinois in 186G and
DR. VAN KBR8HN OF HOLLAND
first three days, after the third day
Zeeland was below standard at
Reformed Church will meet tonight spent most of their wedded
TO PREACH AT IRELAND
Candidatesfor circuit judges, 2 cents additionalper day will be shooting. Several easy shots were Third Reformed church of Hol- ed in the raid.
o
at the home of Mrs. George Vande in that state. Their
who have qualifiedfor the March charged. For illustration— a per missed, which would have given the land, is planning to give a recepDr. W. P. Scott and Frank Piefer Riet, 89 West 11th street
last year was fetad by the
tion next week Wednesday to its
Dr. W. J. Van Kersen of Holland, 4th primary as released today by son takes out a book for 7 days, the
locals a better looking score.
of their granddaughter at the
missionarieson furlough, Rev. and were visitors in Grand Rapids yesdistrict secretary of the Board of the Department of State at Lans- charge will be 4 days at 2 cents
Mead
and Kleis, members of last
Dr. E. B. Bryan, presidentof the of Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Boswor
Mrs. John L. Ter Borg of Japan terday.
Foreign Missions, will conduct the ing, show that there will be no plus the 10 cent minimum or 18
season’sreserves, who were defeatUniversity of Ohio, Athens, Ohio, thii city.
and Rev. and Mrs. John R. Kemservices at the Second Reformed contest in 28 of the 40 districts. cents.
ed here last year were the main
A
church of Zeeland next Sunday. The The fourteenth districthas John
On the non-fictionbooks where scorers in Friday’s game for the pera of Tapachula,Mexico. The G. J. Diekenre of Holland will not will be the speaker at the next
Ter Borgs have spent six years in be a candidate for the positionof meeting of the Rotary Club. Dick ZEELAND RECORD TELLS
pastor, Rev. R. J. Vanden Berg, will Vanderwerp of Muskegon,Republi- the price of the books are $3 to $5
chairman of the Republican State Keeler will be in charge of the pro- COMING HOLLAND)
fill a classical appointment at Dun- can unopposed.
a minimum charge of 25 cents per es worked for the locals, Moerdyk,
in Mexico three years. Mr. Kem- Central Committee. “Diek" has gram.
HIGH G4
nlngville on that day.
In the twentieth diatrict Orien 8. bool: will be made.
a local guard, played a fine defenspers will give a ztereopticonlec- been very successfulin this capaThere will be no membership ive game.
Cross, Allegan, Fred T. Miles, HolThe C. E. Society of the Fourth Zeeland Record.— This Friday
ture. The program will be In city and rot alone in the last camHOLLAND MARKETS
land, and Louis H. Qosterhouse, Gr. charee but all are invited to use
Plans are being made to meet
naign
but
in
previous campaigns ReformedChurch will hold a Chris- Zeeland team will meet H*
charge
of
the
Woman’s
Missionary
Haven and I. C. Montique of Alle- the library as often as they with, the Hollander* on the local floor bedating bsck many years and he be- tian Endeavor birthday party. Fri- enemy, Holland Christian
B
i paid to farmers are: gan aU Republicans will batUe for
2»‘
for the season i* over.
lieves in nassing it around and day evening, February 1st in the The game will be played at H
o
91.84 bu.; corn, fl.05; rye. the nomination.
Henry Geerlings will speak at the
not let "Diek" do it always. He church basement.
and is one of the hierh lights
BORCULO CHURCH HAS
Maplewood P. T. A. meeting Frisure has done his share.
schedules of both teams,
DR.
DAME
TO
PREACH
ON
GOOD
RECORD
day night.
HOLLAND LEGION POST
Rev. Hendriksenof Zeeland will clans for the Zeeland
INFANT BAPTISM
WILL STAGE BURLESQUE
The Borculo Christian Reformed George Van Di*. 38. died Thurs- be the speaker at the meeting of Zeeland also gets ready
23 & 26c; beef, 1
Prof. I. J. Lubbers wlil give an
ehurch which has just issued its day at the home of his oarents.Mr.
and heifers,16 0 17e lb.; Wilard G. Leenhouta post, Amer- address at the regular meeting of
Next Sunday evening. Rev. C. P. financialreport for 1928. shows a snd Mrs. John Van Dis, 126 East the Eunice Aid Society of the. Chris- season for the *
tian Reformedehurchen. They will com;
12V4c; veal 16
20c; ican Legion, wiH stage its annual the W. C. T. U. to be held Friday Dame will preach in TrinityChurch
very prosperous condition, with 14th street He is survived bv his meet Friday afternoon in the Four16c; spring lambs, burlesaueshow February 11 and at 2:30 in the Literary Club rooms, on the subject, ‘Is Infant Baptism
total receiptsof $5,414.55and their wife, two children. John Wayne teenth street church.
o
12 1 nHolland theatre.The olay is
Scriptural?’' In these days thin special contributions for varfbus
entitled “A Trip to Paris" and
The St Agnes guild of Grace subject is talked about considerably causes amounted to $730.11.Their and Sylvia Clara, his parents and
one brother and two sisters. The
The trials of Cornelius Serier and
characters to be featured include Episcopal church will hold their and affirmedby some and denied by
contributions for charitablepur* funeralwill he held Saturday after, John Hop. proprietorsof the “101
Gen. Pershing, Aimee MacPherson.Valentine bridge party on the even- others. You art invited to
Vosw were $382.21 and their ex- noon at three o'clock at the Nihbel- Hunch," will not he held in
Browning,Clara Bow and
penditures for the same purpose
. J. H. Brug- court until the next
»£*
r‘brwy
ntt'
,o
ti,e
>wish
a“
‘
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General Pershing will hereafter
receive a salute of 19 guns instead
upon

known of 17. But some Chicago gangsters get almost that

application.

many.

i

5050

da;.

If teacher is in doubt as to how
she stands with her pupils she usually finds out on Valentine’sDay.

Have you heard the

BLUE AND THE

22, Central Sub. Lota, 3. 4, 6, 6, T.
delivered Add. No. 1, Villagt of Harrington.
recently to the following:Dick KaJohn D. Verschure to Holly Roosper, Jr., Ed. Miacotten, Paul Jor- sicn ard wife: Lot 45 of SUketec
dan, Marvin Slotman and Dr. Rig- Bras. Add to City of Holland,
terinl:.
Katie Noekert to Cornelia Xun
Lot 14, Bik “D” Boi man’s Add.,
Ed Dangrcmond and family, Mr| pity of Holland.
and Mrs. Harold Dangremond,HenDirk Ver Hoef to Albert Vanden

Neal Nyhoff and family of Kal
ainaaoj were visitors this week at
the home of their parents Mr. and
Mrs. Garret Vos.

Com

Grand Army of the Republic have
Greatnessis made by contrast
signed a letter protesting against The higher the people climb, the
two bills introducedin Washington .fewer great men appear.
by a North Carolina congressman
But how do they account for the
asking aid and comfort for men fact there were no doctors to keep
fought to dissolve the Union away until the first apple was
sixty odd yean ago. Specifically, eaten {

e

r

y

*

land.

Janet B. Tanis la substituting N. Dykstra and family of Holland
as teacher at the Pine Creek achool visited their children, Mr. and Mrs.

Ed Miscottenlast Sunday.

north of Holland this week.

A man had

been riding in a
propose is that the marine stuffy smoking car, and when the
band be detailed to the reunion of train stopped at the station, he

payments, includinginterestwill
discount $1000 equity 50% for
quick cash sale. Phone 5879.

FOR

SALE— Purebred Holstein
hull calf. Dam’s record, 16,715
pounds milk, 665 pounds butter.
Also two yearling purebred heifers from high record cows. Keppel Bros., K. 6, Zeeland, Mich.

aTC

Mr. arc! Mrs. C. Rosenberg of Jjangremo.til cf Seattle. Wash Add., City of Zeeland.
Central Park were guests of Mr. were visitors at J. K. Dangremond
and Mrs. Jack Nieboer Monday. home at Overisel Sunday afternoon. Jock Dykstra to John A. Van
Huin and wife: Pt. N%, Lota 21,
Prof. A. Koechele and family of
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Lohntan, 22. 23 and 24. Harrington, WesterAllegan were guests of Mrs. B. Jr., were in Grand Rapids last Sat- hoff and Kraker'a Add. No. 2, Village of Harrington, City of HolVoorharst Sunday.
urday to consult a specialist.

poor relations.

modern in every way except gas.'
$25.00 per month covers monthlv

New Fords have been

lastest

Scotch song: “Let the Rest of the
World Go Buy!’’

People who don’t understand our
The commander and the adjutant foreign relations never had any

Congressman Bulwinkle’s

_

Henry Nyenhuis was in Grand
Rapids on business last Tuesday.

GRAY

of the Wisconsin department of the

;

P

Perhaps Coolidge has been the
healthiest presidentbecause his
l the post office at Holland, Mich.,
constitutionhasn’t been cluttered
the act of Congress, March, up with foolishamendments.
as Second Class Matter

TELEPHONE
Often - . -

Ed Miacotten is busy putting up
a celery hot 'house. This reminds
us that spring will aoon be here
again. However, some are still
busy shioping.

&

of .50 to those paying in ad-

Rates of advertiiingmade

regular employees. Business during the first month of the year
gives promise of receipts which
will total cocvsiderablyover the
half million mark. Recently 5 underground oil tanks of 3000 gallon
capacity each have been installed.
They have also obtained the agency
for the new Chevrolet cars and
ans are being made for the erecion of an up-to-date gtrag* this

CarolineB. HerpolsheimerO’Brien to Seth C. Keasey single:
Announcement has been made Pt. SW frl. Sec. 4-6-16, Park
that anpther community play will
be given in the near future. Mrs.
t£th C. Keasey, single, to Joseph
M. Hoffs and Mrs. H. Dangremond Marty O’Brien and wife: Pt. SW
have been chosen as directors. The frl ^4, See. 4-5-16, Park Twp.
play will be a comedy drama enJohn B. Northcott and wife to
spring.
titled, “Yes, Ye* Go On.” The Frank Jensen: NEM, 8WV4, Sec.
date has not yet been set.
22-5- 16 W, Park Twp.
Milo Slotman departed for DeALL KINDS OF HOUSES FOR
Charles Parish, widower to Wiltroit last Saturday. He expects to
SALE— Bom* are real bargain*,'
Henry Dangremordof Seattle, liam L. Bauder and wife: Lot 29,
find work in the city.
also aome for rent, K. Buunna
Wash., is visiting relatives and Thomas Add., city of Holland.
Phono 6638. o,.
«/.
friends in this vicinity for several
John Wichers and wife to CarlGeo. Kolean was in Sturgis last days.
ton Bennett and wife: Pt. SE
week Wednesday on business.
Cor., Sec. 18-5-14. City of Zedand.
FOR SALE— boos* for sale, $3600
Mrs. Lutigheid Sr. is on the sick
Martin Oudemool and wife to
Mrs. Sena Maatman and Dena
Home has 5. rooms, full bath, full
Cornelius Steketee and wife: Lot
Brower motored to Allegan Satur
basement, furnaoa,alectrio lights,

CAT

—

^

'

’

FOR
.

RENT-My Farm of

120

acres in Monterey Township 1
mile south and U mile west of
Monterey Center. Ellaabeth Willis, R. D. 6, Allegan, Mich. Ph.

- —

All Piict-Workira

o

-

.

Dangremond
Mr. J. H. Maatman returned The piece- workerx know they
General PerehlnQ followingin hot pureult the Mexican bandit Villa. Mr. and Mra| Don Dangremond and home Saturday after visiting his vM oe paid ikto riling In whe!
Growth of Languogta
The chaee led Into the interior of Mexico and might have caused Inter, friend enjoyed Sunday dinner at children in Holland for several , they earn. UnfortmiHtely.a gre*l
Authoritiesbelieve that all Ian
Confederate veterans at Charlotte- went out on Se platform and took
the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. days.
nationaltrouble. Find General Perahlng.
many oonplece- workers do not real fuages had their origin in the dhi
deep breath of fresh air. In his
Dangremond last Sunday.
lie that they, loo, In the long lects of one common lungmip'
ville, N. C., this summer and that
enjoyment he said to the brakeErnest Kronemeyer has returned run. are paid In accordance with whose home Is conjectured to Wvc
the war department furnish the
man: 'Isn’t this invigorating?”
Mr. Major of Sturgis is spend- from an extended visit with his what they earn. Each Inst one at been between the Balllc snd Cksbedding for the boys in gray. The
“No, sir,” was the reply, “this is
ing several days here oh business. brother Raymond at Three Rivers. us Is In resllty paid by the pleoo- plan sens. The languagefpfMd
boys in blue, who faced rebel bul- Holland.”
our progress In life depends upon with migrations In the different
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Ten Brink
Henry Schutmaat has recovered our achievements.You and 1 and places, and the separationsnd rate
lets at AntieUm and Gettysburg,
and daughter Julia spent Sunday from his recent illnesfi and is back •very other Individual la a piece admixture* Increasedthe differThe train to Backville, as usual,
art naturallydisconcertedby a reevening at the home of Mr. and on the job. He now has his fon£ worker.— R G Forbes In Forbes ences In the dialects pnlil they becrawled along and stopped dead.
that the government that
clear, it can be seen to join the Mrs. Frank Moomey at Holland, busy taldni
taking inventory.
Magazine
“Conductor,” chuckledJim Brown,
came distinctlanguages, which In
Rumor has it that the opossum pad of the foot back of
if the other
they fought to uphold thus did and shoe salesman, “may I get off and
turn spread and broke up lnl«* dla
has invaded the lower tier of coun- toes.
fcV
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Schutmaat
»eeta.
the enemy. They are still pick some flowers?”
ties in Michigan. That will be good
While it frequents swamps and and Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Brower
bivouackingon the old camp “Afraid you won’t find any,’ news for some who love baked other damp places it lives in hollow were in Grand Rapids Monday.
laughed the trainman.
’possum. In the South the 'possum trees and In grassy banks. From
“Ohll there’ll be lots of time/
is the turkey. ’Possum, baked sweet these places of refuw it never wanLocal nimrods are smiling.ShanThe request made by the gentle- repliedthe salesman, “I^ve bought potatoes and plenty of gravy, is
ders far as its refuge is its only tiea have been hauled out on the
a
packet
of
seeds.”
man from North Carolina would
heaven to some. When Crtief Jus- protection. During the breeding bayou and fishing is in full swing.
tice Taft was presidenthe once sat season its travels are a littlemore A party headed by Henry Schuthave come with better grace from
“If I stood on my head all the
there are
a northern congressman;but hav- blood would flow to it, now would it down to a dinner in Atlanta, Ga., extensive.If pursued it will usuallv maat motored to Pine Creek bay
at which 2,000 opossums were take to a tree which it can climb at Holland and returned loaded.
not?”
ing come from the south, why not
oi the
served,just to give hipi a taste of with almost as much ease as a
“Yes.”
accept it as an opportunity of givsomething truly Southern. The squirrel.The sense of smell in the
John Elzinga is driving a new
retail expenses
“Then how is it that when I’m opossum is a bit too rich for the
opossum is not very acule and in Chevrolet Landau and Henry Keming an element in the former Constanding on my feet, it doesn’t rush white man’s palate,but thev suit
comparison with some other small ke: a coach.
at the a, a.
federate states that is still far down to them?”
the Negro exactly and just nil the animals it seems absolutely dull,
being reconstructed,an ap“Because your feet aren’t emp- bill in winter when cold winds being develoned to a less degree
Prof. Arthur Kaechels and family were guests at the Geo. Schutpanntly much needed reminder ty.”
whistle.
than that of the muskrat
o
When caught in a trap it offers maat home Sunday evening.
that the Civil War ended, as far
The opossum is considered the
MORE EGGS IN 19297
easiest of all furbearers to trap. no resistance and the rap on the
the north was concerned, when
Lou Ijodenatsinof Hopkins visitHowever, every trapper should skull which will dispatch a muakLee surrendered at Aped at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
rat will have no damaging effect on
know
the
animal’s
Habits
thort? The veterans who will “An average of 150 eggs a year” oughly before he can consider his an opossum. However, to all out- Jacob Eding Sunday.
is a good “resolution”for the farm
Popularly acclaimed at the New tion Show at New York on January
at Charlottevilleare no longer
education complete. Their tracks ward appearances, the animal .is
poultry raiser for 1929. Some of
Mrs. Lee Slotman is still suffer- York AutomobileShow as one of
dead
and
if
the
trapper
turns
5th, the new Pontiac line went on
can
be
found
along
swamps,
ponds
They are cRixens of a re- the most important things to keep
ing severely as a result of rheumathe most distinctiveof the new exhibitionat the automobile shows
and small streams and can hardly around to get his axe or other tism.
country; and if they can in miiai to improve the flock are
be confused with any other fur- equipment his game is likely to
cars for 1929, the Pontiac Six-big* held at Birmingham, Ala, on Jancomfort under blue blankets or to use male birds bred for egg pro- bearer. They are clearly defined make a get-away. This is the
The community was shocked last ger, faster and smarter— is now be- uary, 7th; Newark, Philadelphia,
duction, to select the best hens for
Sick straighterto the strains of
showing five toes spread wide “playing ’possum” stunt that is week by the sudden death of John ing displayed over a widening area Milwaukee, Buffalo and Schenecbreeding, to hatch early, and to
furnitnre direct
the marine band, who wants to cull the laying flock, suggests the apdrt; the inside toe corresponding familiar to everyone but which Van Vyven . Mr. Van Vyven was expected to embrace all of the Uni- tedy on January 12; Atlanta and
probably is caused by the national
a. save
well known in this vicinity having led States within the next few Cincinnation January 13 and will
deny those things to men whose U. 8. Department of Agriculture to our thumb, is a little shorterthan
the others and where the track is used saying.
formerly led the community band weeks, declared a statement issued be displayed at Nashville simultanBetter
rations
would
increase
egg
mistake was in taking up arms to
of this village.
here by the Oakland Motor Car Co. eous with the opening of the show
production on many farms. A mash
settle a dispute precipitatedby a
Showings of the new line are there on January 14th.
containing meat feed or the use of
WEST POINT GOES BEGGING
generation of hot-beaded politi- milk in the ration is essentialto WOMAN S LITERARY CLUB
Harvey Zeerip and Jacob Eding being timed to tie in with the openThe new Pontiac is on display
departed for Detroit Monday to ing of the automobileshows at now at the Oakland-Pontiac
GarMEMBERS ENTERTAINED BY
good egg production in winter.
MUSIC CLUB The war departmentis- reported *pend a few days in that city on leading cities throughout the coun- age. 121 East Eighth Street, Holtry, it was stated.
land, Mich.
to be having difficulty in obtaining businesf.
suitable candidatesfor the 40 West
COLLEGE INCREASE
• Members of the Woman's Litet- Point cadetships speciallycreated
SLOWING
ary Chib were entertainedTuesday by congress in 1926 for sons of
afternoon with a special program men killed in the World War. A
From a restaurant waitress and given under the auspices of the somewhat similar
When the United States got into
Mlar difficulty is being
oeing
cashier’s job to holder of the Holland Musicians'Club. Mrs. John
experienced by congressmen in
the World War a rapid increaseof
world’s endurancerecord for wo- Telling, as its president, gave a
country in finding apthe attendance upon colleges was men flying alone is quite a jump, brief outline of the numbers to parts of the coun
the cadetships
allotted
plicant*for the
c_
already in progress.After the war, but Miss Viola Gentry made it at come. She thanked especiallyMis. them. Altogether,West Point and
•the rush to higher institution!of Roosevelt Field, New York, one day Viola Partridge of Saugatuck for regular army life does not seem
recently.
enrichirg the program by giving a
to hold the same attraction for
learning increased by leaps and
Her record-breaking flight was reading and Miss Sarah Lacey as young Americans as formerly.
bound*. In 1890 there were 120,000 not made under favorable condi- the newest and youngest member
Several reasons might be adcollege studentsin the United tions, either, as she flew in an open for playing two piano solos.
vanced for this backwardness of
The
program
was
as
follows:
feet
States. Today there are in the plane f
youth to come forward and serve
Piano duets, Prelude to 3rd act of
Mffcborhood of 850,000; and the during much of the 8 hours 6 minits country In uniform. Soldiering
utes and 37 seconds which elapsed Lohengrin, by Wagner, and Spanish
number of women students has between her take-off and landing. Dance, by Kargroski, Mrs. Karsten was never thrillingin times of
peace and it lost much of its glamor
grown in a really startling way, so
Miss Gentry learned to fly at and Miss Karsten.
m the late war. As the nation beVocal solos: Twilight Falls, by A
that the ratio is a littlemore than Curtiss Field and had about 130
comes more money-minded,young
Morse, Evening, by Fox, and The
hours
of
solo
flying
to
her
credit
three women to every five men.
men prefer the larger remuneration
when she made h#r successfulat- Moon Man, by Grant-Schaeffer obtainable outside the army to the
The condition has been highly
Mrs.
Arthur
Visscher.
tempt to set a new record for wogratifying to believers in higher men. In order to finance her aviaPiano solos: Muzurka in B Min- glory ^of fitting themselves to proeducation,and at the same time it tion schooling she had worked in or, bv Chopin, and By the Sea, by
Mr. and Mrs. Harold
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Tremendous
SEMI-ANNUAL SHOE SALE

—

—AT THE-

SHOE STORE

—

Schubert-Stoye— Miss Sarah Lacey. ger. ^Whether tLs inclinationis
Reading:The Miracle, by Lady
While her feat was not exactly
created problems of administration,
an epoch-makingone, it again de- Gregory— Miss Partridge.
teaching, discipline, grading, and
Vocal solos: The Lark Now
monstrated that women are not inagreeable than a boycott of West
eliminations that have been ex ferior to men in courage or ambi- Leaves his Watery Nest, by Parke,
The Little Cloud, by lA)gan. and A Point to those who would break
tremely difficult, and sometimes tion when they set their minds on
Dear Little Goose, by Halter— Mrs. down our nationaldefense and exhave seemed to be beyond solution. doing somethingunusual.
pose us to attack from abroad.
Arthur Visscher.
o
The fact that American youth
And there have been some dark and
Quartette: Her Rose, by Coombs,
PostmasterA. J. Westveer, dur- The Miller’sWooing, by Snicker, is not crashing the gates at West
anxious prognostications about ing his southern trip, was told by
and Song of the Seasons,by Halley Point does not prove that patriotwhat might happen in future if the a Florida booster at Miami that
—Mrs. A. Visscher,Mrs. Frank De ism is dead in tnis country or that
the temperature nevtr exceeded 70
rush should continue indefinitely.
Weese, Mrs. Dunwoody, Mrs. Van- this same youth would not be
in the summer. He hunted up a der Veen. Mrs. Martha Robbins acHowever, a special writer on
ready to bleed and die for it if
thermometerand it regiatered103. companied at the piano for all the
war came. The unfortunate thing
educational topics in the Boston much to the disgust of the booster.
songs.
is that it reveals a failure on their
'O'
Transcript, Harland B. Ratdiffe,
Before the music program was part to realise that our nationaldeThe
Hope
College
Glee
Club
will
figures which indicate
.given the meeting was opened by
give a program on Friday night, the president,Mrs. Sears McLean fense, if it is allowed to decay, canthat the rush is not likely to so connot be recreatedover night. West
February 1st, at 7:30 o’clock at the
tinue, and on the contrary is al- HarringtonSchool. An admission Mrs. Paul Vander Riet announced Point is the training ground for
that an early payment of dues the officers whom the country must
ready commencing to lessen. Mr. will be
#
would be appreciated by the com- depend on to take charge In an
Ratdiffe reciting the old assertion
mittee whose duty it is to check emergency. As such it should be
that “whft goes up must come
on the members electionday. more highly esteemed by the young
rs. Ed Westveer announcedthat men of this generation than it apdown,” remarks: “It is entirely
election of officers is only, five parently is.
possible that within five years our
weeks away and that two import0
colleges and universities will have
ant offices must be filled, namely
The office of the Re-Nu- Parts
reached the point of saturation,
Quettioni— 25
president and vice president. She
Corporation has been moved from
and will have come to a place when
1
Who used the pen name asked that the club members be he third floor of the Peoples State
ready
with
prospective
names
on
Bank to the main plant on the
they can, and will accept not a sin- George Eliot?
What was the longest game In nomination day.
north sitfe. Theodore Rowe is sales
gle student more than underwent
Mrs. Geo. Albers announcedthe manager and Miss Marie Stout the
the Americanleague?
instruction in the previousacademic
How many secretaries of state result of the seal sale, which was stenographer.
period.” This conclusion is based became Presidents and who were $1000 of which $700 remains in the
club treasury to carry on the work
Fred T. Miles will speak at the
they?
on a slight falling off in the numof the civic health committee.
Gibson Parent-Teachers’ Club this
What
state was named for a
ber of freshmen throughoutthe
------ 0
evenir.*,’.
King of England of the house of
country,on a general slowing down
0
Charles Kair was in charge cf
Stuart and who was he?
the .Rotary Club luncheon and proof the increase in the student body,
HAMILTON
What is biology?
(V—In what branch of painting, gram at the Warm Friend Tavern
and specifically on figures gathered
given Thursday afternoon. «
The storm caused quite a stir in
from ninety schoolsthroughout the besides portraits, was Thomas
this village last Veex. Aside the
Gainsborough celebrated?
There will be a waffle supper usual blow, the train jumped the
What la the name of the
lively inconsequential increase in largest lake In Uussia?
tonight from 5:30 to 7:30 at the track south of town* blocking the
Methodist Church. It is given un- road for several hours. Ben the
fi— What country is the turkey
ORllment* in 1928 over 1927. The
genial postmaster, was compelled
in regular session enroll- native of and how many species the auspices of the Home Missionto hustle to Holland and Dunningary society.
•re there?
for example, has gone up
villr for the mail, while John Kron9— How many letter* are there in
The Virginia Park community emeyer of Route No. 2 was trying
292,308 to 301,863, and the the French alphabet?
19— Where In the Bible does this club is making plans for a Valen- to dig through the storm and snow
enrollment has actually
verse occur: “And he set the sea tine’s day party for all the mem- drifts. N. D. Strabbing and Marvin
In the Utter connection,
on right side of the east end, over bers to be given at the hall on Kooiker, other mail carriers, were
it is not clear whether against the south”?
Wednesday evening, February 13. more fortunate since they were
The followingevening, February 14, able to crawl over the snowdrifts
Mr. Ratdiffe has reckoned with the
a public skating party will be held. with their snowmobiles. However
of junior colleges,
Antwerp— 25
in the blindingstorm, Marvin misare included in his
Mary Ann
c>
Frank Lievense gave an address took a very steep hill fob snowthe discussion is
Philadelphiadefeated Boston to the members of the P. T. A. of drift and in an attempt to climb it,
and exhaustive to 4-1 In a 24-innlnggame September Fennville Tuesday evening in re- found that the gas could not climb
L 1906.
gard to their sponsoring a local from the tank to the engine. At
point of main interest,
Six; Jefferson, Madison, Mon- troop three and her also presided least ten cars and trucks were in
clear that the
roe, John Quincy Adams, Van Bu- at the annual charter presentation the dirth on the “B” line toward
ren, Buchanan.
ceremony in his capacity as depu- Holland, while several others were
Carolina,for Charles I.
ty commissionerof this area knd stalled on the road. In town the
That branch of knowledge chairman of the organization de- youngsterscoasted, the cars carpartment.
that treats on Uie science of life.
eened down the hills and pedes0— Landscape painting.
trians dodged. This village seems
Ladoga:
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bakker, to bo up-to-date.
It Is a native of North Amer- a son; to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Wilica and there are but two species, liam Schoon at tlm Holland hospi- ’ Antoinette Smit is' employed
the Yucatan and Central American. tal, a daughter, Lpia Martbine; to
0— TwentyfivT
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Kowtanje,
10 II ChronHI#*: 4, v. 10. 308 West 17th etreet, a daughter,
has been appalling,because it has a restaurant

-

-
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Beginning Today Thurs. Closing

Sat. Night, Feb.

9

This is the biggest SHOE SALE of the year. Cost is forgotten and the entire
stock is marked down to sell in a few days. A Cash Raising Sale— no charges. Never
before have quality merchandise been sold at these low prices. We need the money
and you need the shoes.

Our patrons will remember the Mammoth Sale we held when located in the Warm
Friend Tavern. 3,646 pairs of shoes and oxfords were sold in 10 days. This Sale will
eclipse all others. We plan to sell 1,000 pairs of footwear the first day. Be here and
get your share.

tree 50 Pelrs
To 50 customers making a purchase

Hose

of

of

shoes we

Ladles Hose

will include free of charge a pair of Ladies Fine

or a pair of Men’s Sox.

Here are only

a few of the

many bargains:

—

2—

-

3—

4—

-

-

5—

Look Men
Be Here and Save
HOLLAND

and Other Good
Makes All Go at

Evans.

4—

5—

.

7—

8—

Phyllis

Mary.

.

;

Straps,

Pumps,

Children’s
Marked down

$3.95

$2.45
Be here and buy

of this quality.

GAITERS
all

out. Only

Boys’
Misses’
Children’s

m

Babies’

Rubbers
Closing them

now

for the future.

challenge any to duplicate
these prices on merchandise

Women’s

to sell

$1.95

We

Men’s

Shoes

(2.25 to $4.50 values

Ties

$4.95

2—

8—

Shoes and Oxfords,

$2.95

7—

1—

Ladies’ Style

$1.65

•>

quality v
HARD and SOFT SOLES
Fine

'u

-

*

PERSONALS

Funeral serviceswere held Tuefl: selves of the privilegeto pay their to Holland in his peculiarway. He
fllled a niche that posaibly no other
day afternoon at 2 o’clock from the last respects.
We sometimes wonder if John Holland man could fill. He played
Dykstra Funeral Home and were Van Vyven was fully appreciated severalinstruments even when only
largelyattended.in thf city of Holland. He was a lad in “knickers” and as he grew
The floral tributesfrom friends loved by all and might be called up he became identified with pracCitizen
and from civic organizationswere a man without an enemy. He was tically every band that Holland has
generous to a fault and citizens in had in the past forty years.
*
WAS STRICKEN WITH HEART many and
He was a member of the old
all walks of life called upon him for
Rev.
James
M.
Martin,
pastor
of
- FAILURE WHILE DRIVING
his unusual talent Civic dubs West Michigan band, blew a horn
the
Third
Reformed
Church,
waa
in
IN . RURAL DISTRICT r
vied with one another for<MDu- in the Hill Thomas band and was
charge of the funeral services and
gsn's” services at their luncheon u member when Fred Noble. was
was assisted by Miss Nellie*ChurchN\ a-. Band Leader, Entertainer,and
clubs. When John put on fils pro- a leader.
?ord of the City Mission. InterJohn Van Vyven's real ability as
All Round Good Fellow
a hand director was evident when
he put the American l-egion Band|
Whea. the sudden death of John
on its feet and made it one of the'
Van Vjrven was made known Satbest musical organizations of its
urday afternoon, Holland indeed
kind in western Michigan and held
was shocked, as it has not been
the honor of directingthe only
for some time, for it is doubtful i
AmericanLegion Band in the State
if there fo a man in the city toof Michigan. The American Legion
ward whom the citizens geneially
Band of Holland today is the crea
speaking felt so kindly as toward
lion of John Van Vyven and no
“Dugan,” the nick-name he has
one
|
born for years. No one called him
•‘Dugan" was also instrumental
John, that name had become a misin training the Holland High School
nomer— it was either “Dug” or “Du
hand, a well drilledorganization*
far.''
accomplished in musical art for an
The death of Mr. Van Vyven was
aftKregationso young.
all unexpected. In spite of the
Space forbids to enumerate the
bad weather John went out to do
musical organizations that John
some long promisedpiano tuning
Van Vyven has created, orchestras,
in Allegan County and it was upon
mandolin clubs, quartets, minstrel
his return late in the afternoon
rhows, musical comedies— we all rethat he felt an illness creep upon

John Van

Vyven

Much Beloved

Mrs. Simon De Groot is visiting
at the home of her parenia, Mr.
and Mrs. J. Kieft of Muakagon.

Passes

beautiful.

I Anna O'Conner is again home After umiergiing an operation at the
home oi Mrs Charles Finch.

Imi.

-

m

and Mrs: Lewis Tyner are
Chicago to attend the annual

Ut)

show.

Jmt.

A. J. Weatveer,D. J. Dtt
Saar and Harry Doesburghave returned home after a trip to Washington. D. C., and Miami, Fla.

I

Mrs. Fred Stratton of AUegan
is visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. I). H. Shaw. West 12th street

fist-.

I

John Kooiker of the Scott-Lugera

i

member them, everyone of
e proi

but a feW miles irom Holland in
Fillmore Townshiphe became so ill
and short of breath that he stopped
his car and hailed s passing motor-

asking for aid. Three men,
aul Famz, and Carl McGrath of
AUegan and Henry L. Koala of
Plainwell stopped immediately to
give assistancebut found that Mr.|
Van Vyven was in great distress
and thought the best thing to do
waa to hurry him to a farm houac
netrby. The home of Wm. Mulder
waa aelected and Dn A. J. Brower
4>f Holland was hastily summoned
by phone, It was found, however,
“Dugan” had passthat the beloved
be
ed away some time before the doc-

gram there was life, there was a
swing to the music, there was a

Cemetery. Home
ment touk place in Pilgrim

,

Lumber Company

James De Free of the Bush A
Lane Piano Company, is sick with
the

Xxllave ywm
ever
life

ft

day night.

"

flu

wr

their mail from Holland last Thursdiamond springs
The Pall bearers were Nicholas gale of laughter,there was an hour
day because of the wreck, before
Hoffman, Herman H. Cook, Horace of good feeling that simply bubthey could make their daily trip.
Dekker, Frank Smith, Henry Wilson bled over from this unusual man
Mr ad Mrs. Glenn Danner berg
with rare musical talent and who
and Martin Dykema.
from Holland called on her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Hofsbeen and
tor’s arrival.
The members of, the Mission band was a born actor.
It has been hard for the school
Strangers who were guests at the son of Holland were in Forest Mr und Mrs. Harm Gates, last
Mr. Van Vyven was 61 years old of which Mr. Van Vyven was diteachers to get ta their work on
Wee Wedne.Aday.
clubs
often
wondered
and
expressGrove
on
Snturlny
to
attend
the
and is suhived J>y his wife and rector, attended in a body as did
Herman Brower, our neighbor certain Monday mornings. Som?
two daughters, Margaret and Ger- representativesfrom the American ed a wish that their city might funeral services fnr their brother- barker ut Hamilton, who nas been even had to make the trip on foot
have such an unusual entertainer law, Jacob Overzet. Among the
trude and one brother, Joe, of Lesion band.
ill with pneumonia for some time, on account of the deep snow.
Tuesday morning friends were who was always thinking up some- relatives besides local residents, U a.owly recovering.He had
Rockford, Mich., and one sister,
_______
new
that
might
entertain
the
were
also
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Van
HaHgiven
the
privilege
to
view
the
remg
n
Mrs. Dena landman of Holland.
doc'oi- from Grand Rapids, who
sma
of
Vriesland.
P.
Veenboer
of
The
young
folks in this burg enguests
in
his
city.
icsts
Mr. Van Vyven lived at 66 West mains at the Dykstra Funeral
has now returned to his home. May
joyed a skating party last WednesJohn Van Vyven was a real asset Drrnthe was also present.
Home and hundreds availed them16th street
we soon see him again on the job.

«

flu.

Alex Van Zanten and Henty Winter were in Grand Haven on bualnets the first part of the wo*k.B

then*

with a “Dugan” swing that no one
could get away from.
Who can forget the “Dugan” and
Smith duet, singing the “Handicap”
way back 35 years ago. We see
the horses comirg down the line yet
and feel the spirit of the track
as we remember this old time hit
as given by “Dugan" and Smith.
John Vun Vyven has surely left
his mark for good in the city of
Holland, always a kind word for
everyone, always a smile upon his
face. He was a radiator of sunshine wherever he went and if that
is worth anything, and we all know
it is, then Holland has lost a valuable citizen and the void will be felt
for some time to come.

Telephone “Cutover” Connects Subscribers9
Lines with New Central Office Switchboard

Shreveport

is in

Iowa on business.

E—ntial

to Groot

Work

No man can produce great thlnp
ta not thoroughly sincere In
dealing with hlmeelf, who would
not exchange the finest allow for
the poorest reality, who does not
so love hla work that he Is not onlj
glad to give himself for It but finds
rather a gain than a auertfleo In
the surrender— l*nwell.•

who

imoroving it much
local mailmen had to get and convenience.

<r

-wr

•••

••

Biack beaa>
tlfnl fnrnltare at

sack

Taking Shino From Cloth

To remove the shine from long
Died cloth, take an emery bonrd or
a piece of fine emery paper and rub
It very gently with a rolsry more
ment over the glossy surface. This
raises the nsp that constant rub
in appearance
blng hai driven back Into the ma-

Last week Wednesday the loconmtivo was derailed just at the
Mr. Gerrit De Jonge, who conerossir.g between here and Hamil- duct a general store here, is ret:>r, blink. ng traffic for some time.
modelingthe interior of hla store,

The

yen

FACTORY

terial.

1

Actual Operation Is Almost Instantaneous, But a Vast Amount of Preliminary
Extending Over a Long Period Precedes the Dramatic Moment.
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new telephone cen-

tral

ready *or BerT’
Ice, Is put Into operation,

hundreds or thousaads of
telephonelinea are quickly
disconnected from an existing office and transferred to the new
one. This is what is technically

t

•

.

known as a “cutover* At

the

scheduled instant the new central
office la thus made part of the
great telephone system and begins
rendering service. This occasion Is
always an Interestingand Important event With the definiteness
of the launching of a ship, .and the
significanceof the beginningof
the maiden vdyage, the new central
office starts its life of service.

route calls to the new central office, but up to the time of the cutover, route them to the old central
office. So it is necessary at the
moment of cutover to disconnect
from the old central office, in as
short a time as possible, the many
subscribers’lines,* and Immediately afterward to render the apparatus for them fully operativoin the
new central offibe. Everything is
put in readinessbefore the cutover
for these operationsto take place.

as soon as he receives this report
he communicates by telephonewith
the new central office, ordering
them to remove the cutover tools
which up to this time have prevented the lines from working
with the new central office equipment By midnight all of these operations have1>eea finished.

new

office before the cutover, so
that the call passing through one
office when made, passes through
another after the cutover, continuing afosolutely without Interruption through a new central office!

The Operator*’ Part In Cutovers
Some cutovers remove all the
lines from equipment which has
This completes the cutover. The been In operation for a number of
telephoneshave been disconnected
years and which it is best to toko
from the old centraloffice and are
out of service. Iu such cases the
now normallyconnected Into the operators take pride in rendering
new office.While more than two good service till the last and fori
years of work have gone Into planan attachment to the old office
ning and building the new office,
after the cutover when the switch-

How the Cutover Is Conducted
There are many klnda of cutoveri, depending on the types of
equipment and on whether two or the actual operation of putting it board Is lifeless, without a
more central offices are Involved. into service is completedin one lamp burning.

Viar WOMr /unurt ii Mtt/»el»rjrin tuff
my 0*J lit uuulUnan u t fini /*6.
four ftelory b>mth nuimftr mm ptrum€llj o« /A« H>
>><i, proprrly ctrrj fat. I mill /l-lly If
t/r lu ihi HOUk l*i*sct m lift* U

m

eihti I*rn4ct like il.
C. A.

Hi

riiOfSB.
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HOME

"Here where

I live,

the Mis-

tress used to toil and slave over the
old furnace. I know the tons of

coal she shoveled, and the many
times a week 1 was taken out and
dumped, and 1 can tell you the kind
of ashes 1 received— full of slag, big
clinkers and unburned coal. I have
watched the clouds of dust and
smoke in the house; and I have
•often heard the Mistresa remark
that in spite of it all, they could not
keep comfortable.

"Finally one day the Master
came home and found the house
cold. His wife told him a little
about the furnace. He went down
stairs,shook his head, clenched his
fists, gritted his teeth, and said

Toledo.

<

bo.

Ash Can.
men

uaces.

furnace.

“Believe me, I was interested! The cool days came, the fire
was started. You could have
knocked me over with a feather
when they failed to even dump me

—

the first week. And such ashes
nothing but dust. No clinkers— thev
were all ground up in those big selfcleaning grate bars.

“The

Mistress

no

longer

shovels coal; her eleven -year old
boy does that now. He comes down
•very morning, ."hip as cuffys" gives
the long, breast-high lever a few
pulls; pokes away the ashes; and
puts in a- little coal. At night he
does the same, and if it is very cold,
perhaps at noon. The Master said
the other day he wouldn’t have another furnace in tha house for loveor-money.
“I

am

the

Ash Gin.

the ’brass tacks' of furnaces. I sug-

man came. He looked at every cor-

gest you get in touch with your
loci i HOME factqryservice man at
once — the telephone will do."

head and departed.Next came some

Here’s another reason

for
The

HOME

Economy

specially designed grate bars of th#
Hot Blast Furnace are a special

HOME

extra-heavypattern. With the long
powerful shaker bar. they crush the

(know

"The next day, a furnace
ner, partition and floor; nodded his

&

in overalls; out went the old
heater,and in came a brand new

something1 could not understand.

clinkers, cleaningthe fire; and all the real
burnt up- clean. This means a great saving in fuel and much added comfort in tM
home. The jrate bars are almoet inetantly

removable.

.s'Vjj

HOME
FURNACE
CO.
HOLLANaMICH.IT.SLA.

‘

thoq

the

4what’» • what’
about (urnac«».I could tell (omo
JL surprisingfacts about soma iur

or two minutes.

During the months of preparation phone traffic Ih ndt abnormal,
for the cutover, each subscriber'sspeaks by telephone with the cutalthough served from the old over dlaputcherand gives him tho
has been carried to 0. K. to proceed.
new officeand connected to the
According to schedule,at 11:GS
Uie out- the dispatcher communicateswith
will the terminal room of the oW contra! office and orders them to "pul!
the heat coils," thus discon

am

I

If;

fell tymee4 Dine.

£«l

signal

But every cutover is under the diNo permanent operators are rerection of a; dispatcher who conEmergency Calls Provided For
leased from the company's service
trols all of the cutover operations.
With the continuous Increase tn
If any emergency calls for fire when the new equipment is of the
In a typicalcutover he is located
dial type. Sometimes temporary
the number of telephones, more
In the new centraloffice building. or police are in progress the operemployees are taken on to fill
lines are always being connected
ators
know
It, for they know these
By means of special telephone conto the centraioffices. To prevent
numbers
and
always
give
special needs prior to the cutover. Even
nections to . the old central office
these are often offeredpermanent
their being filled to capacity,new
from which the telephone lines are attentionto such calls. In calls
exchangesto which some of the
employment to aid In the operaInvolving
critical
illness
similar
to be transferred, and to the other
telephone lines can be transferred,
tion of the dial office In handling
parts of the new building, he keeps care Is taken If the operatorknows
must be constantly added to the
calls from manual offices, ibeslilea
the
character
of
the
call.
In
this
In touch with all developments and
telephone system In order that adeinformation calls, long distance
gives orders for the performance of way, when the operators begin to
quate servicemay be furnished.
and other special calls.
Interrupt
calls
about
ten
minutes
the various steps. The schedule
The work of making a large new of operations has been made opt before the cutover, they either
The Public’s Part
central office begins over two years long In advance and is well known know or are on the lookoutfor any
Among the many kinds of cutIn advance, with plans as to What to all taking part. Everything is emergency call taking place.
To take care of such calls, spe- overs some affect the public only
territoryIt shall servo and what specifiedtd the minute In order
that the cutover may be completed cial connections are provided be- by a change of central office name
. equipment shall be Installed.The
tween the operators at the old and which may be made many months
entover date Is decided upon In the and the new central office in opera•r.
now central offices, and by this in advance of the actual cutover.
tion at the announcedtime.
, beginning, and every step in the
The first;- step, scheduled for
work la scheduled so that the entire
about ten minutes before the comnew central office will be>’ompleted pletion of the cutover, Is for the
and ready for cutqver on this date. telephone operators to interrupt
Great lengths of cabltf under the each conversationthpa In progress,
OLD
* streets roust bo placed and spliced. and request the ppriles to hang up
CENTAL
Elaborate central office equipment aid complete their call a few minOffICL
; moat be ordered from the factory, ute* later, after the cutover has
received and installed.At the fac- taken place. . In order to reduce
> tory and during Installationmil- the amoupt ef, this work the cutlions of soldered connections must over la scheduled fur an hour when
¥ be made. Then cornea the period the trafficis light,' usually at midWir* ’<•
, of testing. Every part must be night, when, under normal conditested both by itself and operating tions, only a half a dozen or so
N£W v
in conjunction with other parts, calls will be in progress.
Culavtr mtkni hiiianljiitom
CttjTVt
the last the operating and
Tn the typical mluiHghl cutover,
TJtms U lirUH
or net
aktu
De”0“i! Wi!ch^ t°*fcftboutn<53 th(* toffle official in
disconnected
new central office must charge of the operators at tho o!d
assigned and trained.
central office, after noting that tele-
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Arrangement of Circuitsat the Time of Cutover.
means an operator at the old office Other cutovers require a change la
irits to one at the uev; office the subscriber's equipment and
the telephone nambera on any telephone number, and some reemergencytall interruptedby the quire the nse of a new directory
cutover. The operator at the qca immediately after the cutover. Iu
office Immediately mako.i the con- all of these changes,telephone
nection through the new office so service D maintained with little or
that only a, i jneumt's interrapUon to Interruption, the telephone
''oniethnestho connection ns;ra co-opcraUnc with tho comIw min la Uiu pony it* Uu m
1

m
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News
Frof lef hunters in America
am about $60,000 a year.

K

Miss Mabel Vanden Berg of Holland was the guest of Miss Florence Koestier over the week end.—
Grand Haven Tribune.

visitor in Holland yesterday announcing his candidacy for circuit
judge for Ottawa and Alktcsn counties on the Republican,ticket.
Mr. Montaque is
graduate
from the U. of M. law school, has
practiced law in Allegan for a
number of years, was not only
cKy attorney there, but has been
ProsecutingAttorney of Allegan
County.
The other candidates are Fred
T. Miles of Holland, Louis Oster
hous of Grand Haven and Jud^c
Cross who is now serving.

a

A New York

stock exchange seat,
Grand Haven city water bills are
for $1,000 in 1868, wu rebeing mailed from the City Hall. A
cently sold for $680,000.
rate of $2.60 for 10,000 gallons or
f A marriage licensehas been is- less is the charge.
sued in Kent county for Karl M.
Miss Cornelia Van Anroov, forBarkley,81, Grand Rapids and
merly
ty of Holland, is assis1
assistingin
Betty Martinus, 80, Holland.
the Probate office at Grand Haven
Frau Hedwig Ansite of Vienna temporarily. Judge Danhofs office
fasted for <6 days to reduce her is a very busy place.
weight 62 pounds.
AIRCRAFT MAN RETURNS
The Republicans of Allegan counFROM EUROPE
ty
will
hold
the
first
convention
of
Mrs. Kathleen Fetherstonhaugh
of London, was granted a divorce the year in Streeter’s opera house,
Mr. O. E. Ssekely, president of
because her husband had madf a Allegan Feb. 6 to elect delegates the Ssekely Aircraft Co., of Hoito
the
state
convention
in
Lansing.
girl servant head of his household.
his own native city, Budapest, Hun-

I

might

C.

buk orndi

of Glasgow, is very fussy about his of Grand Haven Knights Templar gary. Soon after his arrival he
false teeth, and has different sets marched down local streets when was informedof the arrival yesabout 100 members from Muskefor morning, afternoon and evening.
terday morning of a young son to
gon and Ottawa counties attended Mrs. Ssekely at Holland hospit ti
Garritt Ifasselink,president of divine worship at the Presbyterian and naturallycongratulationswere
the Ferris Institute at Big Rapids, church Sunday afternoon.
in order.

Leslie Rlsto of Whiting, Indiana I

days.

is visiting his relativeshere for a

few

All of the Holland scouts will be
The members of the Holland ship
mobilized Saturday, February .9, of Sea Scouts enjoyed a sleighride
as part of a nation-wideobservance Tuesday evening to Macatawa Pk.
of national Boy Scout week.
and back. About 40 attended the
The 200 scouts here will act in party which ended up with a lunch
unison with 1,000,000others in this at Keefer’s restaurant. tSkipper
country in simulating work during Andrew Hvma was presented with
a national disaster.
a pair of binocularsas a token of
The exact time of the mobilisa- appreciationfor his work with the
tion is being kept a secret,Mown ship.
only to two or three officers. At a
given signal, an alarm will be givMiss Annie Hagelkamp enter en. The usual disaster system of tained her sisters at a birtnda
notification will be used, and in as
ty held Monday
*y afternoon. Those
short time as possible,the scouts
who attended the party were Mrs.
will assemble in their troops and be
Harm Johnson, Mrs. Jane Rice and
ready for service.
Mrs. Ben Ende oi Holland, Mrs.
The different troops will then be
Albert Johnson of Zeeland and Mrs.
asigned to places where they would
Henry Johnson of Hamilton. A two
be if they were needed in an
course luncheon was served after
emergency.Some will be aasigned
which Mrs. Hagelkampwas preto police headquarters, others at
sented with some nice gifts.
the fire stationsand at other places where they could be of assistThe teachers and officers of the
ance.
The test will be made as nearly Sunday school of Trinity Reformed
like actual disaster conditions as church were the guests of the coivpossible,so as to uive the boys sistory at a banqyet given Friday
the trainingand to demonstrate to evening in the church parlors. . The
the community haw the scouts following program was given:
Prayer was offeredby Peter Huymight be of assistance.
William Meengs of this city, act- ser, John Wiersma introduced as
ing district commissioner,’ 'has toastmaster for the evening, Geo.
charge of the Scout Week plans Schuurman. Mrs. Harold Damstra
here. His committeeof scoutmas- sang severalsolos and Lester Wasters will meet at the city hall Fri- senasr gave several readings.Brief
day evening to formulate plans for talks were pi von by three teachers
of the Sunday school. Prayer was
the various days.
The first day of Scout Week is discussed by the pastor,while Mrs
always February8th of each year, A. Vanden Berg and John Oonk
which marks the anniversary of the discussed other subjects. Miss Harincorporation of the scoot move- riet Schuurman gave several violin
ment in America. This was at solos. Rev. J. H. Mulder of the
Washington, D. C., in 1919. In 1916 Seminary was the speaker of the
the scout movement was granted a evening, his topic being the “Purcongressional charter, the second pose of Sunday School Teaching.”
body to be so honored. The Red The pastor, Rev. C. P. Dame, was
Cross and the American Legion are presented with a gift as a token of
the only other organizationshaving appreciation for nis work during
the year. The closing remarks
such charters.
On Sundav the scouts will attend were made by David Damstra, the

1

The civil suit of Limon G. West
versus John Jahlma was heard
Wednesday before Justic William
Brusse and a jury of six men.
The case resulted from a collision

between the cars of the litigants
which occurred on East 8th street
near the Yokum Oil station on September 9th. The jury deliberated
45 minutes and returned a verdict
of no cause of action.Eight witnesses were heard in the case. The
Jury was composed of Nick Hoffman Sr., Simon Bos, A. Lamberts,
Nick Sprietsma, Bert Huizenga and

Rogers Strick.

William Schilstra,
Thursdayat

his

Buehler Bros., Inc.
Cash Market
The Food Emporium

43,

Holland

of

MEAT k GROCERY SPECIALS FOR SATURDAY

ONLY
Sugar Cured Picnic Hama ..... ......... .... lie

Sugar Cured Bacon Squares ..............lie
Buehler Broa. Beat Bacon

NEW GRONINGEN

.

.............

t

lie

..... '

Choice Pork Roast ..........................IB-Mc
died

home south of Zee-

land after several months’ illness,
on Thursdsy, He is survived by his
wife and two children,Daisy and
Wallace also by one brother Henry of Zeeland and three sisters,
Mrs. D. Vander Wege of Zeeland,
Mrs. J. Rypma of Holland and Mrs.
A. Schuurman of Virginia Park.
The funeral will be held Monday
afternoon at one o'clock at the
home and at 1 :30 at the First Reformed church in Zeeland. Interment will be in the Groningen cem-

Mr. Ssekely said he was very
glad to get back to Holland and
that he plans to stay here. He
was not so pleased when he stated
that there had been a rumor that
the planta would be moved to some
eterv.
other city.
The roads through here are be“The only thing I am sorry about
ginning to be somewhat more pasMr. Sseekely said, “is that there
Lake followingsevhome in Spri
sable.
The ice is 14 inches thick, clear has been
n ta
talk and even bets that I
oral strokes of apoplexy.
Nothing looks quite so lonesome
and hard as crystal, the finest ice would not return to Holland. I am
as the Holland Country Club golf
seen here in years. Several plows back and intend to stay and will
Mrs. Tony Pippel, mother
grounds In winter.
Chief of Police Hppel, of Grand were at work last week clearing make a thorough investigationof
Haven, fell in the yard of her home the snow for the cutters this week. thesi reports.
HAMILTON
and injured her back. X-ray picThe Spring Lake Ice Co. is cutZEELAND LITERARY CLUB
tures may disclose a fracturedarm.
Mr. and *Mrs. Henry Jurries of
WILL HOLD MEETING
She slipped on some ice while ting at tne bayou just oppositethe
Holland visited at the home of
hanging up blankets.She is 76 plant north of Ferrysburg.They
H J. Jurie.t Sunday.
report the ice to be excellent
On Tuesday, February 12, the
yean old.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Roelof visited
Literary Club of Zeeland will hold
their daughter,Mrs. Chsrter of
The plans of Mr. and Mrs. J. Ed- its next meeting. The life of LinDean Robert Williams of Albion
Holland las<. week.
college is addressingthe Men's gar Lee of Gyand Haven, for spend- coln is to be the topic of the aftersuperintendent
the Sunday Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Roll,
ing
several
weeks
in Florida were noon. There will be a violin solo their churches in uniform, and
Brotherhood at the Methodist
n baby girl.
those churches having complete school.
church this evening. The regular destroyed Wednesday night when by Miss Agnes Rummelt and a
troops will have appropriate serBom to Mr. and Mrs. Ed Bussch6:80 dinner is being served by men. Mr. Lee fell on the lev sidewalk reading, “Nancy Hank’s Lullaby,”
mons or remarks.
The Royal Neighbors held im- er, r. baby girl.
Dean Williams recently accepted oppositethe Q. P. sandwich shop of by Mrs. E. J. Pruim. Mrs. Jack
The Sea Scouts will attend Hope pressiveinstallation of officers FriMr. Herman Brower is ill with
the position of presidentof North- that city, and fractured a leg be- Boonstra will give a book review on
“A
Man
for the Ages” and Mrs. O. church this year. They will go in day night, the following being in- pneumonia.
low
the
knee.
The
rough
ice
and
ern Ohio University at Ada, 0.
Mr. John Weaver visitedat the
rutty conditionof the street there N. Wells will give a reading,“Abra- uniform and in a body and part of stalled: O., Frederika Hurts; P. O.,
ham
Lincoln Walks at Midnight.” the service will be In recognition Loney Haylett; V. O., Anna Zeit- home of Mrs. G. Rutgers last week.
were
factors
which
made
it
ineviHolland’s per capita wealth has
low; chancellor,Mrs. Hildephrand, There are a number of sick peoThe hostess will be Mrs. John H. of this organization.
increased from $168 in 1918 to a table that his fall would be serious,
Monday
is
school
day.
No
de- recorder. Leona Norlin: receiver, ple around this vkinity.
Bosch.
little more than $680 in 1928, ac- he said.
.
... ..........
tails will be worked out for this, Nellie Kleis; marshal, Myrtle flien- LICAI ................
cording to recent statistics.Having
the matter being left up to the nett; asst, marshal, Anna Rose;
Rev. J. De Haan, Sr., pastor of
OTTAWA
EGG
ASSOCIATION
Willard
Johnson
of
Detroit
was
had difficulty in meeting the coal
school authoritiesor teachers.
manager, Gertruda Sherwood; mu- First Christian Reformed Church
WILL MEET
and tax bill in December we would fined $6.35 by Justice C. E. Burr,
Tuesday, which will also be Lin- sician, Eva Simpson ; graces, Mes- at Pella. la., since 1919 has acceptlike to know where our $680 is Grand Haven for running a truck
The first annual meeting of the coln’s birthday is scout and com- dames De Witt, Knipe, Brown, Van ed a call to the church at Lamont,
without green lights. The Ottawa
so we can draw on it
Ottawa Egu and Poultry Associa- munity day, and they will be urged Duren and Schegardus.The instal- to succeed Rev. J. Breuker. Mr.
County State Police took him in.
De Haan has been in nine fields,
tion is scheduled to be held on Sat- to do some “good turn” for the ling officer was Grace Urick, the
Nearly 300 Holland Furnace Co.
including churches at Gull Lake,
community
in general.
ceremonial
marshal,
Blanche
Shafurday of this week, February2nd,
Scores of the Holland Rifle Club
g representatives
different
Wednesdayis acout and home fer. The installing officers were the Port Austin, Grand Rapids, Kalaat ten o’clock A. M. at the city hall
branches are here and have head- indoor shoot at the armory last
day as far aq the council is con- recipient* of Urge bouquets of mazoo and East Paris.
in Zeeland.
quarters at Warm Friend Tavern. evening were as following:Bill
The purpose of the meeting is the cerned there will be no particular flowers and the pianist was also
It sure Is a bright and happy lot Woldring, 181: John Overbeek, 175;
election of a board of directorsand observance, the matter being left remembered. The paste oracle reFILLMORE
There is to be a school of instruc- E. Leeuw, 173; Ben Lanning, 171; to submit an annual report of the up to each individualscout.
ceived a beautiful gift. RefreshSam Althuis,162; A. Barnim, 166; past year's business.
tion on salesmanship.
Thursday is vocation day. Plan ments and dancing concluded the
Fillmore has been experiencing
J. Yonker, 153; M. Klomparens,
This is an adjourned meeting for this day yet to be worked out. ceremony of the evening.
some real winter the last two
153; J. Vriellng, 144; J. Schmid,
Burrell H. Tripp of Allegan has
from one week earlier when the
weeks, but the most disagreeable
133; and U. Van Etta, 108.
been elected president of the class
conditionof the roads prevented a
Thieves, it appears, broke into
Mrs. Martin Windemuller was feature was the slipoeryhighways.
quorum of the members from at- Grace Church and stole the poor completely surprisedwith a shower Ditches, with autos were a comof 1929 at Haverfordcollege. He
Old age pension systems of vari- tending. The association was or- fund from the alms box. The robis the only four-letterathlete at
at the home of her parents, Mr. on sight along the highway.
.Haverford, having been an out- ous kinds, with particular stress ganized about one year ago and bery was discovered by Father D. and Mrs. H. Windemuller, 271 East
Few milk and creamery men are
standing performer in football, bas- laid on pensions for teachers, form- has since been doing a successful D. Douglas, the rector, when he 14th street Priding evening a pre- hauling ice for the summer.
ketball, baseballand track athletics ed the subject of the discussionof business under the management of passed the building, noticed the event
her coming marriage The followingare the honor rolls
door of the parish hall open. Upon that is set for next month. Gamas in some of the Fillmore schools:
during his four years’ course. In the Social progress club Tuesday A1 Otteman.
evening
when
it met at the home of
investigation,he found the alms were pUyed. the prizes being won Dist. No. 1, Fillmore Grammar
addition to class and athletic honors
box in the parish hall, where it had bv Mrs. John Dykema and MU« room: Donald Boeve, Almore De
the Michigan lad is business mana- Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Champion. Supt
Theodore
Lockhart,
for
years
a
ger of the 1929 class record and E. E. Fell who has been on the resident of Holland, belonging to been taken from the rear of the Jennie Terpstra.Miss Windemul- Witt, Ruth Dozeman, Myrtle De|
state steering committee of the
church. It was thrown on the floor ler was presented -with a number Witt, Beatrice Fairbanks, Anna
chairman of the 1929 class day comteachers’ pension fund, was the old pioneer stock, died at Holland where the thief had left K after
of beautiful and useful gifts. A Ruth Mulder. Dist. No. 4, Fillhospital
at
the
age
of
71
after
a
speaker. He gave an outline of
prying the hinges off and taking all two course luncheon was served. more, Grammar Room: Mildred
lingering
illness.
His
home
was
at
the trend toward pensions in inbut one cent which must have been Those present were the Mesdames Brink, Juliet Glupker, Marvin Koop.
dustry. pointing out that that is 112 West 23rd street He U sur- overlooked. The box contained posJohn Dvkeraa, D. Terpstra, C. Dyk- Johanna Lubbers, Jerry Meiste,
vived
by
his
wife
and
two
brothers.
inevitablewhen individualistic insibly $3.00 in small change.
formed church, Grand Rapids, has
ema, H. H. Windemuller Jr., H. Carl E. Ritteby,Carolina Schrotendustry becomes highly socialized. Bert Lockhart of California and
o—
Windemuller, Sr. H. Witeveen, and boer, Jacob Datema, Grace Kooiker,
been engaged to deliver a course of
Byron
Lockhart
of
Kalamazoo.
He laid down the principlethat
B. G. Stegink, T. Beyer, J. Van George Lenters,Gerald Meiste, Lefive lectureson The Anti-Christ”
OLIVE
CENTER
any penson is primarily In the inMul. A. Streur. J. Van Kampen, one Mulder, Herman RKterby, MarIn the lecturecourse arranged by
terest of increased service on the
Dr. J. C. Willits,pastor of the
W. Westdorp. W. Pluim and the vin Waltres. Dist. No. 4. Primary
Holland Christian High school, un- part of the worker, allowing him
Miss Harriet Vander Zwaag is
Firet Methodist Church, will be the
Misses Kay Dykema, Erma Chep- Room: Greta Jane Den Bleyk, Etta
der auspices of the board of edu- to do better work and thus provspeaker at the H. O. H. society confined to her home with the flu. kema, ZwanetteStegink. and Ger- Haverdink, Alvin Koops, John Lencation. Mr. DeJonge will deliver ing a benefit to the industry. A
Mr. Henry Timmer is taking the
meeting Friday night at the LitMs first lectureFeb. 7, the others pension is not charity, he said, and erary Club building. Alex Van place of the local mailman, Bert trude. Alice and Martha Windemul- ters, Alieta Lubbers, Arlene Alma
to
in successiveThursday1 it is not philanthropy.It is busi- Zanten will have charge of- the Tinholt, as substitute.Messrs. ler, Mary and Gertrude Van Kam- Kramer, Cornelia Van Liere, Harnen, Truda and HenriettaWest- riet Brink, Gerald Glupker, Sarah
ness and is justified on that basis. program.
Maurice Luidens and Harry SchemGlupker, Hazel Schrotenboer,Richdorp and Jennie Terpstra.
per are substitutingfor Mr. Brinkard Van Liere.
man of Route 2.
Witnesses
from
here who testiMr. Theron Stone, mailman for
West Olive has purchased a new fied in hte Sanders-VanNiewland
damage suit at Grand Haven yescar.
The Parents-Teachersmeeting terady were Charles Vos, Jake
Zoerman, Frank Santoro, James
will be held next week Friday eveCook. VaudieAUnden Berg, William
ning, Feb. 1 It will be the first
PTA meeting of the New Year and and Henry Kosters.Willis Walters
and Mr. and Mrs. John Van Niewa lai Ke crowd is expected.
land
Mrs. Berend Bartels has been
confined to her home for several
George Schuiling returned Friweeks on account of illness. She
is not much improved at this writ- day night from Lansing where he
attended the two-day session of the
m$.
Mrs. Harry Vander Zwaag and Mieliigan Council of Religious EduG. Eilander,
Henry Faber, Mgr.
son I^on Dale spent a few days cation. He reported the roads beIN
visiting at the home of her sister, ing extremely bad when he made
the trip by auto. He counted about
Mrs. Peter Amoldink.
25 cars and trucks tipped over or
oin the ditch and six stacked up in
NOORDELOOS
one place. The road was blocked
for four hours at one time he said.
The auction sale of Gerrit Van
Der Heuvel which has been an- The Mrs. B. Vande Water Ladies’
nounced in the papers has been Aid Divisionof Trinity Church surprised Mrs. Comelis Steketee,boss
postponed until further notice.
with each
Gerald Geerts. Anna Geerts,Jan- at the sheriff’s home at Grand HaXrfact
the
et Hovenga, Mildred Kuyers and ven and spent Thursday evening
Mr.
Arend
Hovenga
were
visitors paying a real visit to the former
•ttewe Factor?
of
here Sunday.
Holland lady who has by the voters
le directly reArie Vogel has been ill for three of Ottawa county been sentenced
weeks but now able to be out.
to spend at least two years at (not
chandise
pure
eponelbie
Philip WilHnk visited with his In) the county jail.
father and mother-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Gerrit Sterken.
Miss Bertha Mkhmershuizen
WiDUsn Willink called at the pleasinglyentertaineda number of
home of his brother snd sister, Mr. friends at her home Wednesday
and Mrs. Jacob Van Duine.
evening, in honor of Miss Estela
Simon Alofs spent a few days at Mohl, who is to be a spring bride.
'b
the home of his school friend, Geo. During the course of the enterVan Dyke
tainment the bride-to-bewas preMr. and Mrs. Philip Vogel vis- with many thoughtfullyselected
ited at the home of their son and gifts, after which a luncheon waa
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Arie Vogel served by the vivacious hostess.
all
Thursday.
3
Mr. and Mrs. Phillips Brooks enMrs. Gerrit Vander Veer and
daughter visited at the home of tertained with a dinner dance at
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Peter the Warm Friend Tavern Friday
evening. The tables were beautifulHevboer Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Weener and ly decorated with roses and Van
daughter visited at the home of Duren’s orchestrafurnished the mutheir brother and sister, Mr. and sic for the evening.— Holland Senif
tinel.
Mrs. Philip Willink Wednesday.
has been secured as the speaker for
A large audience enjoyed the first
the February meeting of the Men’s
of a series of Sundsy evening picBrotherhood of the M. E. church at
tures at the Congregational church.
Fetmville on February 16.
Saugatuck.The pictures pertained
John K. Prium, well known in to the story “Little Shepherd of
Holland, a son of Mr. and Mrs. Kingdom Come.” The pictures will
Enno Prium, is seriouslyill at his continue for six weeks.

.

HOLLAND OTT NEWS

NEW CANDIDATE FOB
GALA WEEK FOR
JUDGE VISITS HOLLAND
HOLLAND BOY SCOUTS
FEBRUARY
Attorney I. C. Montaque was a

Miai 011a Charter of Holland
the week end with Miss Ruth
radway.— Grand Haven Tribune.

*

Boiling Beef Plate Riba ......................
lie

Fancy Beef

Me

......................

Kettle Roast

Me
Heavy Spring Chickens, 4 to 5
..............Me
Fancy Dill Pickles, a doz. ....................He

Bulk Minced Meat, 2 Iba. for .......... .......
lbs

AttentianFanners!

We boy

Veal, Poultry

aid

Eos.
Government Inspected Meats.

-

Groceries of

Nations! Repute.

The Place la Hoflud to Bvj your
Meats and Groceries

Buehler Bros.,

Inc,

84

34 W.

HOLLAND, MICH.

of

L

C

Moatagoe

Candidate lot nomination on
tha RepublicanTicket lor the office oi

.

Circuit Judge

.

Primaries March 4th, 1929

from

to

—

-

Mow

THOMAS

C.

fMMgr.
STORES
FOUR

Ik

Milk

19c

lib.

Lard

or Country Chi

Pet or (Zarnation

lib. can

23c

3cans 25c
Cans

1

28c

You

will

be

glad you

Spinach Z -"I

married

2 No. 2 Cans 25c

you make

Raymond Bultema returned to

Purity

home from the Holland hospital Miss Bernice Scholten entertained her friends with a party given
Saturday and is doing fine/
Mr. and Mrs. Matt Heyboer and at her home, 95 East 15th street,
Mr. and Mrs. M. Roalofs of Holland last Friday evening.The five counles who were present are as folKue,t* °f Mr. and Mr*.
lows: Ada Oster, Nelson Ryzenga,
P. Heyboer Sunday.
Rolene Van Voorst.Jake Van Dyke
Reniice Scholten.Eugene Wiersma,
BEAVBRDAM
Eleanor Hieftje, Herbert Wybenga,
his

Sugar

251k

$1.45

NutOleo 21k 35c

1

Chocolate

Coveret Raisins 1

216

size

Bank

where individuallock;' boxes
and upwards

rent for $3.00

a

year.

Here you

will find absolute pro-

tection for your valuables and a

service that

planned

is

for

your

convenience.

lb.

19c

Dorothy Dalman and Jake Van
Th* Beaverdam Creamery com- Voorst A three-course luncheon
pany which erected a new creamwas served and a good time was
ery building during the paat year
made a remarkablygood showing reported by all.
of business during the year. Although a company of limited territory, they manufactured :12r,.68r.
pounds of butter for which they

3 lbs.
Yellow Fronts. C. Thomas

£

S.**0*? abov« th« butter
mad by them the sum of $47,992.51.
The butter taken out by the patptMi

39c. per doz.

HOLLAIQ.

a

Bakin Powder

FREE

Van Camps

Deposit service of this

& 2nd

CALUMET

parchace

$1.00 or more Mer-

4

These words describe the Safe

-

-

Specials for Fri. and Sat., Feb. 1st
Rice

CONVENIENT

iSS.

HOLLAND

FREE
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